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Preface.

THERE is no doubt that in recent years Africa

has been gaining an increasingly prominent

position, not only in the thought of the

Christian Church, but also in the deliberations of

European Parliaments, with the result that the

political map of the * Dark Continent * has under-

gone considerable modifications during the last few

years. And when we consider the diversity of its

products, the vastness of its mineral wealth, its

wonderful possibilities of trade and commerce, we
may safely predict that its importance will

assuredly grow.

The amazing variety of Africa's countless inhabi-

tants is surprising. Here men may be found in

every stage of development, from the cultured and
refined Europeans of the coast towns, down to the

dwarfs of the swamps and the pigmies of the

Central forests. In every corner of that great land

there are problems to be solved that will tax the

faith and courage and resources of the wisest and
best among us.

European civilisation that for so many years has

only fringed the ' Dark Continent,' is to-day

rapidly penetrating it. And I venture to affirm

that civilisation is necessary and inevitable for the

African. But the black man has a soul as well
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as a body, or to apply the words of Dr. Parker,
* He is a soul and has a body.* Will civilisation

alone be sufficient for him ? Will the religion in

which he believed as a naked savage satisfy him
when he becomes civilised? Certainly not.

How then are we to deal with these millions of

savages in the various spheres of British influence

in Africa, who are just emerging from barbarism ?

If by the forces of civilisation we break up the

bonds that have held native society together in

the past, and make their religion obsolete, and do

not supply them with any new spiritual and
religious motive to guide their conduct, we may
find the task of keeping them within reasonable

bounds a heavier one than we have yet dreamed of.

The feud between Boer and Briton, which all

right thinking men deplore, and which has now
happily been for ever ended, was small compared

with what is possible if by any mistaken policy

in dealing with the native question we find the

peoples of those great countries ranged against us,

as the growing conflict between the black and white

races in America abundantly proves. A quarrel

between civilised races may be ended in a short,

sharp conflict, but not so a deep-seated quarrel

between white and black in Africa. The natives

are there, and there to stay; moreover they are

necessary to the development of that great

Continent.

Some few European travellers who visit Africa

would have us believe that the * raw heathen ' is

preferable to the semi-civilised. They are loud in

their praises of the one, and slow to recognise the
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good that is in the other. But in the face of what

is happening to-day from the Cape to Cairo, and

from Nigeria to Zanzibar, it is evident that these

ignorant savages cannot remain in darkness and

subjection. Happily there is now a United South

Africa, and it is to be hoped that her statesmen

will seek the advancement of both Europeans and

natives alike within their borders.

Having spent over a dozen years in South Central

Africa in missionary work, and having come in

contact with the natives at first hand, I am natur-

ally concerned about the religious rather than the

political aspects of this question. Politicians

sometimes formulate and follow mistaken policies

and have to retrace their steps. It is some conso-

lation to the Christian missionary to know that

religious work which makes for the development

of character is a permanent contribution to a

nation's uplifting, and never needs undoing. But

we cannot think of political and religious work as

things apart ; they are mutually inclusive, and can-

not be entirely separated.

I have endeavoured to give in the following

pages an unvarnished account of my experiences

and adventures. I had many difficulties to face,

many problems to solve, and many dangers to

encounter, but patient and persistent toil has not

been without success.

This book does not profess to be a complete

history of the Baila-Batonga Mission, but as my
experience extends almost to the beginning of

missionary work in the Ila country, I have given
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a brief account of its origin and noted the important

events that subsequently occurred.

The illustrations are nearly all from my own
photographs. They were taken under difficulties,

and at considerable expense. They are unique in

that they are in themselves a valuable historic

record of work done; they illustrate the text and

constitute a welcome addition to the book. For the

sake of completeness a ' table of events ' is included.

My sincere thanks are due to my brethren in the

ministry who have so heartily received me into their

Churches; to those who have made special gifts to

the Nambala Mission ; to the many friends whose
hospitality I have shared during my furlough in

England; and also to the still larger number who
have prayed and wrought for the success of the

missionary cause.

WILLIAM CHAPMAN.
Machon Bank,

Sheffield.

1910.
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Introduction.

THE Primitive Methodist Church occupies a

worthy place among the many missionary

agencies engaged in the great task of bring-

ing Africa to Christ. A successful Mission was

founded at Aliwal North, Cape Colony, in 1870.

It soon became evident that the sphere of service

there would ultimately be too limited for the

Church's growing resources.

The Rev. J. Smith, while superintending the

Aliwal North station, came in frequent contact with

the French Missionaries in Basutoland, who were

endeavouring to establish a mission in the Borotse

Country. The leader of this movement was the

Rev. F. Coillard. Enquiries made by Mr. Smith

showed that the people south of the Zambesi were

being evangelised by the various Missionary

Societies. The country north of the Zambesi was
unexplored, and presented a great opportunity for

missionary work.

The French Missionaries did not contemplate

any extension east of Barotseland. Here then was
a vast field demanding attention. The Conference

of 1888 decided to send out missionaries, and the

following November the Rev. and Mrs. H.
Buckenham, the Rev. A. Baldwin, and Mr. F.
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Ward were appointed. They left England in April,

1889, for South Africa, and six months were occu-

pied there in preparing for the journey, the starting

point being Aliwal North. Another six months

was spent on the road south of the Zambesi, and

in September, 1890, they crossed that great river,

hoping to pay a visit to the King, get his permis-

sion to settle among the Baila, and then ' trek
*

away northward with their wagons.

But their plans were frustrated by the King,

who insisted that they should first take their wagons
to his capital. This made their route four times

longer than it would have been, and more than

four times more difficult than if they had been

allowed to enter the Ila country from the south.

Mr. Buckenham had several interviews with

Lewanika, who was in a very truculent and uncer-

tain mood. In June, 1891, he sent messengers to

them at Shesheke saying they were to leave the

country, as he would never allow them to go to

the Baila.

In the July following Mr. F. Ward resigned,

but Messrs. Buckenham and Baldwin pressed

bravely on amid difficulties and dangers that

would have daunted most men, and eventually

the King permitted them to enter their ' promised

land.' To get there was a herculean task.

They started from the Borotse in July, 1893,

and drove their loaded wagons through tropical

forests that had never been penetrated by white

men ; crossed seventeen bridgeless rivers ; loaded

and unloaded their wagons times without number;
and toiled and struggled on day after day until
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the middle of September. Then their food

ran short, and Mr. Buckenham, accompanied

by his wife, made a journey from the Njoko river

to Kazun^ula, to bring up their remaining wagon
with provisions. Mr. Baldwin encamped on the

Njoko until Mr. Buckenham returned, and together

they entered the Ila country, arriving at the Nkala
river about Christmas, 1893, four years after

leaving Aliwal North.

Here the boys that had accompanied them left

to return to their homes, and they remained abso-

lutely alone. Having surveyed the neighbourhood,

they selected the site where the Nkala Mission

Station was built, and removed their wagons
thither. The news of their arrival in the

Ila country, after so many years of trial

and patient endurance, was received with great

joy by the Church at home. The Missionary

Secretary of that time wrote :
* It is with thank-

fulness to Almighty God that we record that the

long and trying initial stage of the Zambesi
Mission is ended. . . . When the full tale of these

five years of preparatory work, and toil, and heroic

endeavour is told it will make one of the most
thrilling chapters in the most thrilling history of

missionary enterprise of either ancient or modern
times.'
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CHAPTER I.

Bound for the Dark Coivtinent:

Via the Cape.

' Not sedentary all: there are who roam

To scatter seeds of life on barbarous shores,*

Wordsworth.





Bound for the Dark Continent:
Via the Cape.

A Cry for Help—Relief to be Sent—Rev. F. Pickering
Appointed—Another Man Wanted—Called to Foreign
Service—We Leave England—Madeira—Teneriffe—In
the Southern Seas—Sighting Table Mount—Cape Town.

IN the early part of 1895, a batch of letters was
received from the Zambesi Mission party,

including eight that were written in 1893. One
of these, dated ' Nkala, June 19th, 1894,' gives us
an insight into the trying conditions under which
they were, at that time, prosecuting their work. Mr.
Buckenham wrote as follows :

—
' Mr. Baldwin told

you of my fall from the roof, and it is more than
six weeks since it happened, but as yet I have not
walked without crutch and stick; and besides this,

for the last fortnight an insidious fever has been
creeping through my system, reducing me to

extreme feebleness, and it is only the last two days
that I have been able to support myself at a table

to write a little. It is impossible for me to describe
all I have suffered. . . . Mr. Baldwin broke down
with fever and a bad leg, whilst Mrs. Buckenham
was in constant pain from her old foe—ulcers. If

you remember these things, and do not overlook
the nature of the people we are living among, you
will see the need for immediate help.'

These pathetic words must have profoundly
moved all who were privileged to read them. Many
earnest prayers were offered by thousands through-
out our Church, on behalf of those brave souls,

who, in the face of great difficulties, and many
dangers, were resolutely planting the standard of
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the Cross in one of the darkest corners of South
Central Africa.

The Missionary Committee at once took steps to

send out a relief party. A strong and capable man
was needed. If one could be found who had had
experience in missionary work among the heathen,
so much the better.

An enthusiastic young missionary and his wife
had returned to England scarcely a year before,

from San Carlos Bay, West Africa, where they
had been doing excellent work. It was to them
the Committee turned at this juncture. As soon
as the call to this service was given, they accepted
it as from God, and unhesitatingly placed them-
selves in the hands of the Missionary Committee.
At its Quarterly Meeting held in Sheffield on
January 17th, 1895, the Rev. and Mrs. F. Pickering
were definitely appointed to the Zambesi Mission.

It was also decided to send another man along
with Mr. Pickering, and a paragraph appeared in

the Primitive Methodist World to that effect. My
interest in the Zambesi Mission was growing, but
I had no idea of ever becoming directly associated

with it. I had been accepted by the Primitive

Methodist Conference as a candidate for the

ministry, and was then doing the work of a

minister on the Lincoln I. Circuit.

Returning from a preaching appointment one
evening I found, to my great surprise, a letter

from the Missionary Secretary, the Rev. John
Smith, asking if I would be willing to go to the

Zambesi as a missionary along with Mr. Pickering.

At first I said to myself, 'No; I cannot go. I

have never thought of offering myself for foreign

service, and have I not been called to the work
of the ministry in England?'

It is not difficult for a man to make up his mind
to a course of conduct—especially if it conduces
to his own pleasure or advantage—and endeavour
to find plausible reasons for so doing afterwards.
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In bringing myself to a decision on this matter,

was I really facing the question with an open mind
and in the spirit of willing submission to the

Divine Will? Here was the call of the Church,
and might not that also be the call of God? I

had given up my business in order to devote myself

entirely to the service of Christ and His Church;
and now I was filled with anxiety lest the wrong
answer should be given to this great question.

We prefer not to write too minutely respecting

the solemn hours that followed. The place whereon
we are standing is * holy ground.' It is enough
to say that when the light of the morning dawned,
that memorable conflict lay behind. ' And I heard

the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall I send,

and who will go for us? Then I said, Here am
I, send me.' In His strength the battle was won :

I was ready to go to Central Africa if it was the

will of God.
I sought counsel and advice from the Rev. J.

Pearson with whom I had been intimately asso-

ciated in Christian work. A letter was sent to the

Missionary Committee stating that I had not pre-

viously thought of going into the Mission Field,

but should it deem me suitable, I was not unwilling

to go, and would receive its decision, whatever that

might be, as an indication of the Divine Will.

The few days of waiting that followed seemed
to roll themselves up into one big note of interro-

gation. Will my future sphere be at home or

abroad: England or Africa, which? In the after-

noon of January 26th a telegram came to hand. I

tore open the envelope and read, ' You are

ACCEPTED. Letter to follow. Smith.' It did

follow, and quickly, for there was not a day to lose.

On February 23rd we were to sail for Cape Town,
and I must be ready by that date.

It is not necessary to write all that happened as

those busy days of hurried preparation rapidly

sped. A host of willing friends came to my aid
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with thoughtful advice regarding outfit, and many
acts of kindness are gratefully remembered. On
Friday, February 22nd, a Valedictory Service was
held in the Lower Exeter Hall, London, to bid

farewell to the Rev. and Mrs. F. Pickering and
myself who were going to Central Africa, and the

Rev. and Mrs. T. Stones who were going to West
Africa.

The influences of that meeting live with me still.

Many in the audience were greatly impressed. One
young minister, the Rev. R. W. Burnett, jun.,

gave himself to missionary work in West Africa;

the Rev. E. W. Smith, son of the Missionary

Secretary, was that night strengthened in his

resolve to offer himself for service in Africa. To
this day men sometimes shake me by the hand,

saying, ' I was present at that meeting in Exeter

Hall when you went to Africa the first time,' and
from that day they have not ceased to pray for our

missionaries and their work.
The day following the Exeter Hall meeting, we

travelled down to Southampton. At 4.30 p.m. the

ship's bell reminded us that the hour of sailing had
come. As the last farewells were being said, a
sailor went round the decks shouting, ' Any more
for the shore ? ' The latest mails were hurriedly

thrown on board; the gangways taken away, and
the ' Dunottar Castle ' loosed from her moorings.
In a few seconds her huge engines began to pant

and throb; passengers waved their last good-byes
to friends on the quay, and the shores of our native

land rapidly faded from our view. It was a dark
and stormy night. As we paced up and down the

deck, we felt strangely our new surroundings; it

was a long journey we were undertaking, and this

was its beginning—a passing out into the darkness.

On the Wednesday morning early we arrived at

Madeira. The stopping of the ship's engines woke
me, and hearing the sound of strange voices, I

rose and went on deck. A clear sky was overhead;
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but on one side there seemed to be a high dense
cloud half encircling us. As I stood looking upon
this blackness a light shone through it; in a few
minutes other lights appeared. Stars do not shine
through dense cloud, and for a moment I failed to

understand it. Then the first rays of the morning
dawned, and spots of white began to be visible.

As the light approached, a wonderful picture burst
upon my view. That which I thought to be a
cloud-bank was the rugged outline of a mountain
towering some 6,000 feet above the sea. The white
spots were houses ; some were far up on the moun-
tain side. The lights—shining like so many stars

—were from the dwellings of the people who were
rising while it w^as yet dark.

As I watched this wondrous unfolding of the
morning, the highest mountain peaks suddenly
changed from a dull grey to gold ; the deep valleys
were lighted up ; the snowy white houses became
even whiter than before, and almost ere the sun had
risen into view the whole island was bathed in

glorious sunlight. Funchal, the capital, with its

Governor's Palace, its Opera House, and its Cathe-
dral, was spread out before us—the whole formed a
picture of extreme beauty.
A number of boats were already alongside, into

one of these we stepped, and were rowed ashore.
To land on this lovely island of Madeira, with its

splendid mountain scenery, its clear bracing atmos-
phere, its delicious fruits and its fragrant flowers
seemed like entering some fairyland when com-
pared with the keen winter frosts experienced in

England but four days before.

The town was very quiet, no horses or wheeled
vehicles were to be seen. Mules and oxen were
the only animals in use, the latter being yoked to

wooden sleighs with a body of basketwork capable
of carrying two or more passengers. The natives
take life very leisurely—to be in a hurry is foreign
to their nature and surroundings. All Englishmen
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who land are expected to be both wealthy and
charitably disposed. Beggars innumerable pester

you for money during every minute of your stay.

Guides offer you their services, and if you do not
engage them they tack themselves on to your party
and expect to be paid for doing nothing when you
leave.

The hooter of the mail steamer warned us that

she was soon to weigh anchor, so we hurried back
to the boat and were rowed to the ship. We found
the ' Dunottar ' surrounded by scores of small
boats. Some contained jolly diving boys who swam
and dived like ducks. When a threepenny piece

was thrown into the sea they dived down after it

and in an incredibly short space of time returned
with it to the surface. Other boats contained
pedlars and their wares. Their representatives were
doing a brisk business with the passengers. Silks,

shawls, fancy cloths, beadwork, drawn thread
work, and various kinds of embroidery were speci-

ally interesting to the ladies; while fruit vendors,
basket, and wicker chair makers, bird fanciers, and
photographers, clustered round the gentlemen.
Anyone wishing to purchase anything offers

about one-third of the price asked. The merchant
goes away apparently angry and disgusted. In a
few minutes he is back again and the article is

bought at less than half the original price. Then
the ship's bell rang; the pedlars shouldered their

wares and departed. The ladders were drawn up;
the mighty engines again started, and Madeira
was left behind.
Away to the south-west the majestic peak of

Teneriffe came into view. It is the highest sum.mit

of the Canary Islands, and rises abruptly to 12,000

feet. When the air is clear it can be seen more
than one hundred miles away. Its lower slopes are

covered with forest and meadows ; the upper ridges

and the * Peak ' are barren. There is an ice cave
at a height of 11,000 feet, but the 'Peak' being
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white towards the top one can hardly tell at what
point its snow-clad heights begin.

In the Southern Hemisphere the sea was very
calm. Scarcely a ship or sail hove in sight for

days together. It seemed as though we had the

ocean to ourselves. Now and again a flock of

seagulls, or a few flying fish, or a shoal of por-

poises would attract our attention. The latter often

jump right out of the water ; their movements are so

constant and rapid that one wonders they do not

tire themselves out.

On the afternoon of Monday, March nth there

was great excitement on board ; something could be
faintly seen on the horizon ahead of us. Was it

a cloud, or was it Table Mountain ? It proved to be
the latter, and by 8 p.m. we steamed into Table
Bay, the ' Dunottar Castle ' having beaten all

previous records by twenty minutes.
The view of Cape Town as seen from the deck of

a ship in Table Bay—with the steep and massive
Table Mountain rising almost immediately behind
it—is a sight never to be forgotten. The mountain
is 3,582 feet above the sea. When the air is clear its

flat top stands sharply outlined against the sky.

At other times, white fleecy clouds come up from
behind, hang down the perpendicular face of the

cliff, and form what is known as the ' table cloth.'

But if the traveller climb the lower reaches of

Table Mountain, or if he ascend the neck that joins

Table Mount to Signal Hill, he will get a view of

Cape Town and its surroundings that will linger in

his memory for years to come. Another such won-
derful combination of landscape, sea-scape, and
mountain scenery, would be difficult to find.





CHAPTER II.

From Cape Town to Khama's Town.

' No doubt there are trials of our faith and
patience awaiting us, days and nights through
burning sands and scorching suns, when no water
can be procured for ourselves or our cattle, but this

is light compared with the miseries of the poor
degraded heathen who perish daily without God,
and whom we go to save.'

Henry Buckenham.





From Cape Town to Khama's Town.
Crossing the Karoo—A Visit to Kimberley Mines—Mafeking
—In the Veldt—Bullock Wagon Travelling—No Drink-
ing Water—Khama's Town—A Brave Lady.

WE spent a few days in Cape Town, and on
March 27th, at 9.30 p.m., we left by train

for Mafeking. Passing over the beautiful

Hex River Mountains during the night, the morn-
ing found us in the Karoo—a bare, desolate looking
country three hundred miles long and nearly one
hundred miles wide. Patches of ground several

acres in extent were as bare as a fallow field. In

other places there was very little grass ; but tiny

bushes, a few inches high, hid to some extent the

barrenness of the land.

For miles together there was no human habita-

tion. Low, flat-topped mountains—a species of

Table Mountain in miniature, were everywhere.
Once in a while, at the foot of some hill, we saw a

Dutch farmhouse with a few trees planted around
it. Angora goats and fat tailed sheep grazed on
the hill sides, and herds of cattle roamed about in

charge of native herd-boys. A few ostriches scam-
pered away from the train as we passed the farms
on which they were folded.

The railway had been constructed as cheaply as

possible, and was very tortuous. Our train glided

in and out among the hills, round numbers of

saucer-like depressions like a huge serpent. The
driver sat contentedly on a little side seat, swinging
his legs and smoking his pipe. The engine crawled
slowly up the steep gradients, gained the summit,
went helter-skelter on to the plain below and came
to a station. It consisted of a huge board fastened
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to a couple of posts, and some outlandish name
painted on it. There were no passengers to take
up or put down, so water was given to the thirsty-

engine, and on we went.
Breakfast time was already past, so we unpacked

our provisions, placed them on the little table, put
the tea into the pot, and waited until the train

stopped. Then we ran along to the driver, who
kindly filled the pot with boiling water from the
engine, and as soon as we were aboard again, away
went the train. The scenery changed very little

as the day wore on—still the same interminable
stretches of veldt, with here and there a solitary

farmhouse.

The sun, which had been very hot all day, now
sank in the western sky. After another sleepless

night we again looked out. The country had
changed considerably. Extensive plains stretched

away in every direction, a few hills were still visible,

but farmsteads were less solitary. As we approached
Kimberley large numbers of cattle, and a few horses
browsed on the grassy veldt.

Diamonds were first found here about 1870. A
circle three and a half miles in diameter would
enclose the principal mines ; around these Kim-
berley has been built, first in canvas, then in

corrugated iron, and lastly in well-built houses.

Having a desire to see these famous mines,

Mr. Pickering and I presented ourselves at the

De Beer's office, and permission having been
granted, we entered a dressing-room where suits of

clothes were kept for visitors. They were not in

a high state of repair; Mr. Pickering's whole suit

had but one button, and the suspender—a piece of

string of doubtful quality—was to him a source of

constant interest.

Our guide then took us to a trolley which ran

along a wire cable down into a huge crater, 500 feet

deep, then entering a cage we descended another

200 feet, and from thence down a number of dirty
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ladders until we found ourselves 1,200 feet below
the ground. Here a road 600 feet long had been
blasted at a cost of ^'12 per foot, and lighted by
electricity. Native mining boys were hard at work
digging up the ' blue ground ' and transporting it

to the bottom of the shaft. Then we entered a cage
at the further end of the mine and were hauled to

the surface.

The next place of interest was the famous com-
pound where eight hundred natives were kept for

a period of three months, and longer if they so
desired. We watched the various groups in great

astonishment. One company of civilised natives

stopped their conversation as we approached, looked

us over, smiled, and said something we did not

understand. One solitary individual sat over a

small fire cooking maize in a dirty old sardine tin

;

another was roasting a strip of meat over a fire

;

while a third, a Zambesian, with a peculiarly shaped
pipe, was having a vigorous smoke.
Thus they were cooking, smoking, singing, play-

ing rude musical instruments, sewing, reading, and
I know not what else. Some of their doings
shocked me at the time, but I have since learned
that many of them were living in better houses,
and had better fare than they would have had in

their own country. We resumed our journey in

the afternoon, and at daybreak we entered Mafe-
king, the terminus of the railway, and eight
hundred and eighty miles from Cape Town.
Mafeking was then a small town with short

streets and a market square, around which there

stood a few general stores, Dixon's Hotel, and a
branch of the Standard Bank of South Africa. The
buildings were mostl}^ of corrugated iron, and the

Europeans numbered about four hundred. A broad
expanse of veldt stretched away on every side. A
few trees relieved the monotony and provided a
welcome shade from the hot sun.

The great events of the week were, the arrival
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of the train, and the departure of the mail coach.
This famous ' Northern Express ' left for Bulawayo
every Monday morning at 9 a.m. It was drawn
by mules trained for the purpose, and relays were
in waiting every ten miles along the road. We
went to the market square to see it start. When
all was ready the signal, * Right away,' was given

;

the driver cracked his long whip ; the mules struck
out into a furious gallop, and away went the
* Express.' The sudden jerk forward caused one
of the passengers to lose his hat, but the ' Mail

*

must not be delayed for such a trifle, and the poor
fellow was driven bare-headed into the veldt.

There was a flourishing Wesleyan Mission here,

with the Rev. R. Appelbe in charge. A substan-
tial native church had been built, and many of the

native people were turning from their heathen
ways. The oxen, and some of the wagons, in which
our goods were taken to Palachwe, belonged to

Joshua Molema, a man of excellent character, and
a lay-preacher. Our last Sabbath in civilisation

was spent with Christian friends at Mafeking. Mr.
Pickering preached to the European congregation
at the Wesleyan Church in the morning, when the

collection taken was handed to us as an expression
of their regard. I preached in the evening, and
Mr. Appelbe took charge of the Communion service

which followed. Many thoughts passed through
my mind as I joined in that solemn act of Christian

worship. The words of our Lord came to me with
great force and power :

' And I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all men unto Me. . . .

Go ye, therefore, and teach all nations.'

Preparations were being made for our departure,

and on April nth our wagons were taken on to

the road, and we spent our first night in the veldt.

Wagon travelling is not easily described; many-
elements of uncertainty enter into it. The condi-

tion of the track, the quality of the wagon, the

ability of the driver, the state of the veldt, the
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Strength of the oxen and their willingness to pull,

the carelessness of the herd-boy—all are important

factors in a wagon journey. We were not troubled

with forests during the first stage, but we had a

variation of sand and bog, and the wagons
repeatedly stuck in both. This led to great irregu-

larities respecting meals; we breakfasted any time

between sunrise and noon ; dinner we occasionally

missed altogether, and if we had tea before mid-
night we accounted ourselves fortunate.

We often saw footprints of game, but seldom
found the animals. One day a small buck jumped
up within range of my gun and I shot it. Proudly
shouldering my prize I hastened after the wagons.
When we rested, Mrs. Pickering began the cooking
operations, but that buck furnished us with the

toughest and most tasteless bit of venison I ever ate.

The only important towns we passed through
were Ramoutsa, eighty-four miles from Mafeking,
and Mochudi, fifty miles further north. There w^as

a German Mission at the former place, and at the

latter, a Mission was being carried on by the Dutch
Reformed Church, with the Misses Murray in

charge. The chief, and about three hundred of his

people, were members of the Church. Seeing some
bottles of lemonade in a store here, I ordered a bottle,

drank it, and then asked the price. The storekeeper,

to my astonishment, replied, ' Ninepence, please!
'

I gravely enquired if he could really afford to sell

it at that price. ' Yes,' said he, * I think I can.'

I paid the ninepence, and left.

But before many days were past I would have
purchased a whole case, even at that price. Leav-
ing the Notwani River behind, we entered a tract

of country where the only supply of water was a
series of muddy pools ! Mashonaland was being
opened up ; Bulawayo was growing rapidly, and a
large number of transport wagons were passing up
and down this stretch of road. When nearing an
*outspan,' I usuallv ran forward to draw water

B
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before our cattle got there to drink. But, alas ! I

mostly found somebody else's cattle, not only
drinking, but walking about in the water and
thickening it with mud and filth.

I well remember sitting by the fire cooking some
of this mixture, and taking off the scum w4th a
tablespoon as it rose to the top. It was horrible

stuff when we had done our best with it. If we
attempted to make a cup of tea, the taste was so

odious that we poured away the tea and tried coffee.

But its flavour was so pungent and all-embracing,
that the addition of the best Java coffee could
scarcely be detected. As we lifted the cup to our
lips, our olfactory nerves were stimulated by an
aroma, not of lavender, but of the excreta of cattle,

which no amount of careful straining and boiling
could eradicate. By a supreme effort of the will,

aided by a raging thirst, we gulped it down, but
ugh ! it was vile stuff.

Transport work is hard for the oxen. If they get

sick or lame, they are killed and eaten by the

natives in charge of the wagons. The bones of

animals that had died of disease lay bleaching by
the side of the road. Once when about to start, a
lad reported that an ox was lame and could not
travel. Joshua examined it and ordered it to be
killed. Those natives gathered round that poor ox
like flies round a pot of honey. One struck it

behind the horns with an axe, another pierced it

to the heart with a javelin. Throwing it on its

back they whipped off its skin, cut up the carcase,

threw it on the wagons, and away we trekked,

having been delayed but a very few minutes.

We experienced many discomforts on this stage

of the journey, but met with no serious accidents,

and covered the three hundred miles in a month,
arriving at Palachwe on May gth. The British

Resident there was the Rev. J. S. Moffat, a son

of the famous Dr. R. Moffat, and brother-in-law of

David Livingstone. He came down to our wagons
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as soon as we arrived; invited us to outspan near

his house, and showed us every kindness possible.

The Mission here belonged to the London Mis-

sionary Society, with the Rev. W. C. Willoughby
in charge. A native church holding one thousand
people had been built in brick, with corrugated iron

roof. Towards the expense of building it, Khama
contributed ;^i,ooo, and his people another ;^2,ooo.

I have a profound respect for Khama, the Chris-

tian chief of the Bechuanas. Always friendly to

the British, he allowed traders to enter his country,

but resolutely forbade them to sell intoxicating

drink to his people. In writing to Her Majesty's
Representative, Khama said, * It were better for me
that I should lose my country than that I should
be flooded with drink.' He has not held his posi-

tion without danger. Revolutions have been
planned, rivals have sought to supplant him, but he
has ever been true to the principles of Christianity,

and has always fearlessly followed the course he
believed to be right.

One morning while doing business in town with
our forwarding agent, a Scotch cart arrived from
the Zambesi. A Miss Keck had travelled down in

it accompanied by two or three natives. She was
a devoted worker on the French Mission in Barotsi-

land. Her health had broken down, and how
haggard, careworn, ansemic and jaundiced the poor
creature was

!

* Is the fever very bad on the Zambesi this year,'

asked the kindly trader, as he helped her down out
of the cart. ' Yes, very bad indeed,' she gasped.
' You are tired,' said he; * come and have a cup of

tea.' As he assisted the poor lady into the house,
I thought she was surely one of God's heroines.
We were just out from England, fresh, strong,
vigorous, full of hope for the future; in a few days
we should be starting for the Zambesi. * Is the
fever very bad on the Zambesi ? ' * Yes ! Very
bad indeed !

'
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These words rang in my ears some scores of

times that day ; and that pallid face—I can see it

now as I write—it haunted me all that day, came
into my dreams at night, and gave rise to many
serious thoughts respecting the future. On the

following Sunday morning the Rev. J. S. Moffat
preached a helpful sermon from Psalm xxxvii. 5, 6,
' Commit thy way unto the Lord; trust also in Him
and He shall bring it to pass. And He shall make
thy righteousness to go forth as the light, and thy
judgment as the noon-day.' The following morn-
ing, May 27th, the kind friends at Palachwe bade
us farewell, and we started out for Kazungula on
the Zambesi, a distance of four hundred and fifty

miles.



CHAPTER III.

In Lewanika's Country.

' / am in darkness, and want you to send us

missionaries to teach and preach the Word of God.*

Lewamka,
In London, 1902.





In Lcwanika's Country.

Leaving Palachwe—Hunting the Wild Ostrich—The Salt

Pan—Approaching the Zambesi—We Meet Mr.

Buckenham—A Wonderful Wheel—Departure of Mr. and

Mrs. Pickering—Post-boy Killed by a Lion—On Trek
Once More.

WONDERFUL changes have taken place in

South African methods of travel since this

journey to the Zambesi was undertaken.

Visitors to the Victoria Falls now travel, not only

in comfort, but in positive luxury by the ' Zambesi
Express.' Stretches of country that took a month
to cross in ox wagons may now be traversed in

twenty-four hours. We travelled by the old

hunters' road across the Kalahari Desert, and
struck the Zambesi at its confluence with

the Chobe. As no journey through this country

is ever likely to be undertaken again by
wagon, a brief account of what happened on the

way may be of interest. According to the latest

map we consulted before starting, our route lay

through villages. Thamatsetse, Panda ma Tenka,
Gazuma, were among the names appearing. We
afterwards discovered that they merely stood for

some physical feature of the country, and not for

town or village as we supposed.
Leaving Palachwe in the early morning we came

to a small stream about mid-day, expecting to find

there the rest of the wagons, but they had gone
forward owing to the scarcity of grass for the

cattle. We arrived at one of Khama's cattle posts

on the fifth day, and remained there awhile to rest

the oxen. As we proceeded northward the
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character of the country gradually changed, the

forests contained finer trees than any we saw further

south, but water was less abundant.
It soon became so scarce that we had great diffi-

culty in finding any for the thirsty oxen. If we
failed to reach water at the end of a ' trek,' the

cattle had to be taken back to drink, and allowed
to graze a little, while returning to the wagon.
After another night's ' trekking ' the driver had to

decide whether they should be taken back yet again,

or be driven forward to the next water hole. We
had provided ourselves with a couple of small tanks
of drinking water. But when we were needing them
most, the wagon collided against a tree and most
of it was spilt. The three of us had to wash in the

same cup of water, and at last had to save all that

remained for drinking only.

We had now reached the home of the wild
ostrich. We first saw three lovely birds—two were
black and white, and one a grey colour. Seizing
our rifles we hurried after them, but they soon out
distanced us. Then we saw in the distance about
twenty others quietly feeding. Thinking we might
get near them, we started on the chase. The foolish

ostrich, when pursued, hides his head in the sand,

as everybody knows. When we got within half-a-

mile of them they walked off at a rapid rate. We
ran until we were tired and out of breath, but we
could not impress those stupid birds that they were
being pursued. The further we went the greater

the distance between us and the ostriches became.
I have since learned they can travel twenty miles
an hour without seeming to hurry.

When we got back to the wagon, George told us
he was on the wrong road. This track would take

us not to the Zambesi, but to Lake Ngami. He
had passed the junction of the two roads in the

dark, and inadvertently added an extra fifty miles
to the already long journey. I wondered whether
we should get on to the right track by returning;
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however, after finding another road and trekking

along it a few miles, we met two natives on their

way to Palachwe, and were thus reassured. We
were in the heart of the Kalahari, which here pre-

sented a varied appearance. After a few miles of

low brushwood, we entered a forest resembling an
English woodland, though the trees were African :

then followed a grassy plain with clumps of trees

which gave the country a park like appearance, and
following that—a sandy waste. A veritable cloud

of dust was raised by the long line of oxen as they

passed over it. We were so enveloped by this fine

sand that we looked as though we had just crawled
out of a flour bag.
Coming to a spring, we tasted the water and

found it brackish; in a couple of hours we saw a

great salt lake stretching away to the west. Its

shores were sandy, and along the edge of the water
there lay a thick covering of salt. The wealth of

bird life was surprising, and included ducks of

various kinds, Egyptian spur-winged geese, storks,

and flamingoes. Seagulls were also there in abun-
dance. Soon after leaving the Salt Pan we crossed
the Nata River; it was not very deep and about
thirty yards wide.
We remained there a few days to rest the tired

oxen. There was plenty of water in the river, so
I had a ' washing day ' which had become a neces-

sity. Mr. Pickering was an expert angler, and
caught two fresh fish while I shot a brace of

partridges. While going along the river banks I

saw the footprints of a lion. It afterwards put its

foot on a trap one of our men had set for a jackal,

and walked away with it.

Leaving the Nata River we entered a stretch of

bush country with heavy sand. Our progress was
slow and difficult. Water was getting scarcer every
day for the cattle, so we decided to divide the party.

Mr. Pickering's travelling wagon being less

heavily loaded, was soon in front of the rest. After
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six weeks of laborious journeying through the
Kalahari Desert, with its shadeless forests, its hot
plains, its sandy wastes, and its 'thirst belts,' we
entered the valley along which the Zambesi flows.

Our last * trek ' was made in the evening. We
threaded our way through tall grasses, round giant
trees, and under avenues of foliage—every turn of

the road bringing us nearer the famous river.

Monkeys and baboons raised their voices in protest

as we passed ; the night owls also, frightened from
their perch by the shouting of the driver, flew away
with a screech. Then a reed-buck, scenting danger,
blew his peculiar whistle and darted away into the
long grass. As we emerged from the forest the
moon rose, and we beheld the broad waters of the
Zambesi glistening in its silvery light.

Mr. Pickering got out his rifle and was about to

announce our arrival to the people on the north
bank, w^hen a dark object appeared on the water,
and the splashing of paddles told of the approach
of a canoe. It was our pioneer missionary, the
Rev. Henry Buckenham, who, having heard the
cracking of the driver's whip in the distance, pro-
cured a canoe and was across the river before we
had time to discharge our firearms. This brave
man, who had been absent from England over six

years, welcomed us most heartily as helpers in the
glorious work of bringing Africa to Christ.

That night I crossed the Zambesi in a native dug-
out along with Mr. Buckenham. The riverwas nearly
half-a-mile wide, and as there were several hippo-
potami about we crossed as quickly as possible.

They are very liable to upset a canoe—especially at

night. We took our places in the little dug-out
and the natives began to paddle. The current being
both swift and dangerous, we had to tack about to

get across. As I knelt in the bottom of that little

cockle-shell of a boat grasping its sides the waves'
washed against my finger-tips. When in mid-
stream a hippo suddenly put up his head a few
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paces away and gave a tremendous snort. The
boys drove their paddles through the water with
all the dexterity they could command, and when
our little craft glided in among the reeds and
bumped against the bank, I gladly stepped ashore.

In the country north of the Zambesi, King
Lewanika held undisputed sway. No boat could
cross the river without the consent of the chiefs,

and no person could enter the country without per-

mission from the king. In granting us this favour
the king hoped we should first visit him at Lealui,

and he, having seen us, would, in all his future
relations with us feel that we were friends whom he
knew. We sent him word that we must first go
to the Mashukulumbwe and build houses for our-
selves, but at some future time w^e hoped to visit

him in his capital.

The following morning the wagon was unloaded,
taken to pieces, the wheels sent over in canoes, and
the body floated over to the north bank. The
eighteen oxen now remained. These had to be
induced to swim over, as we could not get an ox
into a canoe. A halter was fastened round the
horns of each animal and held by a native in a
canoe; other men in the boat gently put off and
the ox followed. In this way we got the whole span
safely across.

The native town was called Kazungula, because
of a large muzungula tree on the river bank.
Europeans often call it the ' sausage tree ' on
account of the long seed pods, so often seen hang-
ing like German sausages from its branches. The
Paris Missionary Society had a station there with
the Rev. L. Jalla in charge. I attended the native
service on Sabbath mornings, and admired the
manly style of the Mosuto who preached, although
very little of what he said was intelligible to me.
The service ended, the congregation rose, and

passing quietly out, sat on the ground outside.

When Litia, the king's son, passed out, everybody
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saluted him by bowing their heads and clapping
together the palms of their hands. He was a good
looking young man, had a pleasant face, and was
gentlemanly in his bearing. That he had ambition
was evident both from the neat European clothes
in which he dressed and the fine house he was
building. Most, if not all, the improvements in

him and his people were attributable to the work
and influence of the Christian mission in their

midst.

The store here was so dilapidated that Mr.
Buckenham began to rebuild it. Our goods had
to be stored here by the French missionary until

native porters could be sent for them, so w^e set to

work in earnest, but we were delayed for a few
weeks. Then w^e turned our attention to the wagon
in which Mr. Buckenham travelled from Nkala to

the Zambesi. It had only three w^heels—one had
collapsed and was beyond repair.

Boys w^ere sent to the forest for wood for the
spokes and felloes, and together we made a new
wheel. Mr. Buckenham had brought a nave from
the South some years ago : it was too large, but
we reduced it, although we had no lathe with which
to do it. We had no smith to draw out, or lessen

the hoop ; but we succeeded, and that wonderful
wheel, made from wood freshly cut from the African
forest, and without the usual appliances of a wheel-
wright's shop, not only carried us to the end of

our journey, but remained in use for years after-

wards.
Life on the banks of the Zambesi had its novel

features : there was usually a pleasant breeze in the

early morning, but at noon the thermometer regis-

tered 96 deg. F. in the shade. The evenings were
cool but all too short. As the sun sank in the

west, the darkness gathered in the east; there was
no tw^ilight, and the night fell suddenly. The roar

of the lion ; the short sharp bark of the jackal ; the

howl of the hyaena, and the snorting of the hippo-
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potami were sounds with which one soon became
familiar.

On August 15th Mr. and Mrs. Pickering started

for Nkala in a Scotch cart drawn by six oxen, with

Frank, our late ' general servant,' installed as

driver. The oxen were a bit wild ; the cart some-
what rickety ; the driver not over competent. When
as we thought they were already miles away on the

road, Mr. Pickering suddenly turned up at

Kazungula; the oxen refused to travel further. In

narrating what happened he says :
' We started in

style, bumping and shaking over the rough corn

lands now baked into innumerable fissures by the

hot sun ; we kept going in style for about three

miles. By this time our six oxen showed signs of

an indisposition to go further. The couple in front

lay down and looked contented, we coaxed, and
threatened, and finally lifted them up. By this

time the two in the shafts were dow^n, and we
repeated the process. Then the whole half-dozen
collapsed. The lifting business was not a success.

We had stuck and could go no further.'

He went back with a more reliable team, and
although their progress was somewhat slow, their

misfortunes many and varied, they did eventually
arrive at Nkala.

Before we left the Zambesi a very regrettable
incident occurred. Mr. Buckenham having written
letters to Nkala sent them, along with mails from
England, by two native runners. About a week
after one of them returned w4th the sad news that
his comrade had been killed by a lion. Failing to
reach a village one evening, they made a fire and
lay down to rest. A lion finding them sleeping,
pounced on one man, killed him, and carried him
off. The other terror-stricken fellow fled, but when
the morning dawned he returned for the letters, tied
them up in a tree, and hastened back to report what
had occurred. The chief claimed compensation for
the loss of his man, which w^as readily given.
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A few days after a gentleman arrived on a
hunting expedition. He had a number of donkeys
for sale. Mr. Buckenham thought they would be
of great service as carriers ; fourteen with their pack-

saddles were bought. But donkeys, porters, and
wagon combined could not carry all the barter

goods and provisions. Mr. Buckenham had
thought of proceeding to Nkala on foot, having
been absent from his family a long time, but a

serious attack of malarial fever laid him prostrate.

He was quite unequal to the strain of walking
nearly two hundred miles. Moreover, our oxen
were not well trained, and might cause us trouble.

He therefore decided to remain with the wagon.
So in the evening of Friday, September 27th, w^e

gave out loads to about twenty porters, saddled our
fourteen donkeys, inspanned our cattle, and started

on the last stage of the long journey.



CHAPTER IV,

The Last Stages of the Long
Journey.

* Press bravely onward: not in vain

Your generous trust in human kind;

The good which bloodshed could not gain

Your peaceful zeal shall find.'

Whittier.





The Last Stages of the Long
Journey.

A Difficult Situation—Letters from Home—A Lucky Shot

—

Mr. Buckenham Walks Forward—In the Tsetse Fly—

A

Tropical Thunderstorm—A Hunter's Paradise—Waiting
for News—A Repentant Thief—Stranded—Mr. Baldwin
to the Rescue—Journey Ended at Last.

TO the untravelled Englishman, our progress

up to this point may have appeared slow and
difficult, but as a matter of fact it was excep-

tionally prosperous and rapid. We had established

a ' record ' from Cape Town to the Zambesi.
In entering upon the last stage of the journey

new difficulties faced us. South of the Zambesi we
were guided by a well-defined track, but to the

north of it we had to seek out our way. The only
wheeled vehicles that had ever passed through this

country were the cart and wagon which Mr.
Buckenham brought down with him. We fre-

quently had to stop until our boys re-discovered
the track, which was a difficult business when
travelling in the dark.

We had now left civilisation behind ; north of the
Zambesi the clock seemed to have gone back a
thousand years. Many of our boys had not seen
white men before, they belonged to different tribes

and not one of them knew a word of English. It

was indeed a motley crowd that wound its way
through the bush that September night. We soon
found ourselves ploughing through deep sand. The
donkeys and porters could get along, but the wagon
stuck fast repeatedly. Then we ran up against a
huge log that was lying half buried in the ground :

there we stayed the rest of the night—and all the
next day.

c
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By this time it was evident that we should never

reach our destination with such a load ; so we
carried some of it back to the store. Even then we
were unable to move, for immediately in front was
a low hill. We inspanned twice every day for

three days ; loaded and unloaded the pack donkeys
each time, and travelled less than a quarter of a
mile. So we unloaded the wagon and carried its

contents over the hill in order to get a better start.

We were still so near Kasungula that our boys
went there for water. One day they brought back
letters that had arrived from the South. Mr.
Buckenham received one from the Missionary Com-
niittee stating it was willing he should remain some
time longer in Central Africa as his health was so

much improved. When leaving England we under-
stood that Mr. Buckenham and his family would
be at the Zambesi when we arrived there, and would
travel down to Palachwe in the wagon that brought
us up. But feeling it his duty to stay and see us
settled, he decided to remain. This was perhaps
unwise, but so devoted was he to his work that it

needed some one else to decide the matter. Any
doctor would have ordered him home because he
had already been too long in that unhealthy climate,

and his health was also seriously impaired. But
having passed through so many hardships, having
overcome so many difficulties, and having shaken
off the malignant malarial fever so very many times,

he no doubt felt quite certain that he would be able
to do so again.

This part of the country furnished us with plenty
of incident. One day a donkey was lost and we
found it half dead. Another day I was out with my
rifle, and seeing some brown animals in the grass
I naturally thought of lions, and was a little nervous
when my dog Rover dashed after them. I learned
afterwards that they were only baboons. Then a
lazy lout of a fellow who was looking after the
donkeys lost three of them. We spent a whole day
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searching for them, and found a herd of wild pigs

instead. We each fired a shot, but no pig fell.

On returning to camp we found that Rover had
made a name for himself by killing a large monkey
called by the natives njoko. The donkeys were
found the following day.

The next place we came to was Rompa*s village.

He directed us to the tree where our letters had been
left, and handed over the load carried by the poor
fellow vv^ho was killed by the lion. Game is

generally plentiful in districts where lions abound,
and when a boy came to say he had just seen a

couple of impala buck, we were not surprised. Mr.
Buckenham was very anxious to secure one, so we
took our rifles and soon sighted them. But they

got scent of us and galloped off.

In returning to the wagon I caught sight of

another animal, which Mr. Buckenham said was a
hartebeest. We followed him some distance, but
could not get very near. I said to Mr. Buckenham,
* Shall I fire if I see him again ? ' He replied,
* Yes, if you like.' Presently he came into view
again, and stood. Dropping on one knee, I took
a steady aim, and fired. He bounded round a bush,
and out of sight. I was coolly reloading when Mr.
Buckenham shouted, * Run after it, perhaps you
have hit it.' I had never thought of that. So I

ran. To my great astonishment I found the beast
lying about fifty yards further on, and quite dead.
I went back and carefully measured the distance.
It was 150 yards.

Our boys were highly delighted at my success.
And so was I, for I had shot at smaller buck a
dozen times before, and missed every time. I now
found that my shooting had been too high. I also
learned that an animal may be fatally hit, and yet
run some distance. I had vainly imagined that a
large animal, shot with a Martini Henry rifle, would
just collapse, as if it had received a cannon ball.

Approaching the village of Namatula we out-
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spanned by the water. The wily old chief came to

see us, and in conversation with Mr. Buckenham
said, * I see Moruti, you have shot a hartebeest.'
* No, it was my friend here who shot it.' * I know
that animal, Moruti. My men were out hunting
yesterday and wounded it. I think you ought to

give me some of the meat.' The impudence of the

man was amusing, and his statement untrue.

When we reached the Setchefula river we un-

loaded the wagon for the fourth time, carried every-

thing safely over, and loaded it again. Mr.
Buckenham being anxious to get home, decided to

take four of the boys along with him and walk
to Nkala. He started about 4 p.m. ; we inspanned
shortly after and trekked until late. I retired to

rest, but was suddenly roused by the rattling of

chains and the tramping of cattle. At first I thought
the boys were moving on, but I soon found that a
lion was prowling round—it was the stampeding
of the frightened cattle that woke me.
The boys built up their fires, lighted another in

front of the oxen, planted their spears by their side

and went to sleep. I also put my loaded rifle within

reach, wondering whether lions had ever been
known to steal a man out of a transport wagon.

I rose at 4.30 a.m., expecting an early trek, but
the boys, for reasons known to themselves, were not

going. Mr. Buckenham had given them full

instructions, and as I knew neither the language
they spoke nor the character of the track, I was
simply a passenger. Two boys, on going dow^n to

the river for water, found a part of a wild pig,

evidently killed by the lion the night before.

While they were taking off the skin, another boy
came running towards the wagon saying excitedly,

'Moruti, diphoofolo,' 'Missionary, yonder is game.'
I took my rifle and followed him. He soon pointed
out to me a herd of hartebeest. Singling out one
of them I fired, and down he came. The boys
being now dependent on me for food, danced with
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gladness. One of them took me by the hand,
saying, ' Ke hanthle, seyo ntate.' ' Very good; it

is food, father.' On measuring the distance I was
confirmed in my opinion that my bullets had pre-

viously been aimed too high. With that crowd of

boys to feed I soon learned to shoot without
wasting so many cartridges.

The country through which we passed was mostly
forest, with here and there a valley to break the

monotony. Then we encountered swarms of Tsetse
flies. The Tsetse is an innocent looking brown fly

scarcely as large as a honey bee, and with a shorter

body. It has four yellow bars across the abdomen,
and may be recognised by the length of its wings,
which, when in repose, project beyond the abdomen
and lap over each other like the blades of a pair

of scissors. Its bite is fatal to cattle, horses, and
dogs. I put ' Rover ' in the wagon and covered
him up, hoping to save his life.

Allow a fly to alight on your hand and it gorges
itself with blood, its shrunken body swells out, and
when satisfied it quickly departs. A slight itching
follows the bite, but nothing serious happens. And
yet this innocent looking creature has impeded the
progress of civilisation in Africa to an enormous
extent. It is now a subject of special study, and a
fortune awaits the person who can either cure the
disease it transmits to cattle, or find an easy method
of extermination.
The weather now became fearfully hot and sultr>'.

One night as we trekked through one of those dense
forests, distant thunder peals told of an approaching
storm. The darkness became so intense that it was
impossible to proceed further, so we stopped the
wagon, gathered the pack donkeys together, and
the porters lit their fires. Suddenly there burst over
us with terrific force the most violent tropical
thunderstorm it has ever been my lot to experience.
Two separate storms coming from opposite direc-
tions met and wrestled with each other just over
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our heads. The lightning broke through the clouds
and played in awful grandeur among the forest

trees, and the thunder pealed with a violence I

had never known before.

At last, a terrible flash of livid flame shot through
the darkness, and at the same moment a crashing
roar, like the simultaneous discharge of a thousand
cannon, rent the air, and for a few minutes the

storm raged with indescribable fury. Even the

natives were alarmed and crouched under the wagon
for safety. Though not usually afraid of thunder-
storms, I feared we might not escape the fury of

the storm that night. Eventually the rain ceased,

the thunder clouds drifted away, the boys crawled
from under the wagon, and ultimately succeeded in

kindling another fire.

On the second day after the storm we entered the

plain through which the Semotanga flows, and
found it a hunter's paradise. Herds of game were
scattered in abundance along the river. Reedbuck,
impala, waterbuck, zebra, veldebeest, sable ante-

lope, and buffalo could all be seen from the wagon.
Here the country answered to the description given
by Livingstone and others with regard to big game,
and as but few of the natives possessed firearms,

the animals were not very wild.

In the evening when encountering deep sand the

wagon pole broke, and I had to make a new one.

We reached Moomba's village on October 17th,

having been already nineteen days on the road.

After waiting awhile for instructions from Mr.
Buckenham, four boys arrived with a letter saying
the rinderpest was raging, but we had better take

the cattle forward.
When about to start, we discovered that a bale

of calico had been stolen during the night.

Enquiries were made at the village, but no clue

could be obtained. Then the chief came to hear the

facts of the case. He was a tall, well-built man
about sixty years of age. He had a handkerchief
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round his head, an assegai in his hand ; the rest of

his clothing consisted of a loin cloth and a jacket.

He first saluted me; then sitting down near

Kamburu, my head man, they took hold of each

other's hands saying, ' Shangwe/ 'My lord.'

Then a lad brought him a drink of water, and after

a pinch of snuff from Kamburu's box the story was
again told, the old man uttering exclamations of

regret the while. Then I solemnly repeated my list

of words. The old man bowed, clapped his hands,

and asked for mercy on behalf of the unknown thief.

The calico was returned under cover of darkness,

and as soon as it was possible to see the track,

we left.

But we soon came into more sand and there stuck

fast. Kamburu assured me the cattle were sick;

they had no strength; and I must write to Mr.
Buckenham to send carriers, or we should never

reach Nkala. This I did very reluctantly, but the

cattle were certainly weaker, the donkeys were
dying, and their loads increased the weight of the

wagon, which was already too heavy for the sick

cattle. I therefore sent two boys forw^ard with a
letter, telling of our predicament, and Mr. Baldwin
at once came to my relief, bringing a number of

porters. He arrived one Sunday evening. We
sat round the camp fire in that lonely forest talking

about many things, and there began a friendship

that has continued ever since.

The following morning we lightened the wagon
and sent the porters forward. But ere we had pro-

ceeded far it was evident that the wagon would have
to be lightened still more. For four days we
struggled on. Then, at Mr. Baldwin's suggestion,

we removed several boxes from the wagon, placed
them in the shade of some trees, and he stayed
behind with two boys, until the wagon reached
Nkala and porters were sent to his relief.

We trekked w^earily on for another four days.
Crossing the upper reaches of the Nanzela river we
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came to people belonging to a chief named
Sezungo. Our route lay through their gardens;
the soil being sandy we again unloaded the wagon
to get it along, and reached the ' outspan ' about

9 a.m. There was no good water either for washing
or cooking, and as the Nkala station could not be
far away, I decided to take a native with me and
walk forward.

We had gone but a little way when we met Mr.
Buckenham and Mr. Pickering. They had heard
from the natives that a wagon had arrived at

Sezungo's village, and were coming to see if the

news were true. So we returned to the wagon until

the heat of the day was past, and in the evening
we walked to Nkala. And thus my journey ended
at last, having occupied eight months and twelve

days.



CHAPTER V.

Beginning the Work at Nanzela.

* / would earnestly recommend all young wis-

sionaries to go at once to the real heathen, and

never to he content with what has been made ready

to their hand by men of greater enterprise
.*

Livingstone.





Beginning the Work at Nanzela.

We Visit Sezungo—Selecting the Site—Lesapo—Agreement
with Chiefs—Agreement Broken—Famine—We Arrive

on the Site—Our Reception by the Chiefs—Namazana's
Dance—Native Music—Roughing it—Feeding the Mul-
titude—An Ingenious Hunter—No Work no Meat—

A

General Strike—Encounter with a Buffalo—Mrs. Picker-

ing and Baby Arrive—A Baptism.

IN beginning the work at Nanzela our first busi-

ness was to interview the chief Sezungo. So
on Thursday, November 14th, we all left

Nkala for this purpose. Messrs. Buckenham and
Baldwin had seen Sezungo several times before.

He had promised them that if a missionary could

be sent to him, he would move his village to the

Nanzela river, where there was a plentiful supply
of good water. It was mainly on account of this

promise that we made Sezungo's people our

objective.

The journey to his village occupied about three

hours, and after a little refreshment, we were ready

for the interview. Mr. Baldwin was the spokes-

man of the party. Sezungo was an elderly man
with a slight impediment in his speech ; taller than

the average, and rather slimly built. He had a

pleasant face, and seemed gentle in his manner, but

he did not impress one as being a strong character.

As the years passed and we knew him more inti-

mately, our first impressions were confirmed.

It is not considered the proper thing to speak

directly to a chief; there must be an interpreter or

spokesman on his behalf. Our interview therefore

proceeded according to this rule of native etiquette.

A man named Lesapo was the chief speaker, or
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mouthpiece of the chief. From him we learned that

Sezungo understood perfectly the nature of our
visit, and would listen to any proposal we might
make.
We were not to take the attendance of his people

at the interview as a measure of their interest in

our coming, because they were all scattered on
account of the terrible famine that was raging. The
native crops had failed; the rinderpest had swept
off whole herds of cattle ; they had no corn, no eggs,
no milk—their food consisting mainly of the
remains of the diseased animals.
We told him we were going to select a site for a

Mission in harmony with arrangements already
made; we should require men to build temporary
huts for us, and if they could begin the building
operations at once Mr. Pickering and I would
speedily remove there. They replied that the famine
was so bad they had not much strength to work;
they were not sure they could begin building the

huts at once, but when we returned the following
day a number of underchiefs would be there to meet
us. They would then definitely decide what they
could do.

Lesapo having finished his business as interpreter

to his chief, began to relate some of his own
domestic troubles. He had lost one of his wives,

and was very anxious to get her back; but the
people of her village refused to give her up. Some
time ago he and another man exchanged wives.

The man died, and Lesapo wanted his former wife
back again. But like a school boy who, having
' swapped ' knives with a playmate, and knowing
he has got the best of the bargain, refuses to
' swap ' back again, so the ' executor ' of the

deceased, for similar reasons, refused to accede to

Lesapo's demands. We unanimously agreed that

it was not necessary that we should render him any
assistance in the matter, as according to his own
statements he had two wives left still.
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Then another man wanted to know if we could
lend him a pair of handcuffs, as he had a slave who
had been running away, and he wanted to curb his

spirit a little. We had no handcuffs, and worse
still, our sympathies, had they been expressed, were
all on the side of the poor slave. The interview

ended, we continued our journey to the Nanzela
river.

Our path lay almost entirely through forest; in

about two hours we saw, stretched out in front of

us, the plain through which the Nanzela flows.

After viewing the land, and taking all things into

consideration, we selected the east end of a piece

of elevated forest land about four hundred yards
from the river. Away to the west was a forest, to

the north a small grassy valley, bounded on its

further side by a stretch of high sandy ground, also
covered with forest. To the east was an open plain
along which the Nanzela flowed, and to the south
extensive mopani forests. The district was slightly
undulating, but owing to the flatness of the country
eastward, the river had no definite course, and like

the Nkala, emptied itself on to the Kafue plain.

Being wearied with the day's work, we strolled

down to the river to bathe, thinking that would
refresh us. It was infested with crocodiles, though
we did not know it at the time. Fortunately none
of us were eaten. As the sun went down, dense
black clouds began to gather, the wind rose, and in

a few moments we found ourselves in the midst of a
dust storm ; then we heard the murmurings of
distant thunder, but no rain fell.

Our boys, with their axes, cut off branches of
trees, and placed them so as to prevent the approach
of wild animals from behind; they kindled a row
of fires in front, and having made one for them-
selves a few yards away, they retired to rest. We
had had a busy afternoon in roaming about; in

fixing the exact site ; in giving instructions to the
men who accompanied us, as to where we desired
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our first huts to be built, and now we sat round the
fire discussing our work and its prospects.

We talked on until late; then at Mr. Bucken-
ham's suggestion we sang the hymn,

'Would Jesus have the sinner die?

Why hangs He then on yonder tree ?
'

to that grand old tune 'Sovereignty,' then we
knelt together in prayer, and besought the Divine
blessing to rest upon this new undertaking.
And truly, God's blessing and help must be

abundantly vouchsafed, if the people around us are

to be won for Him. We have now seen something
of their life, but we feel that between us and them
there is a tremendous chasm. They will never cross

it to come up to us ; we must somehow find a way to

get down to them, and how difficult it is for the

civilized man to understand the uncivilized.

How gladly would we show to them the way of

Life if we could ! But we cannot as yet. When
they speak to us, nothing but strange unmeaning
sounds fall upon our ears, some gesture or sign

must follow if we are to understand. And these

people, what do they think of us? What ideas

have we succeeded in conveying to their minds ?

They have never heard of Jesus Christ, but have
they learned from nature anything about God ?

Sometimes we have thought they had little or no
religion—so little of it did we see ; but in later years,

when we came to know them better, we were sur-

prised that they had travelled so far in spiritual

things, and succeeded so well in keeping this

aspect of their life hid from us.

When we got back to the village we found that

the chief and his headmen had come together to hear
our decision. We told them where the site was we
had chosen, and they promised to commence build-

ing operations at once. When the temporary huts

were finished they would not fail to send us word.
We waited nearly three weeks, but no word came
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as to how the huts were proceeding. Messrs. Pick-
ering and Baldwin went over to Sezungo to make
enquiries. Their journey was a very unpleasant
one as it rained incessantly the whole day. They
learned that the huts were only partly built; that

the people had nothing to eat, consequently they
had left of! working; but if we could go over and
shoot them some meat, they would willingly return
and finish their contract.

In the circumstances, we deemed it best to go
over and procure meat for them, so that the work
might proceed. The rainy season was beginning
in earnest, and if we did not go at once, we should
have to wait until the rains were over. Mrs. Pick-
ering and her little daughter remained at Nkala,
while we went over to feed this famishing crowd.
We were beginning under very great difficulties

indeed. But these untoward circumstances are not
of our creating, therefore, we must go forward and
make the best of things as we find them.

It was on Wednesday, December 4th, that Mr.
Pickering and I started for the new site at Nanzela,
accompanied by two boys who carried our blankets
and provisions. The sun shone when we started,

but before we had gone far, the rain came down in

torrents, the low-lying places were full of water, and
there was no way but to plunge through it.

We got to Sezungo's village about mid-day and
held a consultation about ' tiffin.' We had brought
with us a piece of raw venison, intending to have
a * chop ' grilled over the fire, but the heavy rain
made that impossible. Whenever I told one of the
boys to do anything, I had to watch him closely to

be sure that he understood, and having told one of
them to boil the kettle, I looked round to see if

he was doing so. He was an ingenious youth, and
thought that as we had brought some meat with us
we should naturally want to eat it. As I turned
he was just in the act of dropping this piece of meat
into the kettle. I gave a loud shout, which he
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rightly interpreted to mean, * Don't drop it in !

'

so he laid it aside, and waited for further instruc-

tions. Had he slipped it in without our knowledge,
what a wonderful cup of tea we should have had
that day I

We arrived at the Nanzela about 5.30 p.m., and
found a large company assembled to do us honour.
We had a right royal reception. Both chiefs and
people came to salute us. Then they sat round in

a circle and Sezungo's chief musician began to

entertain us with music. The natives have several

crude musical instruments, but the Xylophone is

by far the best, and on one of these the musician
played.
About a dozen gourd shells are fixed on end in

a wooden frame ; they are oval shaped, and vary in

length from six to eighteen inches. One end is cut

off, the other has a hole burned through it; over
this hole is plastered the thin white covering from
a spider's nest, to increase the resonance. Wooden
keys six inches long by two inches wide are strung
together, and laid on the tops of the gourd shells.

The player strikes the keyboard with a couple of

small mallets covered with raw rubber, holding one
in each hand. The musical scale of the African
is very unlike ours. To play one of our simple
airs on a native instrument is impossible.

As soon as the band played, dancing began. The
oldest Morotse chief who had been sent here by
Lewanika was the most proficient and enthusiastic

performer, and brought his wild antics to a close

amid the shouts of excited admirers, by rendering
obeisance to the great chief Sezungo. And strange
to say, in later years, when the Mission was
thoroughly established, one of the first candidates
for Christian baptism was a young woman named
Manga, a daughter of this very chief.

The work was not advancing very rapidly; not

a single hut was completed, and only one had a
roof on. To this we turned our attention. It was
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a circular hut eight feet in diameter ; the walls and
roof were made of stout sticks lashed together with

strips of bark, and there was a little grass on
through which you could see the stars shining.

The doorway was about breast height, so that

you had to stoop to enter. The wall for half the

distance round was open ; the other half was being
plastered with wet mud. A cartload of this sub-

stance freshly mixed, and over which buckets of

water had been poured, lay in the middle of the

floor. We had no tent, and no other shelter. The
night was dark and rainy, so we must of necessity

occupy this wretched shanty. There was no enclo-

sure, and almost as soon as the sun was down
hyaenas came prowling around.
We had first to arrange our bed. This we did by

piling up the mud on one side to give more room

;

the grass in the veldt having begun to shoot a little,

we plucked a quantity of it, soaking wet as it was,
and laid it over the mud to prevent our waterproofs
sticking to it. Having arranged the remainder of

our blankets in the best way we could, we had our
evening meal, lit a fire in the doorway to keep away
the wild animals, and tried to go to sleep. But not
with much chance of success, for the sun had
scarcely gone down before swarms of mosquitoes
began to attack us. All night long we were being
constantly bitten until we were covered with weals.
Oh ! what a time we had of it. The greatest wonder
of it all is that we are alive to tell the tale.

All those hardships were cheerfully endured ; we
never posed as martyrs. And for the sake of the
relatives and friends whom we had left in the
homeland, many things were left untold. They are
matters of history now, and it is only right that
some of the hardships and privations endured by
all of us in those early years should be plainly set
down without glossing anything over, or exagger-
ating in any particular. Moreover, the friends and
supporters of foreign missions are entitled to know

D
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just the kind of life their missionaries lead. Many
whose knowledge of these matters is gained mostly
from the speeches of returned missionaries will not
be likely to hear much of the dark side of a mis-
sionary's life. For missionaries the world over are

optimists, almost to a man. They delight in

speaking of the bright side of their work. The dark
side often brings to mind experiences too painful

to be recounted before an audience, and not many
men would trust themselves to do it.

And yet if a faithful picture is to be presented,
all must be told; and if the telling of our experi-

ences in those early days but lead to a greater

interest being taken in this branch of Christian
work, this story will not have been told in vain.

At sunrise the following morning our old friend

the musician paid us a visit. He produced a
vigorous selection from his repertoire, and having
favoured us with the morning salutation, returned
to his place.

Then came Lesapo : he was ready to take us to

the game, and being a famous hunter himself

—

when he could find an}^ powder for his old * Tower *

gun—this was a very congenial duty. We first

came to a herd of hartebeest, but they eluded us.

On going further we found an old gnu grazing
by himself. I crept along to within about a hundred
yards of him and fired a shot which speedily
proved fatal.

The boys then began the task of cutting up the

carcase, and carrying it to the hungry workers.
Although it w^as a large animal, our workers were
so numerous that it would not satisfy them for a
single day; so in the afternoon we went out again.

Lesapo conducted us through very pleasant country
—the ' mopani ' forest. There w«re traces of game
everywhere, but we were a long time in sighting
any.
We accidentally dropped across another famous

native hunter, who w^as also on the war path. He
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was not overburdened with clothes, his whole suit

consisted of a bootlace tied round his loins, from
which a wild cat skin was suspended. We sat

down for a few minutes w^hile Mr. Pickering lit his

pipe to drive away the flies. ^Matches were a great

surprise to Our native friends in those days, and
the readiness with which a fire could be made
excited their wonder. Our boys enquired of the

stranger if he had seen any game. No, he had not.

Then one asked him for a pinch of snuff. He
hadn't any. As they w^ould not take that for an
answer, he fished into his woolly hair and brought
out a goose quill full of snuff. Another had got
a thorn in his foot and requested the stranger to

take it out for him. Fumbling in his wool again,

he brought out a substantial iron pin and extracted

the thorn. Then he begged a little tobacco from
Mr. Pickering.

I wondered how he was going to smoke it with-
out a pipe. But he had an axe slung over his

shoulder. Now a native axe is a piece of round
iron about six inches long tapered off to a point,

and I J inch in diameter at the thick end, w^hich

is beaten out to form the cutting edge. The pointed
end is inserted into a stick, and generally protrudes
about an inch. Taking his axe this wonderful son
of the forest turned its edge towards himself, struck
the end of the shaft on a log, and the axe flew

out of the handle. Then plucking a large green
leaf from a tree at his side, he rolled it up in the
shape of a funnel, inserted it in the hole of the
axe handle, and carefully put his tobacco into it.

Our natives, having already made a little fire, he
took a live coal and dropped it into his improvised
pipe—a curled leaf in an axe shaft—and had an
enjoyable smoke. -The ingenuity of the man
amazed me. Nor were all his resources exhausted,
for he could have produced fire in less than two
minutes by planting his walking stick on a log
and twirling it round between his hands.
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Later in the day Mr. Pickering sighted a fine

hartebeest, and although it was a long way off,

he secured it the first shot. We now hastened back
to the site, prepared our evening meal, and attended
to other sundry duties. For a few days we managed
to supply our busy workers with food.

But we observed at the end of three days that

the work appeared to be going on very slowly.

That industrious crowd, so energetic and busy
when we were about, was seized with an indescrib-

able langour as soon as our backs were turned.

We carefully observed the state of the buildings

on going off to hunt ; we found them in nearly the

same state when we returned.

So we applied the Scriptural precept, ' If a man
will not work neither shall he eat,' and to see it

faithfully carried out, one went out to get food
while the other stayed at home and pushed on with
the work. Then it was discovered that a con-
siderable number had conscientious objections

against doing any work, and as we had equally
strong objections to their eating any of our meat,
a general strike followed. All but a few who were
working at one hut left, and when that was finished

every worker came for his pay. We reminded
them of the agreement we had made with their

chief—the huts were to.be built for nothing. We
gave them a present, and they retired.

We now engaged six men to work for us for a
month, the rate of pay being 2J yards of calico

per month, with board and lodging. This was
the standard rate in the country at that time. We
still had to spend a great deal of our time in

searching for food ; as the season advanced the

grass became long; there was water everywhere,
and the game retired further and further away.

However, we toiled on from early morning until

the sun went down, the one who had gone in search
of food often returning after dark. It was the

worst time of the year to begin such a work as
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we had in hand, and it was rendered so much more
difficult because of the famine. In about a fort-

night Mr. Pickering went over to Nkala to bring
«3ver his wife and child. We tried to get one hut

finished ; large fires had been burning in it to dry

the walls, but the floor was still wet. The door

was made out of bits of packing cases; the window
was half a yard of calico.

Before Mr. Pickering got back I had to go out

again seeking food. Taking with me a couple of

boys, I went along the Nanzela river, and in about
an hour we came to a place where some large

animal had been down to the river to drink. We
took up the * spoor ' and follow^ed. It was an
animal with a foot as large as an ox, and not being
able to converse with my boys, I did not know
what it was we were after.

Presently we came into a shady forest full of

low bushes, with here and there a large tree over-

head. Not a word was spoken as we passed care-

fully along. Suddenly I heard a loud rustling of

leaves, and before I had time to realise what was
happening, a huge buffalo stuck his ugly head
through the bushes immediately in front of me.
The sight of that ferocious head, with its sharply
curved and massive horns, its wild glaring eyes, I

shall not soon forget. It confronted me so sud-
denly that for the moment my nerves were unsteady.

I instantly raised my rifle to my shoulder and
fired at his head as he glared at me through the

bush. My bullet must have missed him, for he
sprang forward bellowing- with rage, and I, realis-

ing my great danger, dashed off among the bushes
with this savage brute at my heels. My two brave
boys had already disappeared, and were nowhere
to be seen. I had gone but a few paces when my
faithful dog Rover appeared on the scene. The
sagacious animal at once attacked the buffalo, drew
his attention from me, and thus gave me an oppor-
tunity to escape.
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Had it not been for that dog this story would
probably never have been written. I had not

thought of meeting with a buffalo, and did not

realise the danger, even when I found myself sud-
denly confronted with one. In a few minutes I

found the boys. The dog was still harrassing the

buffalo, its continual barking proved that. So
having re-loaded my rifle and regained my com-
posure, I again cautiously went in the direction of

my antagonist.

Rover was still dancing wildly round him ; he
was much too quick for the lumbering old bull,

who would have tossed the poor dog if he could.
I approached as near as I durst, watched for my
opportunity, fired another shot, and ran back to

where I had left the boys. In a minute or two I

returned to find the savage old brute still on his

feet, shaking his horns at the dog. I fired the

third time, and retired. Rover barked more loudly
than ever, and on going back I found the last

bullet had taken effect, and the buffalo was lying-

helpless on the ground.
He had given me such a fright that I put another

bullet into his brain after he was dead, lest he
should suddenly jump up and gore me. We were
busy the rest of the day getting the venison home
and cutting it up in strips to dry over a fire, so

as to make it last as long as possible. I learnt a
very important lesson that day : never again have
I fired at a buft'alo at close quarters. The Cape
buffalo (Bos Cafjrc) is one of the most dangerous
animals to be found in Central Africa. If wounded,
and indeed sometimes when not wounded, he will

retire into a thicket and there wait for his pursuer.

The following year a native hunter came up with

a buffalo close bv the station. He threw his spear

after it, the animal suddenly turned, and charging
him with great fury, gored the poor fellow to death.

When busy superintending the plastering of

another hut, and making a door for it, a boy
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brought a note from Mr. Pickering. They expected
to arrive that afternoon. So I hastened to make
things as comfortable for Mrs. Pickering as cir-

cumstances would allow. We had our tent erected

under a shady tree; in this we had meals; indeed,

it had to serve as a sort of general room, but it

was fearfully hot during the day, and so full of

mosquitos at night that we scarcely knew what to

do with ourselves. Then we had two small huts
which, poor as they were, had to do duty for bed-
rooms.
The Sunday following was an important day with

us. It was the first Sunday we had been together

at Nanzela. It was not possible to have any service

among the native people, as yet we only knew a

few words of their language, so we had a service in

English. Mr. Pickering preached from Phil. iv. 7,
' And the peace of God which passeth all under-
standing shall keep your hearts and minds in Christ

Jesus.'

At the close we had a short baptismal service,

for Mr. Pickering's little daughter Mary Margery
was to be baptised. She was the first European
child to whom this Christian rite was administered
in this part of Central Africa.

Such then were the circumstances under which
our work at Nanzela was begun.





CHAPTER VI.

Dark Days.

* For all Thy saints who from their labours rest,

Who Thee hy faith before the world confessed;

Thy Name, O Jesus, be for ever blest,

Hallelujah/

W. W. How.





Dark Days.

Our First Christmas—Attacked by Fever—Little Madge's
Illness and Death— Still More Fever—Elsie Buckenharn
Dies—Mr. and Mrs. Buckenhani Start for Home—

A

Terrible Journey—The Passing of Henry Buckenharn

—

His Burial—We Receive the News—Mr. Baldwin Leaves
for Kazungula—No Road South—Relief at Last.

WE had only been at Nanzela a few weeks
when Christmas came—our first Christmas
in Africa. There was nothing in our sur-

roundings to remind one of that joyous festal

season, and the natives knew nothing whatever
about it. It seemed strange to observe Christmas
in mid-summer. However, we kept the day as a

holiday. Our minds naturally turned to friends in

the Homeland so far away, and who certainly would
not have had a very ' merry Christmas ' had they
known the conditions under which we were cele-

brating it.

We were located about sixteen miles south-east
of Nkala, and 150 miles north of the Victoria Falls.

Apart from our friends at Nkala, there were no
other whites in this part of the country. We were
nearly six hundred miles from a shop, the same
distance from a post office, and further from a rail-

way station than London is from Berlin. The
whole land was unexplored, and what lay beyond
our range of vision none of us knew.
But one thing we soon knew to our sorrow, viz.,

that this was not a healthy climate for Europeans.
We had hoped that we might escape, for some time
at any rate, any serious attacks of malarial fever.

At the end of Christmas week Mr. Pickering com-
plained of being very unwell, and had to go to

bed. Before the day was over I also felt an illness
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coming on, and spent the following day in bed.
This was our first attack of fever, and Mrs. Picker-

ing was very busy for a few days looking after,

and nursing, both of us.

We recovered towards the end of the week, but
on the Friday dear little ' Madge ' was very feverish

and ill ; she vomited a good deal, and had a high
temperature. We were all very anxious about her
until the Saturday evening, when Mrs. Pickering
thought the crisis was passed.

On the Sunday morning early I was startled by
Mr. Pickering coming to the door of my hut and
saying, ' Will you come ? poor little Madge is

dying.' I hastened into the hut where the dear

little baby was lying, and saw that she was passing
from us. As I gazed upon the motionless form of

the darling child, which up to the Friday before

had seemed to enjoy such perfect health, my heart

was filled with sadness. And how much more keen
must have been the sorrow of the bereaved parents ?

I then had to make the little coffin from wood out

of one of our packing cases. We lined the inside

with white calico, and made it as nice as the

materials we had at our disposal would allow. Then
we carefully placed the dear little one inside, and
I went out to dig the grave. We selected a spot

under the shade of a muzungula tree a few yards
away from the huts. When this was completed I

changed my clothes, and after Mrs. Pickering had
taken the last look, and given the last loving kiss

to her dear child, the little coffin was fastened down,
and I carried all that was mortal to its last resting-

place. I then read Psalm ciii., and the latter part

of I Cor. XV., and then offered prayer to God, our
Almighty Father, who still hears the cry of His
afflicted and bereaved children.

Some of the native people were present, and when
the service was over they quietly filled up the grave,

and thus ended a sorrowful day's work.
Seven years afterwards it was again my sorrow-
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ful duty to stand beside another little grave under
the same tree. This time it was our highly esteemed
colleagues, the Rev. E. W. and Mrs. Smith, who
had been bereaved of their little son Thabo. I

hastened from Nkala to conduct the funeral service,

and to express our deep sympathy with them in

their hour of sorrow.

Mrs. Smith, in her interesting book, Sunshine
and Shade in Central Africa, says :

' We buried

our wee laddie under a large lily tree by the side

of Mr. Pickering's little girl Madge, who died

when she was three months old. Little Bimbea
was also buried there. I think our little cemetery

is one of the sweetest spots on God's earth. We
have a low fence of poles around it, and outside the

fence we have planted ornamental trees which are

now grown until they almost touch each other.

Our laddie's grave is marked by a marble cross,

and little Madge's has a white rail around it, while
Bimbea's is marked wdth stones. Three little souls

gone back home, spotless and pure, having fulfilled

their mission of love, and in their lives and deaths
taught many a lesson to the older hearts left behind.'

The death of little Madge was not the end of our
troubles, but the beginning. Mr. Pickering was
taken seriously ill during the latter part of January,
when seven miles from home. He had to walk
the whole distance back, and got home with very
great difficulty. He at once went to bed; as the

days passed he became more seriously ill. For
several days we were extremely anxious, and feared

that his illness would prove fatal. However, under
the constant nursing of his devoted wife, he very
gradually gained strength, and our hopes of his

recovery brightened. But for three months he was
extremely weak, and still suffered from periodical

attacks of malignant malaria.

The health of our friends at Nkala was also

seriously impaired by fever. Indeed, so serious

had matters become that Mr. Buckenham decided
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to leave the country. But it was impossible to

move at present on account of the floods. Then
Mr. Buckenham's little daughter Elsie fell ill. The
many repeated attacks of fever left her so completely
worn and wan that they began to despair of her life.

On February 4th our boys, who had been sent

over to Nkala for news, arrived with letters bearing
the sad tidings of dear little Elsie's death. She had
passed away at 11.30 a.m. on the previous day,
and was buried under a large tree about a hundred
yards away, on the west side of the Mission. What
a strange experience this little child had had.
Having been born in Kimberley when her parents
were about to start for the Zambesi, she had lived

the greater part of her life in a wagon. The Central
African forests were the only world she ever saw.
The game at which she most loved to play was
that of ' helping mother.' To have European
children for companions was a joy she never knew

;

she had never even seen white children of her own
age. Her only playmates were the children of the

barbarians around. To enjoy life—sweet, glad,

joyous life, the life of the healthy romping child

—

was a delight she never experienced, for that

treacherous debilitating climate held her firmly in

its grasp.
Still, in spite of all this, she was a sweet child,

and had she lived, she would have been the first

to speak the Ila language, for she was learning it

from the people around as naturally as she was
learning her own tongue. She would often inter-

pret to her mother what strangers said, when Mrs.
Buckenham had failed to understand.

She has gone to join the noble army of martyrs,

for was not her life also laid down in the service

of the King who said, ' Suffer the little children

to come unto Me, and forbid them not, for of such
is the Kingdom of Heaven ' ?

Although we were living only a day's journey

away, yet we, on account of illness, were not able
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to take a journey to Nkala. Letters of sympathy
and condolence passed between us, but we were
isolated from each other. Then the famine was
increasing. The game gradually retired further

and further away, and the question of food became
daily more and more difficult, until we were left

with only three boys.
In the early part of March we were favoured with

a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Buckenham. Mr.
Buckenham had walked all the way ; his wife was
carried in a hammock. This was Mr. Buckenham's
first journey since his long illness ; it had tired him
very much. To walk sixteen miles under the heat

of a tropical sun is rather much for a sick man to

attempt. Mrs. Buckenham was also very ill and
terribly grieved at the loss of her little daughter.
Had not the Lord graciously sustained her she
must have died of a broken heart. We gave them
a hearty welcome, and made them as comfortable
as our very limited means w^ould allow.

We had been suffering rather seriously from the
thieving propensities of the people, and the chief

Sezungo coming to see us when Mr. Buckenham
was there, we took the opportunity of bringing the
matter before him. Our food supply was so very
meagre that if the natives were going to steal any
more of it, the outlook for us would be serious
indeed. Sezungo promised to speak strongly to

his people on the matter.
Then Mrs. Pickering was taken ill with fever

almost before her husband had recovered, so I

attended to the household work while Mr. Picker-
ing nursed her back to health.

The Buckenhams now decided to leave for

England, and endeavoured to engage a number of
carriers to take them to Kazungula. They were a
long time in coming, and w^hen they did come they
made unreasonable demands. They wanted double
pay; they wanted paying before they started, and
when Mr. Buckenham could not accede to their
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impudent demands they went back home. At length
after very considerable delay porters were engaged
and they arrived at Nanzela on their way down.
But the men were refractory and independent;

they would only do as they liked, and Mr. Bucken-
ham bein^ an invalid had to give way to them to

some extent, in order to get them started at all.

Of that terrible journey down to the Zambesi one
hundred and fifty miles away we cannot write fully.

Suffice to say that the native carriers were rude and
surly. They would take no notice of what was
said to them. They travelled when they liked, and
rested when they liked. Some days they never
moved at all, but spent their time in annoying
Mr. and Mrs. Buckenham by endeavouring to

extract promises of more pay on arriving at

Kazungula. Then not succeeding in this, and
knowing their helpless condition, they threatened
to leave them alone in the veldt.

The day following their departure from Nanzela,
Mr. Buckenham was taken worse, and both he and
his brave wife suffered untold agonies, both in body
and mind, during that terrible journey. They ought
to have gone down comfortably in ten days ; these

undisciplined savages took eighteen days over it,

and did not arrive at Kazungula until May i8th,

1896.

They found, on arrival, that the Matebele rebel-

lion had broken out, rinderpest had carried off all

the cattle on the Zambesi, including the span of

oxen we had left there the September before. The
missionary at Kazungula was ill with fever, and
Mr. Goy, the missionary at Shesheke, was dead.

To travel south by wagon was therefore impos-
sible, at present. It was during this period of

waiting that Mr. Buckenham found himself gradu-

ally getting weaker, and less able to endure a long
journey. Then there were unmistakable signs that

his end was near.

His sorrow-stricken widow, in writing to a friend
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in England, said :
' On the 4th of June he (Mr.

Buckenham) vomited a quantity of blood. We
thought that the end had come, but this time the

Lord gave him sleep, and when he awoke he was
much refreshed. The vomiting commenced again

on the 24th, and on the 30th. And from then he

began to sink. For ten days he sank gradually,

getting so weak that he could not raise himself in

bed, and on the nth July the Lord called him
home to the rest he had so many times cried out

for. And I am left alone. Two graves in five

months ! I feel that if I cannot soon leave this

country I shall be laid by my husband's side. I

do not see how I am to get out—no cattle and no
transport coming in.'

His passing from us was inexpressibly sad, in

that he was denied the earthly rest and comfort
he had earned at such tremendous cost. But God
willed to give him, not rest on earth, but the un-
ending rest of heaven.
His loving wife was gently ministering to his

needs. The dying saint turned his face to her. * I

cannot see you,' he said, as he entered the valley
of the shadow. And these were his last words.
Ah ! but when the earthly scenes faded, and the
heavenly vision burst upon him, what a blessed
and happy change ! Those weary eyes that had for

so many years looked into the faces of these cruel,

heartless pagans, and had seen in them souls for

whom Jesus died, were now to gaze upon the King
in His beauty ; were now to behold ' a far stretch-

ing land.' He who had been compelled for so
long to listen to the loud discordant voices of these
untutored heathens, as they poured forth their cruel
threats, their derisive laughter, and their wanton
songs, was now to hear the strains of Heaven's
eternal music set to the Master's own words,
' Come, ye blessed of My Father, inherit the king-
dom prepared for you from the foundation of the
world.'

E
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He was buried on the north bank of the Zambesi
on Sunday, July 12th, 1896. Everyone present in

that little community had done their utmost for

him while he lived, and now that he was dead, will-

ing hands performed the necessary labours asso-
ciated with the last rites.

Litia, the native prince, sent men to dig the
grave. A Mr. Bagley made the cofifin, and read the
funeral service in the house. Two Englishmen,
two Dutchmen, and two half-castes bore the coffin

to its last resting-place, and a native teacher read
the committal portions of the burial service at the
grave.

These facts are strikingly significant. And surely

it was fitting that men representing the various

races in South Africa—English, Dutch, coloured,

and native—should thus unite in paying their

tribute to the great missionary hero, who had been
stricken down in their midst. ' God hath made of

one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all

the face of the earth,' and in all great crises men
are at one with each other in helpfulness and
sympathy.
The magnitude of the task which Henry Bucken-

ham undertook has never been sufficiently realised.

The difficulties that faced him would have daunted
most men. Railways were not then built. The
country was unexplored. The natives were wild,

intractable, and unaccustomed to the white man.
But having been chosen by his Church to carry the

Gospel to the natives of Central Africa he was
determined to accomplish the task.

We at Nanzela received the sad news of Mr.
Buckenham's death on Sunday, July 26th, in a

letter from Mr. Baldwin, in which he requested

Mr. Pickering to go over to Nkala at once to take

charge of the station, so that he might hurry down
to the relief of Mrs. Buckenham. They bade me
farewell at Nanzela the following day, and left.

Mr. Baldwin arrived on the Wednesdav with a few
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carriers on his way down. He stayed with me all

night. The following morning I accompanied him
as far as where the path crosses the Nanzela river

—about ten miles. There we had lunch together,

and after a hearty farewell we parted, he to relieve

Mrs. Buckenham, and I to prosecute the work at

Nanzela.
He arrived at Kazungula on August 8th, but for

several reasons found it impossible to proceed
southwards. Mrs. Goy, who had lost her husband
some while before, was also wanting to get down
country, but was still a prisoner.

All the cattle had been carried off by the rinder-

pest, and although others were brought down from
the Borotse, yet it was not safe to buy them until

some months had elapsed. Then they had to be
trained before they could be inspanned in the

wagon, and training African cattle is the most
laborious, aggravating, and exhausting occupation
of which I know.

It was December 14th before they could make a
start at all, and then it was with oxen that were
only partly trained. After a fortnight's hard work
they found themselves but a three days' journey
from the starting-point. Then the cattle improved
a bit, and they reached Palachwe on Feb. 3rd, 1897.

Mrs. Buckenham was very poorly all the way
down, and during the latter part of the journey was
scarcely able to leave her bed. How terribly trying
her experience must have been ! To be weak and
ill, and to have to lie day after day in an improvised
bed, fixed up in a springless wagon, in the Kalahari
desert, is an experience that but few women have
been called upon to endure. All honour to such
brave heroines ! And surely when the great day of
reckoning shall come, when ' every man shall

receive according to his own labour,' to such shall
it be said, * Well done, thou good and faithful

servant . . . enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.'





CHAPTER VII

Alone, and in Want of Supplies.

' It so falls out

That what we have we prize not to the worth

While we enjoy it; but being lacked and lost

Why then we rack the value.'

Shakespeare.





Alone, and in Want of Supplies.

An Ever-Recurring- Problem—A Novel Menu—Flour Kiln-

dried—At the Gates of Death—Fighting a Cobra

—

Difficulties with Working- Boys—Thieves—Sezungo's
Wonderful Medicine—A Chat by the Way—Encounter
with Lions.

MY position at Nanzela was not without its

anxieties, difficulties, and discouragements.
The ever-recurring problem demanding

solution each day was, What to eat and where to

find my dinner? For if the truth must be told I

was just living from hand to mouth.
When I realised the conditions under which I

had to live, I found I had not brought sufficient

preserved provisions. My little stock would barely
last a month. I sent an order to England for food
at the earliest opportunity ; it was dulv received and
executed, but when the goods arrived at Mafeking,
the terminus of the railway, the cattle disease had
reached there also, and no wagons could travel to

the Zambesi that year. For two years I had to

struggle on in the best way I could, or as an alter-

native—leave the country.
Famine, stark and grim, was stalking through

the land; many of the inhabitants died of hunger.
Fowls, eggs, milk, butter, we expected to find in

abundance, but they were unobtainable. I was in

very great straits ; my breakfast, for months
together, consisted of nothing but a coarse porridge
of maize, or millet meal, obtained by bruising the
corn in a wooden mortar in a very primitive fashion.

Native food requires a native stomach to digest it.

I got so heartily sick of it before many months were
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past that I would gladly have given a sovereign
for a loaf of bread.
As soon as breakfast was over, I began to hunt

for my dinner with gun or rifle. Had there not

been game in the country I could not have lived

there at all. But it was often very difficult to pro-

cure. In the cool season—May to September—two
animals a week were sufiicient, but in the hot season
something fresh had to be procured for each day.
I preferred antelopes when they could be obtained,

but I have often had roast zebra, which is probably
not more unpalatable than horse flesh. A leopard
chop looked a little like veal, but was a poor sub-
stitute for it. Elephant steak I tried but once : it

was exceptionally tough and not very appetising.

One of the king's hunters having shot an elephant
a day's journey from Nanzela, kindly sent the

Moruti a piece of the flesh.

The tortoise furnished me with a very acceptable

dinner occasionally. The advantage of having a
tortoise is, that in a time of famine it can be used
as a kind of stop-gap. If a native ever offered

me one I always bought it. I could tie it to a
post to prevent it from running away, and w^ien
reduced to absolute want, the tortoise was a God-
send.

Locusts have a considerable reputation among the
natives as an article of food—and so have rats.

I tried the former, but not the latter. Locusts when
boiled have a strong unpleasant flavour ; when
fried, even with head and wings removed, they are

not much better. Birds were procurable at times.

Ducks, geese, cranes, guinea fowl and francolins
were my favourites, but at other times I had to be
content with fish hawks, darters, or pelicans. But
they were all decidedly 'fishy,' and no more
appetising than a seagull.

In the evenings I allowed myself the luxury of a
little bread. Even this had to be made from native
meal with about two ounces of wheaten flour to
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each loaf to hold it together until it was baked. It

was not bread, though called by that name. When
my tiny stock of flour came to an end, I enquired

of Mr. Pickering at Nkala if he could supply me
with even a little. He replied, * We are just about
at the end of our own, but have looked through the

store and find here a 7lb. tin; this, such as it is,

I am sending.'
On examining it I found it was flour, very

coarsely ground, full of weevils and worms, some
of which were quite half an inch long. When I

turned it out into a bowl it was simply a moving
mass. What to do with it I did not know. I tried

to put it through a flour sieve, but could not suc-

ceed. Then a happy thought struck me. I once
had a tin of Hungarian flour kiln dried. Why not
* kiln-dry ' this lot? So I got a large frying pan,

put in half a cupful of this compound and held it

over the fire. There was a great commotion in the

pan for a brief space. The poor worms wriggled
and jumped and turned themselves over and—died.

When all movement had ceased I put them safely

back into the tin and labelled it flour.
Knowing that sickness might one day prevent

me from roaming o'er forest and plain and swamp
in search of a meal, I determined to keep what
little food remained against the evil day. It came
sooner than I expected. My health was already
shaken by the trying conditions under which I was
living. The lack of suitable food, the anxiety
caused by refractory work boys, the loneliness and
solitude, the repeated attacks of malarial fever

—

all these had left their mark upon me.
One very trying ordeal I shall never forget. For

several days I had been racked with pain, my tem-
perature was continuously high, and every few
minutes a most distressing attack of vomiting
seized me. Nothing but medicine, and a little water
passed my lips. My only attendant was a raw
ignorant native lad named Kafundamboa, as un-
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trustworthy as any human creature could well be.

He was always wandering off somewhere, either

gathering wild fruit or gossiping with somebody.
Then I began to feel that I must take a little

food. There was a tin of arrowroot nailed up in

a provision box. With the assistance of two boys
I managed to crawl into the other hut. Having
got the arrowroot and mixed it, I entrusted it to

the boy to boil, charging him only to cook it a

little. I got back to my bed, and lay there expect-

ing the gruel. When the boy brought it, it was
all burnt, and stuck to the saucepan. I could not

touch it. So I made another attempt to get to

the fire and cook some myself. This, by a supreme
effort of the will, I managed to accomplish.

But oh ! what a task it was ! With my brain

reeling, with my pulse beating rapidly—every

heart-throb seeming to shake my whole body—

I

struggled back to bed. My strength was well nigh
done. I lay awhile, and then began to take a little

of the arrowroot. How I managed to struggle on
through that terrible day I do not know. The
following morning I began to hope the turning

point had come; the afternoon found me slightly

better. Yes; the crisis was past! But only God,
and those who may have had a similar experience,

can ever know the sufferings of those memorable
days. What would I not have given for the

services of a friendly colleague at such a time !

To be without medical aid is bad enough, but

to be alone among savages who are powerless to

help is a terrible experience indeed. I have been

prostrated by fever times without number, but

never have I been brought so near the gates of

death.

The conditions of life in Central Africa are so

very uncertain that you cannot even guess what a

day will bring. I have already related how I

encountered a buffalo and narrowly escaped being

gored to death. I have now to record another
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perilous adventure of a different character. When
hunting one afternoon I sighted a herd of zebra,

and at once began to stalk them. Their sense of

smell is so very acute, a side or head wind is

necessary to be successful.

I had located the place where they were standing,
and was going towards them keeping my eyes on
a patch of bush to my right, lest I should walk
into their line of vision, when my boy startled me
by suddenly shouting, ' Zhima ' ('Stop'). I

stopped instantly, and looking down saw, at my
feet, a huge cobra about six feet long, raised on its

tail, its hood inflated in anger, and ready to strike.

I sprang back in terror, and very quickly put a
dozen paces between myself and that deadly
serpent.

Strange to say, it did not even then retire, but
seemed uncertain whether to chase me or not. For-
getting all about the zebra, I put my rifle to my
shoulder and fired. The bullet struck the venomous
brute on the side of the neck and stunned it. Then
my boy picked up a piece of wood, and rushing at

it struck it on the head. The cobra, when angry,
spits out his poison a considerable distance. One
of my boys was once cleaning out a hut when a
cobra spat in his face. Some of the poison entered
his eye, inflammation followed, and for several days
he was in great pain.

When this brute was struck, we saw the poisonous
fluid shoot alonsf the ground like steam flying out
of a tap ! I could not have believed a snake
capable of storing so much venom, had I not seen
it with my own eyes. This experience, I need
scarcely say, gave me a severe shock. To be within
an ace of being killed by snake-bite in a lonely
forest, away from home and with never a friend

near you, is not pleasant to contemplate. Another
step, and my life would have been sacrificed. The
grass being knee high I had not seen its ugly head
raised ready to strike, and had not my boy warned
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me in time I must have met my death that day.
Had it struck me I should have become uncon-
scious in a few minutes, and could never have
reached my hut again alive. I gave thanks to God
that day for His preserving care.

The zebra having by this time disappeared, we
went farther, and found more game, but I could
not shoot, my nerves were too badly shaken. For
some while after that my boys led the way, and
I followed, learning to become more alert and
watchful. But all the snakes were not in the forest.

When sweeping out my hut one day I found one
lying asleep under the bed. It was not a very
pleasant discovery, but not to have found it would
have been more unpleasant still, as it might after-

wards have found me.
I had at this time constant anxiety and trouble

with the untutored savages who entered my service.

When pay-day came they were invariably dissatis-

fied, and sometimes when I refused to pay more
than was due they would steal something from me,
or encourage thpse who remained to go on strike.

One day two of Sezungo's men were paid in calico,

and as usual they demanded more. When I refused

to give it they went to the herd-boy who was
tending a few goats on the plain, and taking one
apiece, ran off with them. I was powerless to

prevent it, nevertheless, I went to the chief's village

and most emphatically protested. Fortunately I

was able to influence him, and in a few days the

goats were brought back.

But my success along those lines was not always

so marked. One morning I found one of my huts

had been broken into and several things stolen.

Again I went to the chief, appearing very angry
and indignant, for had this pilfering continued I

should soon have been in a sorry plight. The chief

promised to find out who the offenders were, and
let me know. He would also warn his people

against stealing from the Baruti (missionaries),
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and with these promises we parted on friendly

terms. A considerable time elapsed, but no word
came, so I again went over to see what was being
done.

Lesapo, the chief's spokesman, told me they had
not yet found the culprit, but the chief had one
very powerful ' medicine ' he had not yet tried.

When this was brought into operation the thief

would be found at once. Said Lesapo, ' Missionary,

the great chief Sezungo will make this medicine

;

he will call together every man in his nation ; all

will sit round the great chief, he will give to each
man a portion to drink. When it is given to the

thief, it will stick in his throat and choke him.
Then we will seize him and say, " You are the

man who stole from the missionary." He will

have to make restitution, and will be punished for

his theft.' Whether the medicine was ever

administered or not I cannot tell, but this I know,
the thief was never found.

I had now been alone at Nanzela for several

months. The wild character of the people did not
warrant my leaving the station. If I could not

keep the thieves away when present, what would
they not do if I were absent? During this time I

had neither seen a white face nor heard a word of

English. Sometimes I read aloud for the sake of

listening to my own voice ; at other times I used
to talk to my faithful dog Rover; he seemed to

understand, and would have spoken to me if he
could.

The days became so filled with monotony and
the nights with solitude I felt I could bear it no
longer. So I wrote to Mr. Pickering asking him
to meet me on the path on a certain day, so that

we might see each other once more. How strange
his words sounded to me after those months of

solitude ! I felt so embarrassed that I scarcely
knew how to express my thoughts in correct

English. The hours sped rapidly away. Too soon
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we had to bid each other adieu, and go our several

ways—he back to his work at Nkala, and I to

my labour and solitude at Nanzela.
I had an exciting episode shortly after which

might have had a very different ending. Seeing a
herd of hartebeest feeding on the plain one morn-
ing, and being as usual in want of food, I quickly
laid aside the work I was doing, and taking with
me a few boys, started in pursuit. There were
several ant hills in the neighbourhood, some being
ten feet in height, and as many yards in circum-
ference. These render the hunter a service in

ennabling him to approach the game unobserved.
When about half-a-mile from the herd, I left the

boys behind and went forward alone. When within
about three hundred yards of the game I saw
another friendly ant hill in front, and went along
towards it. Then turning to my left I was about
to make for another, when suddenly I found myself
face to face with three lions sitting on their haunches
side by side, and all facing me. I was startled

to find myself looking into the faces of those

monsters with no iron bars between. I never felt

quite so lonesome in all my life before as I did at

that moment. Fortunately I did not lose my
presence of mind, and quite realised the necessity

of being calm and deliberate in my movements,
so as not to excite the brutes, and best meet what-
ever might happen.
My first thought was to fire in self defence. But

had I wounded one, the others might have pounced
on me. Had I killed one, they might still have
done so. Without taking my eyes off them, I

walked steadily backwards behind the ant hill, until

I disappeared from their view. As I was getting

round, the lion to my left gave his tail an angry
swish. I held my rifle in readiness with my finger

on the trigger, fully expecting the brute was coming
round the hill after me. I walked cautiously back-
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wards for about seventy yards, then taking to my
heels I ran towards my boys.
When I told them there were three lions sitting

behind yonder ant-hill they were greatly amused,
but I did not see the joke. To me it had been no
laughing matter. We all went forward together,

and the three lions got up and walked away.
When we came to where they had been sitting,

two others rose out of the grass and followed them,
so that there were five in all. One was a particu-

larly fine beast. How majestic he looked as he
walked leisurely away ! He stopped every now
and then, turned his head, and had a good look

at us, as much as to say, ' Although I am going,
make no mistake, I am not afraid.' He was a
noble animal, and had an air befitting the * king '

of the forest.

I confess I begrudged him his skin as he went.
But having had no experience of lion hunting, and
being alone with unreliable boys, I did not feel

justified in attacking them, especially when they
had allowed me to retire after having walked almost
into their mouths.





CHAPTER VIII.

Yet Another Grave.

* She has finished her work. I have not. I will

arise and work. I will live for this Mission. I

have only one desire—to do my Father's will and

glorify His Name. Where He calls, I will un-

hesitatingly follow. And if He wills, amid the

solitude He Himself has created, I will suffer, and
labour, and wait till He says, " It is enough.*' '

F. COILLARD.





Yet Another Grave.

Mr. and Mrs. Pickering at Nkala—Their Isolation—' Appeal
to Women of the Primitive Methodist Church '—Mrs.
Pickering's Death—Terrible Experience of the Bereaved
Husband—Another Pioneer Missionary's Similar Trial

—

Lest we Forget.

THE Nkala Mission Station was first founded
by Messrs. Buckenham and Baldwin, who
arrived there from the Borotse in December,

1893. The latter had been continuously associated

with it until his departure for the Zambesi in July,

1896. When Mr. and Mrs. Pickering took charge
it consisted of a two-roomed house, another square

building of one room, and a number of huts, which
served as kitchen, grain store, barter goods depot,

carpenter's shop, children's hut, etc. A great deal

of hard work had been put into it to bring it up
to this stage of comfort and convenience.

It was situated about twelve miles south of the

Kafue River, and sixteen miles north-west from
Nanzela. It was named after the river which flows

on two sides of it, and as ' Nkala' means 'crab,'

we might speak of it as the Crab River. The un-
civilised condition of the natives around, together

with the indifferent attitude they assumed toward
the Mission, made Christian work among them very
difficult.

Mr. Baldwin was the onlv man at that time who
could preach to the natives. He had held services

among them in Sesuto, but he having left, the
services could not be continued. The wild char-
acter of the people made it impossible for Mr. and
Mrs. Pickering to leave their station, so that they
also were isolated and alone.

The health of Mrs. Pickering had not been very
good, and life in these conditions was very trying
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indeed. But she was a very brave, fine spirited

woman, and gave herself willingly to the work of

the Mission. But it is very difficult, if not impos-
sible, for those who are surrounded by all the

blessings of civilisation, to realise the sense of

loneliness, and solitude, that must at times have
stolen over the spirit of that noble woman. Well
do I remember once talking with her upon this

subject, and ventured to remark, ' It will be very
lonely for you to be there alone, so far from any
other Christian woman.' She replied, * You are

mistaken ; I am never lonely where my husband is,

and where duty calls me.' And yet must there not

have been many occasions when a sympathetic and
willing sister could have rendered most valuable
service ?

An appeal was being sent out to the women of

the Primitive Methodist Church about this time,

asking for additional workers, and larger gifts to

the Alissionarv Fund with which to equip and send
them out. The writer of that appeal, himself a
returned missionary, said :

' It is indeed hard for

those who are surrounded by the flowers, and the

beauty, and the music, and the comfort which
adorn and bless English homes, to even imagine
the position of INIrs. Pickering. Eight thousand
miles from home and her only child, with no white
woman nearer than Kazungula, compelled to be the
daily spectator of the unnamable immoralities of

nude savages. In times of affliction or sorrow,
no matter how difficult and severe, there is no
sympathetic sister near to render the needed aid
and succour. And yet she is just where her
presence and influence are most needed, and where
she can render the best service to Christ and
humanitv. She can go where a man cannot go,
do what a man cannot do, and serve in ways a man
cannot serve. Hence we cannot deplore the presence
of Mrs. Pickering at Nkala, but rather rejoice in

it ; but we are nevertheless saddened by the thought
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of her painful isolation. She must not be left to

serve alone.'

Mrs. Pickering had had considerable experience

in the Mission Field in West Africa, having
accompanied her husband there in 1892. Not long
after they entered the work there, their little son Carl
was born. A second child was given them while
still there, but God took it again to Himself. Then
a second bereavement came to them in the death of

their little daughter Madge. After leaving Nanzela
Mrs. Pickering was never privileged to visit again
the grave of her little daughter, for in April, 1897,
she herself was suddenly called from the toils of

earth to the joy and rest of heaven.
It was evening, and the sun was setting, when

a native boy arrived with a note from my friend

saying that his dear wife had passed away. I was
filled with sorrow upon the receipt of this terrible

news. The messenger had been so long in coming
that I could not leave that night. The following
morning I hastened to Nkala, but alas ! what could
I do?

In tropical Africa our sainted dead have to be
hurried into their lonely graves. Had I but been
present earlier I could have rendered my friend

some real help, but the last sacred rites had been
performed yesterday, and all by his own hand
—save only for such help as these untutored
Africans could give.

There is one young man in that country to-day
whom I greatly respect, and whom I never see but
there rises in my mind a picture of that awful day.
He was a big, ungainly, good-natured fellow, not
very good looking, but honest, and sympathetic,
and trustworthy. He had been for some little time
the 'cook' for the white ' Misisi,' and when she
slept so peacefully away that April morning Kaluga
was one of the few boys who was not afraid to

enter that sacred chamber.
And as the heart-broken husband himself per-
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formed the duties of the undertaker, Kaluga helped
to take in pieces the packing cases from which the

coffin had to be made. In the afternoon they
together reverently placed in it all that was mortal
of that brave, devoted, and faithful servant of Jesus
Christ, the first English woman to lay down her

life in that part of Central Africa. In the evening
of that same day she was buried by the side of

little Elsie Buckenham.
I arrived the following morning, and stayed a

few days with the sorrowing husband. It w^as a

crushing blow to him, but Mr. Pickering was a
man of strong faith and indomitable courage, of

high character and devotion. The God in whom
he had ever trusted did not fail him in his hour
of need.

Death is ever an unwelcome visitor. Bereave-
ments are always hard to bear, even in civilisation

and among sympathetic friends. But the doctor
comes and does all that medical skill can do ; the

undertaker comes and performs his duties; the

grave-digger his. The Christian minister comes
and conducts the funeral service over our beloved
dead, as we lay them in their last resting-place.

And what consolation the words of Jesus bring to

the sorrowing heart, as he reads, ' I am the Resur-
rection and the Life; he that believeth on Me,
though he were dead, yet shall he live.' Then
loving friends come and sympathise with us, and
although for a time we are under a cloud, yet there
are other things demanding our attention, and the
heavy burden of sorrow grows lighter as the days
pass.

But the lonely pioneer missionary experiences
none of these. The last loving rites must all be
performed with his own hand, even though his

heart is breaking. He must go out from the death
chamber, and work with saw, and hammer, and
plane. The silence so solemn, so sacred, must be
rudely broken by sounds that seem harsh and cruel
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to his sensitive spirit. Every sweep of the plane

is a wail of sadness, every rasp of the saw an
agony, and with every stroke of the hammer his

heart breaks. And though he cannot see the nails

for blinding tears, yet they must be driven home.
And his poignant grief, how can he forget it, or

how escape from it? The newly-made grave is

but a stone's throw from his house. The vacant
chair is before him every time he sits down to a
meal. The light of his life seems, for a time, to

have gone out; he is left solitary and alone. All

this, and much more, is silently and patiently borne.

Another pioneer missionary, the Rev. J. G.
Paton, who was called to pass through a similar

experience, says with regard to it :
' Stunned by

that painful loss on entering upon this field of

labour to which the Lord had Himself evidently

led me, my reason for a time seemed almost to give
way. Ague and fever, too, laid a depressing and
weakening hand upon me, continuously recurring,

and reaching oftentimes the very height of its worst
burning stages. The ever merciful Lord sustained
me, to lay the precious dust of my beloved ones
in the same quiet grave dug for them close by at

the end of the house; in all of which last offices

my own hands, despite my breaking heart, had
to take the principal share. . . . Whensoever
Jauna turns to the Lord and is won for Christ, men
in after days will find the memory of that spot
still green, where with ceaseless prayers and tears
I claimed that land for God in which I had "buried
my dead " with faith and hope !

'

And shall not we, as followers of Christ, arise,

and in the same spirit of devotion to our common
Lord, give with one accord of our prayers, our
sympathy, and our substance in order that the
glorious gospel of the blessed God may be speedily
brought within the reach of those who so much
need it, and whose land is consecrated by the graves
of our noble dead?



lOa A rMUMNPlU l\ StH'TH dNTKAl AFRICA.

Sudi a horoio iu\d C'hrist-liko lito as that lived

by Mrs. Piokorini; amid oiroumstanoos the most
trying ouj^ht novor to bo fori^otttMi. Tho Chiin^h
to Nvhioh she bolonj^od, atui for wiiioh sho ijavo her
life will ktvp hor momorv i^roon. Sl\o is worthy
oi boinv^ pUiood in tho vory front rank of missionary
horoiiu\^.

Who can oomprohond wluit hor rosponso io tho

oall of Ciod invi^lvod ? It moant loavinj^ all tho

ootnforts of oivilisod lifo bohind, and sho know it.

It moant oxohani^iii^ a hoalthy braoini; olimato for

ono that was ladon with malaria and othor tropical

disoasos; oi all that sho was jHMtootlv awaro. It

meant tho deprivation of tho soi\uos .m .i n\odical

man in ease of illness, or anv help or companion-
ship from another woman of hor own race, however
much such help mii^ht be needed, yet tho know-
Iodide of all this did not daunt hor; sho stood
bravolv bv l\or husband's side, a helpmeet in all

things pertaining;- to missionary work.
Her response to this call to service in Central

Africa also carried with it tho j^roatost sacritico a

mother can over be called upon to make, namely,
separation from her only child. And what this

must have cost hor. Christian mcnhors who have
passed throui^h a sitiiilar experience will know ; the

rest of us can onlv faintlv imai;ino what it roallv

meant.
At least it meant this : that sho tuust denv herself

the pleasure of attending to the daily needs of her
onlv child. Hor ears may never hear again the
prattle of his childish voice, for when she upturns
lie will be a child no longer. Hor eyes mav not
behold him for manv years to come. 1 have stvn
hor look lovingly and long at the latest photo of
him that had boon sent out. And while he is still

a child she must denv herself the joy of having
him to knotM at her ftvt to sav his evening praver,
and other lips must plant upon his cheek the
* mother's g\HKl-night kiss,' until . . . .^
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Yes ! All the possibilities, and probabilities, and
risks to life and health were duly considered. But
she had heard a voice saying, ' Who will go for

us? ' and her heart had replied, ' Here am I, send
me.' And never once did she express any regret,

not even a wish, to be anywhere else but by the

side of her devoted husband.
We have no need to search the records of the

dim and distant past to find heroines. The recent

annals of our beloved Church tell us of consecrated
souls sanctified by the Holy Spirit and called of

God to the highest possible service. I repeat again,

and with emphasis, she is worthy of being placed
in the very front rank of missionary heroines. She
was indeed a worthy successor to Mary Moffat,

and Mrs. Livingstone, and others of like distinction.

She did not expect soon to return to England; the
appointment was for ten years.

Remembering her beautiful life among the
heathen women of Central Africa, so freely lived

among them, so unreservedly laid on the altar of
service, and so soon exchanged for the Master's
higher service above, let us humbly pray that the
same spirit may move and actuate us so that we
may help to carry forward the glorious work she
so nobly began. * Verily I say unto you. There is

no man that hath left house, or wife, or brethren,
or parents, or children, for the kingdom of God's
sake, who shall not receive manifold more in this

time, and in the world to come eternal life.'





CHAPTER IX.

Reconnoitring.

' / argue not

Against Heaven's hand or will, nor bate a jot

Of heart or hope; hut still hear up and steer

Right onward/

Milton.





Reconnoitring.

We Visit Shaloba and Kayingu—Mr. Pickering Goes Down
to the Relief of Native Teachers—Saturday or Monday,
Which?—In Danger of being Lost in the Veldt-
Troublesome Lions—Alone with Gang of Infuriated

Native Porters—They Invade and Plunder my House-
Victory at Last—A Welcome Visitor—Boy's Narrow
Escape—My First Lion.

THE natives living in the neighbourhood of

Nkala and Nanzela were sobered by the

death of Mrs. Pickering. Some of the chiefs

not only came to express their sorrow to the
* Moruti/ but also asked if we would like them to

bring their people and mourn with us, according

to native custom. We thanked them for their

sympathy, but did not desire them to come and
* mourn ' as that was not the Christian custom.

I now left the Nanzela Station in the charge of

a native, and spent a few days with Mr. Pickering
at Nkala. After a while we together paid a visit

to some of the surrounding chiefs. The whole
country was as yet unknown to us, and the only
possible way to get to know it was to roam about
in it. Native reports were so very unreliable w^e

must explore for ourselves.

Our first journey was to an old chief named
Shaloba, who lived on the edge of the Kafue Plain,

eighteen miles east of Nkala. He had such a bad
reputation that our boys were in dread of some-
thing serious happening before we returned. How-
ever, we reached his village in safety, talked with
him to the full extent of our vocabulary, visited him
in his house, sang Sesuto hymns to his people,

had several friendly chats with them, gave their

chief a small present, and having stayed with them
a couple of days, we returned to Nkala.
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Then we went fifty miles to the north to see
Kayingu. He was reported to be a powerful chief,

but at the time of our visit his people were scattered
and we were not favourably impressed with his
country and surroundings. He was an old man,
and not able to see because of an acute attack of
ophthalmia. We explained to him who we were
and what was our business, gave him medicine for

his eyes, and the following day we returned to

Nkala, passing through a few small villages on
the way. At one of these a sort of harvest festival

was in progress. The inhabitants were dancing
and singing and beating tomtoms. All were in the
merriest of moods, except some of the elders, who
were becoming somnolent with native beer. A
little cripple with only one hand especially excited
our pity. But he seemed as merry as any, and
while the rest of the children clapped their hands
together to the beating of the drum, he slapped
his one hand on his leg, keeping time with the rest.

Having completed these journeys, we each
returned to our own w^ork on our own station. Mr.
Pickering built a three-roomed house at Nkala for

a medical missionary whom we were expecting,

while I busied myself in putting up a workshop
and store at Nanzela. Mapani wood was used in

the construction. It is very hard and boring
insects do not easily destroy it. It was a very
useful building, and has served its purpose for

several years.

In March, 1897, two native teachers arrived in

Palachwe from Aliwal North, Cape Colony. On
the 28th of that month they started for the

Zambesi, and we were expecting to hear of their

arrival there. But they wrote saying they were
stranded in the Kalahari Desert, their cattle were
sick and dying ; there was a belt of * thirst ' in

front, and they could not leave the water by which
they were encamped.
Their wagon was loaded with my provisions, and
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another transport wagon was bringing food belong-

ing to Mr. Pickering. We had been deprived of

these provisions for a long time, and when we
heard of the plight of the native teachers Mr.
Pickering at once went to their assistance. On
receipt of the news he wrote me saying, ' I must
get away as quickly as I can, and all being well

I shall be with you to dinner on Saturday.'

I provided dinner for two persons, but my guest
did not arrive. The following day I had a service

with my people. I could not exactly preach as yet,

but I related some incident in the life of Jesus
instead. Then we sang a few hymns in the Sesuto
language—hymns that I had taught them—repeated

the Lord's Prayer together in that language, and
thus kept holy the Sabbath day. I expected Mr.
Pickering would arrive in a few hours, so I again
prepared for him, but strange to say he did not
appear. Monday came, and we went on with our
work as usual. About noon my long-expected
visitor arrived. We shook hands, enquired after

each other's health, and then I very naturally said
' I expected you on Saturday.'

' Well,' said he, ' and is not this Saturday? '

'No, it is Monday.'
' But did I not say in my letter that I was coming

on Saturday ?
'

' Yes,' I replied, * and I prepared dinner for you,
but you never came. I did the same again on
Sunday.' He replied, ' This is not Monday, it is

Saturday; they will observe Sunday at Nkala to-

morrow.' * But, my dear sir, to-morrow is Tues-
day !

' There was no third person to whom we
could appeal, but when Mr. Pickering reached
Kazungula he found the missionary there keeping
his vSunday on my date. When he returned some
months afterwards he found me keeping my Sunday
on a Monday.

This was not surprising, considering our isolated
position. To the natives all days were alike. The
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Sabbath is a Christian institution, and they had no
knowledge of it whatever. Then what trying times
we had in combating the evil habits and customs
and superstitions of the people. We sometimes
found ourselves prostrated by the repeated attacks

of fever until one scarcely knew exactly how many
days had been spent in battling with it. Our suc-

cessors will not be likely to make such a mistake.
The Sabbath is now an established fact in the

neighbourhood of our Missions, and the majority
of the natives can tell you what day it is. We
begin with Monday. This is represented by the

little finger of the left hand. Then we go on
counting until we come to the thumb of the right

hand, which is ' Impelekelo,' a South Country
word meaning the leaving-off-work day. Thus the

index finger of the right hand represents Sunday.
Mr. Pickering was taking down with him every

ounce of food he could find. It did not require

many boys to carry it either, for we had both been
now for a long time without what we in civilisation

regard as the common necessaries of life. Little

did we imagine when he started for the Zambesi
that he would be so long away, and that for several

months I should be the only white man in the

whole of that wild country. But so it proved.
I accompanied my friend a few miles on the road.

We started with scarcely a dozen boys. We were
going to have another meal together before part-

ing. But our dinner was not caught yet, so when
we sighted some guinea fowls Mr. Pickering took

his gun and went after them, but could not get near

them. A mile further on we saw another covey,

so I took the gun and tried to shoot one. I had
not gone far before the right barrel went off

accidentally and left me with one cartridge. I fol-

lowed those guinea fowls for some time, but failing

to get very near, I gave them a parting shot and
hastened back to Mr. Pickering, whom I had left

on the path.
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After going some distance I began to wonder
why I did not find the track. Then my wonder
gave place to anxiety. Was I going in the right

direction ? Fortunately I had a compass with me,
and placing it on the ground found to my great

astonishment that I was going due north, and had
evidently lost my bearings. The forest was very
extensive and without inhabitants. I knew men
had been lost in Africa and their bones found,
months afterwards, bleaching in the sun, or not

found at all. In my anxiety I ran back and shouted,
but no answer came.
Then to increase the terrors of the situation I

came across fresh lion spoor. I knew not but that

I might find myself face to face with the lion itself

at any moment. And my gun without ammunition
was of no more use than a walking-stick. I shouted
again to the top of my voice, but those silent glades
seemed to mock me as they quivered with heat. No
answer came to my cries.

I was by this time hot and thirsty, and filled

with anxiety lest I should not again find my com-
panion. / ivas lost! I did not know whether I

was going in the right direction or not. I felt a
strong desire to start off in another direction. The
prospect of being without food and water, of night
coming on, of meeting with that lion whose foot-

prints I had just again seen, was anything but
pleasant, especially as I had with me only a useless
gun and no matches with which to kindle a fire.

Then away yonder in the distance I heard the
report of a rifle. Oh ! what a welcome sound.
How my heart lightened. How my fears vanished,
and how I ran on shouting every now and then as
I went. At last a boy answered my call, and in

a few minutes we were back to the path. * I began
to wonder where you were,' said Mr. Pickering,
' so I fired my rifle.' I replied, ' I am very glad
you thought of it, for, strange though it may seem,
I have been lost. How far have you travelled since

G
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I left you ? ' Said he, ' We have never moved.
You left us just here.' I had always been extremely
careful, but that experience taught me a lesson I

did not soon forget.

That day we parted, he to go down to the

Zambesi to fetch the native teachers, and I to take
charge of both stations. It w^as a wearying busi-

ness, especially this seeking for something to eat

each day. What a relief it would have been if

those provisions ordered now two years ago had
only come to hand ! At last, I received a note
saying that carriers might be sent down to the

Zambesi for our goods, so I gathered together a
host of carriers and sent them off.

My old friend Lesapo was looking after Nkala.
He came over one day greatlv excited. Lions had
broken into^the cattle kraal the night before and
killed three'^oxen, and to prove that his story was
true he brought the tail of a dead ox for me to

see. I thought, ' You stupid fellow, why did you
not bring me a joint of beef? ' Having given him
some ammunition for his gun, I told him to hasten
back to Nkala and send me a piece of the meat. A
joint arrived the next day, but ugh ! I durst not
go within five yards of it, but my boys thought it

very fine. They have a weakness for anything
< high.'

Once when going up the Nanzela River in a
canoe we suddenly encountered a fearful stench.

Another moment and a big rotten fish came floating

along. My boys made a dash for it, and begged
me to allow them to land it. ' What are you going
to do with it? ' I enquired. One man replied, * It

will be very nice to eat with our bread to-night.

While we are eating that fish we shall simply sit,

and listen to our throats.'

The lions broke through the Mission fence the
following night, stole the meat that had been put
up on a high stage, and frightened Lesapo and
the lad that was with him nearly out of their wits.
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Lesapo banged the lad through the kitchen window,
which was of calico, lest he should be taken by the

wild beasts, and then got on to the verandah. Not
feeling safe there, he mounted the roof of the house,

sat astride the ridge, and did not descend until

daybreak. I went over to Nkala again, and what
an anxious time I had during those months ! I

was sometimes at one station, sometimes at the

other, and empty cupboards in both.

While nailing a piece of new calico over the

kitchen window, a party of carriers arrived from
the Zambesi. Depositing their loads on the

ground, they came forward in a body and rudely
demanded their pay. I looked over their way bills,

and finding them in order, I went to the store to

get the blankets and calico with which to pay them.
Every man, on receiving his pay, threw it on the

ground saying, ' Give me my pay.' I replied,
* That which I have given you is your pay.'

The ringleader then said, ' That is not enough,
give us more.' ' I cannot give you more than is

paid to every one else. When you went down, you
knew what the pay would be, and there it is.' I

then went into the kitchen to finish nailing the
calico over the window. They crowded round out-

side saying, * Give us more pay.' When I put up
the calico someone pulled it down again. One of

Sezungo's sons who w^as wdth me said quietly,
' Missionary, do not do anything to these men,
they are very angry.'

So I parleyed with them through the window,
but the longer we talked the more angry they
became. I had locked the door to keep them out-
side, but when tea-time came my boy unlocked it

to bring in the kettle. They saw their opportunity
and rushed inside. I protested against their enter-
ing, and ordered them out. I did all I could, in

fact, but they did not forget that they were nine
and I was only one. I knew that if I gave in on
this point to-day, I should have to yield to them in
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something else to-morrow ; and in yet another thing

the day after that. So I resolved to stand my
ground at all costs.

Then the following dialogue took place, first one
speaking and then another, sometimes three or four

at once :

' You know that it is a bad thing for you to

come into my house.'

' No, we don't know.'
* Then go out, every one of you.'
' If you do not want us here,' said one, * put us

out; give us our pay and we will go.'

' Your pay is lying yonder in the yard. I cannot
give you any more.'

' Look at my shoulders, how sore they are with
carrying your things from the Zambesi,' said

another.
' You ought to have carried it on your head

instead,' I replied.

' Do you think,' said another angry fellow, * that

I am a wagon ? Look at me, am I a man or a
wagon ?

'

Most heartily did I wish at that moment that

they had all been wagons, instead of the mad
savages they were.

Then they became more wild and threatening,

and ordered me to go at once and fetch them more
calico. 'The blankets you have given us,' said

one man, ' will wear out. Give us blankets that

never wear out.'

' I am dying of hunger,' said another; ' go and
get me some food.'

' When you have gone out of my house, and
accepted your pay as you ought, I will give you
some food,' said I, 'but not until then.'

* Why don't you fight us,' said another wild
fellow, as he brandished his battle axe over my
head. ' You have a very little gun (revolver) that
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kills people
;
get it and kill one of us, and see what

we will do !

'

And amid all the commotion, and din, and rage,

I sat at the table and tried to eat my tea. If there

is such a thing in this world as special grace for

special need, then such grace was surely vouchsafed
to me that day. For although the situation was
most trying to one's temper, as well as dangerous
to one's safety, I somehow managed to keep per-

fectly calm and betrayed no sign of fear.

At last, finding I was not to be moved from my
purpose, and they had been carrying this on for

several hours, they said, ' Well, if you will not

give us what we want, we will help ourselves. You
are alone here. There is no one at Nanzela, and
when we have finished here we shall go there, and
take what we like.' And so saying, they snatched
hold of everything that came within their reach.

They cleared the kitchen of all the pots, pans,
enamelled bowls, and crockery there was in it, and
went off.

Then a few boys of mine from Nanzela who,
unknown to me, had been waiting in the darkness
outside (for it was now night) began to upbraid
these men for their bad conduct. Then another
row began. But I was not in it this time. One
would have thought, judging from the shouting
and cursing, that murder would be committed that
night. Then the row subsided, and to my astonish-
ment and delight my boys came back laden with
the stolen things.

* Those men say,' said one, ' that if the Moruti
will give them food they will go and sleep, but
they are very hungry.'

I replied, * That is what I have been waiting to

do all the time. If they will take up their pay I

will give them food at once.' They agreed, and I

went over to the food store, gave each man his
allowance and went back to my house feeling that
the danger was past, for the time being, at any rate.
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But would they renew the attack the next day ?

They mi^ht, and so the following morning I did
not rise very early.

About 7 a.m. I heard them at my bedroom
window saying in a sarcastic tone of voice, ' Good
morning Moruti, sleep well, we are going.' I did

not reply, fearing that it might be a ruse to get me
up. After a while I rose, and had breakfast, but
my mind was by no means at rest. I enquired of

my boy in a casual sort of way, ' Have those men
gone ' ? * Yes,' said he, ' they went this morning.'
And with a sigh of relief my heart went out in

thankfulness to God for His great goodness in thus
bringing me safely through the ordeal.

But my troubles were not yet over. These men
had brought tidings of about forty other porters

who would arrive in a day or two. And to tell the
truth I was simply dreading their arrival. For if

nine men could make such a row about their pay
whatever sort of a pandemonium would forty

create ?

I prayed that strength and courage and patience
might be given me, so that when the time came I

might be able to again withstand whatever opposi-
tion might be brought against me. Those nine
men had evidently been laying their plans while on
the way up. They knew I was alone in their

country as they had left my colleague at the
Zambesi, nearly two hundred miles away. Then,
was I not young ? And if they insisted, they could
get what they liked. Again, I was only one—they
were nine. Yes ! they would demand more pay,
and would not leave until they got it. But they
were baulked at the finish, in spite of their anger.
I had their names, and had good reason to re-

member their faces, and never again for years, did
I allow them to do a stroke of work for me. If

they came along with others, they were left off the
list, and the whole company was informed as to

the reason why, so that, in the end, their conduct
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served as a fine object lesson to their friends of

* how not to do it.'

The following day about noon, a long line of

carriers appeared on the Nkala plain. My heart beat

a little faster at sight of them, but I braced myself up
for the conflict. As they came nearer I found to my
great surprise and delight, a white man at their

head. It was not my party at all, but a Mr. Lewis
who was coming up on a prospecting tour. He was
a Colonial, and had spent several years in the Cape
Colony and Southern Rhodesia. He paid his men
and they left. Then my party of forty arrived; but

on seeing two white men present, they received

their pay without showing the least sign of discon-

tent, and went off home.
I gave my new acquaintance a hearty welcome

and invited him to dine with me. But I was careful

to explain that he would have to bring his dinner

with him as I was about at the end of my food.

'Oh,' said he, 'that is all right, I have plenty.'

And what a feast we had that day. He had plenty

of flour, and made a big loaf of bread in a pro-

spector's tin—real BREAD—such as I had not

tasted for years !

Mr. Lewis decided to build a hut just behind the

Nkala Station, in which to store his goods. Soon
after he arrived, we had an exciting episode. There
was a shouting, a screaming among his boys one
night, followed by two rifle shots. I knew at once
that there was a lion about, so taking my loaded

rifle in hand I opened my door cautiously and
looked out, but did not see or hear any sign of it,

although I waited a considerable time.

The following morning the boys had an exciting

story to tell. The lion was prowling round in the

dark, and finding them asleep, with only a few
boughs thrown around to form a rough fence, crept

stealthily up to them. He was just in the act of

seizing his victim when, fortunately, he gave a

loud growl which roused the boys. They jumped
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up screaming with terror, and the lion, evidently

taken by surprise, sprang back without his man.
There was a piece of very dense bush immediately
behind, and into this the lion went. Some natives

who were coming to the Mission the following

morning saw it sitting by the side of the path.

When the heat of the day was past, Mr. Lewis
and I decided to attack the brute by day rather than
that he should return and attack us at night. We
were accompanied by one of his Matabele boys,

who was armed with an old Snider rifle ; a number
of natives also went with us. We soon found the

lion's footprints and followed them into a forest

of very dense bush. The boy caught sight of it,

and instead of pointing it out to us, he fired at it

and missed it. The lion gave an angry growl, and
retreated further into the bush. We followed,

crawling on our hands and knees.

It was perhaps not a wise thing to do, but the

ground was sandy, and as we could see where he
had put down his powerful feet, we crept cautiously

on. At last the boy saw him again, and pointed

him out to us. A few seconds passed before I

could see him, for immediately in front were patches

of high dense bush. The lion was behind one of

these, watching our approach through a small

aperture formed by a crooked piece of thorn. I

could only see one eye, and part of his face. He
was not more than thirty yards away.
Knowing that the eye is immediately in front of

the brain, and a fine target if I could hit it, I

resolved to try. So taking a steady aim, I fired.

Just then a pow^erful lioness bounded round the

bush with lightning swiftness, growling angrily as

she went. We knew she had not gone far, and
would wait for her mate. But how had he fared ?

Was he killed, or was he only wounded, and ready
to pounce on us if we advanced further? As a
precautionary measure we shouted to him. Hear-
ing no reply, we advanced cautiously, holding our
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rifles in readiness. Bravo ! He was lying dead.

My bullet had entered his brain just over the eye.

It was a magnificent shot.

By this time the sun was getting low, and being

anxious that Mr. Lewis should bag the lioness, we
took up her ' spoor ' and followed. But before we
had gone fifty yards she gave us to understand
very clearly that she meant business, for she gave
such a terrific roar that we thought she was charg-

ing us. Everybody made a dash for safety. Not
caring to run any further risk, we now turned

our attention to getting the dead lion home. This
was no easy task. At last we got his legs tied

together, slung him on a pole, and started. The
natives were already swarming round me, singing
my praises, and expressing their joy that the lion

was dead.
Then somebody said the lioness was following

us. In an instant they dropped their burden and
ran, leaving me alone with the dead lion. They
could not be induced to return, so we had to leave

it there until the morning. He was a fine lion, and
I had great satisfaction in bringing his skin home
as one of my trophies.

Mr. Pickering arrived a few weeks after bringing
with him the native teachers and their wives.
Robert Moalosi was stationed at Nkala, and James
Tozzo was with me at Nanzela.





CHAPTER X.

A Prospecting Tour.

' Every land of promise waits for possession, and

possession hangs upon appropriation. The first

condition of a world's evangelisation is its explora-

tion.'

Dr. a. T. Pierson.





A Prospecting Tour.

Our Friends Desire Information—Exploring North of the

Kafue—A Day at Sikadiatombwe's Village—On to

Chibuluma's—In the Heart of the Ila Country

—

Peculiarities of the Mashukulumbwe or Baila--An
Unexpected Reception—Where no White Man had ever

been Before—Crossing the Kafue Plain—Nkala Sighted
Once More—Valuable Experience Gained.

THE friends and supporters of our Central

African Mission being anxious to know more
of this country and its people, we decided,

now that the native teachers had arrived, to under-
take a long journey of exploration, so that reliable

information could be sent to our Missionary
Committee.
Our friend Lewis was also anxious to go on a

prospecting tour, so it was decided that if he would
agree to a certain route, we might all go together.

On the morning of March 2nd, 1898, we started, our
whole company consisting of three white men, with
forty native porters, twelve of whom belonged to us.

We first travelled in a northerly direction and
crossed the Kafue at Musanana*s. This was a
tedious business, as we had only very small native
canoes to convey our forty carriers and their bag-
gage across. Away to the north beyond the three

miles of plain lay a range of hills running almost
parallel with the river, and as there was a great
deal of swampy ground in the neighbourhood, we
decided to sleep in the hills if possible.

The sun went down as the last boy shouldered
his load, darkness came on quickly, and we had to

feel our way across the plain. We travelled very
slowly because of the uncertainty of the path, and
as we could only walk in single file, our procession
was of considerable length. The boys in front

sought out the road, and reported anything un-
usual to those who followed.
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One of them blundered into a deep hole, and
found himself up to the waist in water. He cried,
' Idindi/ a hole, and the word passed down the

long line of carriers as they approached it. The
darkness was intense, rain clouds hung overhead;
we had not even light from a single star to guide
us. Then the boys in front shouted * Menshi *

(water) ; it was too deep for us to wade through,
so three stalwarts put down their loads and carried

us over. This process, repeated half-a-dozen times
during the first mile, became monotonous.
Having left the swamp behind, we got on to

higher ground, and ihwe, a stone, was passed
down the line, one boy having severely damaged
his foot by kicking against it. Then the proces-

sion slowed up and loud exclamations were heard
from several of the men at once, and meya (thorns)

became the password. It took us three hours to

cross that swampy plain. We spent the night in

the forest beyond, and when the morning dawned
we found ourselves almost at the top of a range
of hills, with a wide expanse of country spread out
behind us. This was not the best time of the

year for travelling. The high country was free

from swamp, yet there was sufficient water in the

numerous saucer-like depressions to render wading
necessary several times in the course of a day's
march.
On Sunday, March 6th, we arrived at the village

of Sikadiatombwe (great consumer of tobacco), and
spent the day there. He was reputed to be one
of the largest chiefs in the neighbourhood, and,
according to our boys, was credited with decorat-

ing his village with human skulls. But it was
impossible for us to arrive anywhere unexpected.
The news that we were coming always reached the

chief before we came to his village, although we
never saw anyone on the path bearing the news.
The skulls, therefore, had all been carefully put
away before we arrived.
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A description of his village would apply to many
others we saw on that journey. The huts of the

people are circular structures rather flimsily built

and generally planted in a circle to form a ' com-
pound,' or village. A stockade is either reared all

round, or the spaces between the huts filled in

with stout poles. The centre is used to fold the

cattle, if they have any, and if not, it is used by
the women and men for general purposes, such
as stamping and winnowing grain, dressing skins,

making various things, such as stools and spear

handles, while all the children use it as a play-

ground.
Some three years before, this old chief had been

the author of a plot to capture a party of Mambari
slave traders. They came along to his village,

loaded with powder, guns, cloth, and beads. The
wily old fellow received them very graciously, and
during the course of two or three days sold them a
large number of slaves. Then one night when the
Mambari were all asleep he and his men fell upon
them with their spears and slew every one. They
set their own people at liberty, the slaves the traders
brought along with them they divided among them-
selves. He then reported to the king what he
had done, at the same time sending him a share
of the spoil. This the king is reported to have
kept, and a message came back saying that the
* Mambari should not come into his country buying
people's children, then they would not get killed.'

From there we travelled almost in an easterly
direction, and ere we had proceeded far, a range
of mountains loomed into view, but we journeyed
four days before reaching them. On climbing one
of the high peaks, the * aneroid ' gave the altitude
as 5,200 feet. The country around being about
3,700 feet, the highest peak in the range would
be 1,500 feet above the surrounding country.
We now came to another large chief, Chibuluma

by name. He had several people about him, and
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lived in a fruitful part of the country. At another
village a few miles away we found the natives

wearing bracelets of copper of their own manu-
facture. At Mr. Lewis's request they brought
samples of copper ore, and the country to the north
being hilly, he decided to proceed further. We,
on the other hand, thought we had gone sufficiently

far in that direction for our purpose, and now
turned in the direction of Nkala.
We soon found ourselves in the heart of the

country belonging to that strange people, the Baila,

or Mashukulumbwe, as they were then called. The
latter is a kind of nickname given to them, probably
by their conquerors, the Makololo. It was used
by the Mambari as long ago as 1850. Dr. Living-
stone, in referring to them, says while passing
along tow^ards the mouth of the Kafue, * we were
not molested, but some of the enemy tried to lead

us towards the Bashukulompo, who are considered
to be the fiercest race in this quarter.'

We did not imagine they had any other name
until some years after our arrival in the country.
The names by which the tribes in this part are

known are somewhat numerous, and to a stranger
very confusing, as, for example, the case under
consideration. The Makololo, and later the Barotse,

call these people Mashukulumbwe; the Matabele
call them Bamachokochoko. The people themselves
say, * ]u di Baila * (' We are Baila '), consequently
this name is the proper one. It must have been
known formerly as old maps may be seen with their

country marked * Baila.' This explanation seems
necessary so that my readers may know that, when
I write of the Baila, they are the people formerly
known to us and to others as the Mashukulumbwe.
There are certain peculiarities about these people

that mark them off from the surrounding tribes.

First and foremost is the peculiar style of head-
dress which we saw to perfection when in the heart

of their country. This consists of a long cone,
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sometimes 3ft. 6in. long, built up from natural

hair on the crown of the head.

A young man wishing to cultivate this wonder-

ful style of head-dress first ties the hair on the

crown of his head into a top-knot. He winds extra

pieces of string round it as the months go by.

When it is about nine inches long, it is time to

call in the hairdresser. He brings with him a
quantity of string, and encloses the bunch of

natural hair in a tight-fitting net. A long strip

of sable antelope horn, which has been made pliable

like a piece of whalebone, is now inserted, and a

quantity of false hair padded round it until it tapers

gradually to a point. The whole is enclosed by
network, and plastered with a little bee's wax, or

raw rubber, to make it waterproof. The possessor

of such an elaborate headgear is naturally very
proud of it.

One day, on going into a village, I had the good
fortune to see a hairdresser putting the finishing

touches to one of these cones. The victim lay all

his length on the ground, his head supported by
a wooden pillow. The barber sat on his low stool

about a yard beyond. But the moment I appeared
on the scene, the barber picked up his stool and
fled in one direction ; the man with the cone in

another. I could not even get a snapshot of it.

Another custom is for the men to eschew clothing
of any kind, and, strange to say, they appeared to

have no sense of shame, although all the people of
the surrounding tribes wore clothing of some kind.
A third custom is that of knocking out the upper

front teeth. Sibituane, the old Makololo chief, tried
to put a stop to this practice, but failed. I asked
one man why they continued this stupid custom.
He replied, * We do not want to be like the zebra
in the forest, with a mouthful of teeth. We prefer
to be like the cattle.' The people of the South
who have teeth are sometimes spoken of as
Bambizhi, the zebra people. Another man to whom

H
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I put the same question replied, ' God told our
fathers long ago to knock out their teeth ; we always
do it, it is our custom.'
The Baila have a distinct language of their own,

and know no other. They have always possessed
cattle, and do a little trade with the surrounding
tribes, but all natives going into their country to

do business with them must speak their language.
It is understood over a large area. From Broken
Hill on the north, to the Victoria Falls on the
south, and away to Kayingu's on the west, their

language may be used by travellers to-day.

Although these people are of the same tribe, have
similar customs, and speak one language, yet from
time immemorial their land has been full of petty
quarrels and jealousies. Not only have they been
plundered by the Makololo, their conquerors, on
the one hand, and by the Matabele on the other,

but internal strife has always been prevalent.

While spending a night at one village the chief,

in reply to a question, coolly told us he had not
reigned over that village long. He was formerly
head of a smaller village, but one day he murdered
his predecessor and took his place. Lewanika, the

king, had no power to interfere with their internal

affairs, and there was no authority in the country
other than that exercised by men of this type. Mr.
Pickering took a photograph of him standing,
battle axe in hand, by the grave of his victim.

One day when nearing a village we had a sur-

prising reception. Just as we emerged from a patch
of maize we found ourselves face to face with a
crowd of armed men. One fellow had a bow and
arrow which he very adroitly adjusted and held in

readiness as if to shoot. It is not very pleasant

to have one of those barbed poisonous arrows
pointed at you, especially when you know that an
excited savage holds the bow string. I made no
sign of fight or fear, so he put it down again. We
saluted them kindly, told them who we were and
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where we were going, and enquired for the chief.

After a little conversation they allowed us to go
on our way. The fact is, they were at war with

the people of the next village, and were living in

constant fear of being surprised and slain.

Being the first white men to pass through that

part of the country, we naturally caused a great

sensation. When we came to a village everybody,
except the chief and a few of his braves, rushed
away as if frightened for their lives. Children
scattered in every direction, screaming as they
went. The dogs, on hearing our approach, rushed
at us barking loudly, but the moment they saw us,

the fierce bark degenerated into a howl, and away
they went, with their tails between their legs. Even
the dogs had never seen our like before.

When the people saw that nothing happened to

their chief, they returned one by one, until all were
back. Then they laughed at each other's fearful-

ness, and when we spoke to them their wonder
increased. Before long they became unpleasantly
inquisitive, and when we started for the next village

every one turned out and ran alongside laughing
and talking and making all sorts of remarks the
while. No wild beast show ever caused such a
flutter of excitement among the children of a quiet
rural village as we raised among the inhabitants of
the Kafue Plain on that occasion.
We shared Lewis's tent during the first part of

the journey, but during the latter part of it we
slept out of doors with the stars overhead. When
the sun went down the mosquitoes began to bite us.
We endured them as long as we could, and then
thrust our heads under our blankets until we were
nearly suffocated with the heat. And there we were
playing at ' bo-peep ' the livelong night.
At last, there loomed in the distance the Nkala

Hills ; by that we knew we were nearing home. We
had a very long tramp that last day, and reached the
Kafue about 4 p.m. The sun was just setting when
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we reached Musanana's kraal, so we enquired if

he could ^ive us a hut for the night. ' No, he

could not.' All his huts had people living in them.
So we decided to walk the other ten miles and sleep

at Nkala, although it was already evening. Before
long we found ourselves in a country full of low
bush, with a path so difficult that the boys kept
losing it. Eventually, we arrived at a village where
Mr. Pickering was well known. The chief there

furnished us with a reliable guide, and we reached
Nkala a little before midnight, having w^alked con-
siderably over thirty miles that day.
The following morning I was not feeling well

;

the day after that I was down with malarial fever.

Mr. Pickering performed the duties of nurse for

one day, then he went down with fever himself.

And there we lay, one on each side of the room,
each unable to help the other. What pictures of

misery we might have been had we not been able

to see the ludicrous side of things sometimes. We
could scarcely help smiling at each other's bilious

ebullitions; they tend to break the monotony of

malaria somewhat.
Although we had to pay the penalty in this

fashion, yet we were glad the journey had been
undertaken. It had enlightened us with regard
to the country ; we were now known over a wider
area ; natives who had only heard of our settle-

ment at Nkala had now seen us; we were able to

send home reliable information respecting country
and people, and we could take a more intelligent

interest in the affairs of the country. We had
been absent from home seventeen days, we had
walked about two hundred and sixty miles, and
made the acquaintance of several chiefs which was
a great advantage to us in after years, for many
of the people still remember our first visit, and
proudly relate the doings of ' Muchabani ' and
' Mangundungundu ' in those early years of mis-

sionary effort and enterprise.



CHAPTER XI.

A Visit to the King.

' The end of the geographical feat is 07ily the

beginning of the missionary enterprise.*

Livingstone.





A Visit to the King.

The King's Friendship Necessary—May Meet Him at

Kazungula—Victoria Falls—Dr. Livingstone—Human
Skulls—A Love Potion—A Wearying Journey—Interview

with the King—The Queen at Nalolo—Down the Zambesi
in Canoes—On Tramp Again—Famine—Food at Last

—

Beneficial Results of Journey.

IMPORTANT changes were now taking place

in the country. The British South Africa

Co. was beginning to shoulder the responsi-

bilities of government, and Lewanika was asked
to meet the Administrator of Southern Rhodesia at

the Victoria Falls. We fully realised the wisdom
of gaining the king's friendship. He was anxious
to make our acquaintance and had repeatedly

requested us to visit him. The Baila were very

difficult to influence for good. They knew we had
never seen their king, so we decided to go down
to Kazungula and, if possible, see him there. We
found, on arriving, that Lewanika passed through
Kazungula a few days before, on his homeward
journey, so we decided to pay him a visit in his

own capital later.

Our barter goods were nearly spent, and to be
in Central Africa without calico is worse than being
in London without friends or money. The provi-

sions that had been so long in coming proved very
costly, for in addition to paying railage from Port
Elizabeth to Palachwe we had to pay at the enor-
mous rate of £90 per ton for having them con-
veyed from Palachwe to the Zambesi by wagon.
Worse still, most of mine had been left on the

wagon in which the native teachers were stranded.
They were brought forward to the Zambesi, but
the wagon had to remain. Two boys were left in
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charge until oxen could be purchased and sent to

their relief. These boys being short of food, ate

my flour, so that after all this waiting I was still

without the wherewith to make a loaf of bread, and
had to borrow from my colleague.

It was rumoured that a store had been opened

at Kazungula, and hoping to purchase goods there,

we started. True, it was opened, but only con-

tained a few yards of calico which we bought.

After making several enquiries, I fourfd a transport

rider who was willing to sell a little flour. Prompted
more by a spirit of philanthropy than business,

he kindly sold to me 84 lbs. of flour at is. 5d.

per lb.—not that he wanted to sell, but said he,
• I always like to oblige a man when I meet him
in a country like this.' But I was glad to get it

even at that high price.

Having finished our business, we travelled in

an easterly direction along the north banks of the

Zambesi to the Victoria Falls. The native village

about six miles away was governed by a man named
Secoli, and there we pitched our camp. He had a

reputation for arrogance and greed, and was pro-

bably a descendant of that old Secoli whom Dr.

Livingstone mentions as being the last of the

independent Batoka chiefs, and who had his village

on a large island in the river named Kalai. ' It

was garnished with a number of human skulls and
contained the grave of a former chief of the same
name. This grave was ornamented with seventy

elephants' tusks, thirty more being placed over the

resting-places of his relatives.' We found the

Secoli of our time in one of his pleasant moods.
He sold us a goat, lent us canoes, and paid us a

friendly visit each day during our stay.

The Zambesi here is bounded on either side by
low wooded hills, and is over a mile wide.

Numerous islands rest on its broad bosom. We
had heard for some time the dull deep roar of the

falling water, and had seen the ' smoke-cloud
'
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rising several hundred feet into the air. On reach-

ing the Falls we suddenly found ourselves standing
at the end of a chasm 400 feet deep that shoots

directly across the river from bank to bank. At
some period in the world's history there has evi-

dently been an eruption, and the rocky bed of the

river has been rent across. The river, instead of

flowing placidly on as before, now leaps over the

ledge of rock into the chasm below. One can
walk round the south end of the gorge and stand
in the old river bed facing the waterfalls. There
is an outlet a short distance from the north bank,
and this enormous fissure continues its zig-zag

course for thirty or forty miles through rough im-
passable country, then it widens out and becomes
the great Zambesi once more.
The first thing that strikes the traveller on

approaching is a waterfall thirty or forty yards
wide, situated between Livingstone Garden Island

and the southern bank of the river. The water
first rushes down an incline of about forty-five

degrees, increasing in speed as it goes, then tumbles
over the ledge of rock down into the gorge. Beyond
this first fall, which is now called The Devil's

Cataract, are others, several hundred yards in

width, all leaping over the irregular rocky ledge
down into the chasm below. But the falling water
breaks into spray long before it reaches the bottom,
and rising in the form of a vaporous mist, is con-
densed into rain, which, blown about by the wind,
falls in perpetual showers around.

In the afternoon these mists are bathed in sun-
light, and in them a number of rainbows mirror
themselves, adding greatly to the beauty of the
scene. One of them dips down into the vapour
and loses itself in the abyss. Another rising high
into the air, stretches itself from the forest on one
side to Garden Island on the other, as if, in such
a place these were needed for support. As I gazed
upon this scene of awful grandeur I was reminded
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of that great missionary and explorer, Dr. Living-
stone, who had, forty-five years before, stood on
this very spot as the first white man to witness this,

the greatest wonder the heart of Africa can reveal.
* At three spots near these Falls,' says he, 'one

of them the island in the middle of which we were,

three Batoka chiefs offered up prayers and sacrifices

to the Barimo (gods). They chose their places of

prayer within the sound and roar of the cataract,,

and in sight of the bright bows in the cloud. They
must have looked upon the scene with awe. Fear
may have induced the selection. The play of colours

of the double iris on the cloud, seen by them else-

where only as the rainbow, may have led them to>

the idea that this was the abode of Deity. When
seen in the heavens it is called " Motse oa barivio

''

(the place of the gods). Here they could approach
the emblem, and see it stand steadily above the

blustering uproar below—a type of Him who sits

supreme—alone unchangable, though ruling over
all changing things. But not aware of His true

character, they had no admiration of the beautiful

and good in their bosoms.'
The doctor was so impressed with the scene that

he did two things which he tells us he had not
been guilty of doing before—he gave the Falls the

only Eng^lish name he ever affixed to any part of

the country, naming them after our late beloved
Queen Victoria ; he then cut his initials on a tree,

and the date, 1855. At the time of our visit these

Falls were still in their solitary grandeur. Wild
animals resorted there. The clumsy old hippo-
potami came to have a look sometimes, and stand-
ing within a few yards of the cataract I one day
shot a buck for dinner.

No word picture of mine can do justice to the
famous Victoria Falls. No photograph can give
any idea what they are really like. But stand on
the edge of that great chasm ; look at that mighty
river leaping headlong into that yawning gulf;
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see that boiling turbulent mass of water hundreds

of feet below; watch that column of opalescent

vapour rising out of that seething caldron and fall-

ing in showers of rain—and you will be entranced

by the beauty of the scene. Or descend into the

gorge at its north end, and gaze at that mighty
cataract towering above you, rushing past you,

vapourising itself in its fury beneath you, and you
will realise that here is one of the most powerful

and majestic examples of the Creator's handiwork.

As I listened to the dull deep roar that could be
heard ten miles away, and observed how the very

earth trembled, feelings of wonder, reverence, and
awe possessed my soul. I am not surprised that

the people of that land came there to pray, and to

offer sacrifice. No wonder that they, looking upon
the bow that overshadowed it, and seeing that it

resembled the ' bow in the cloud,' naturally thought
that there God sometimes came down to earth.

But the Victoria Falls are solitary no longer.

Here is an extract from the Cape Government Rail-
way Time Table :

' A first class saloon for Victoria

Falls leaves Cape Town on the 11.30 a.m. train on
Tuesdays, and reaches Victoria Falls Station at

7.15 a.m. on Saturdays. It is luxuriously appointed,
and includes shower bath, etc. The distance from
Cape Town is 1,642 miles, and the return fare

;^23 i6s. 8d.'

A small township has been laid out on the north
side of the river a few miles away, and when the
Administrator of North-West Rhodesia met the
residents to discuss the name by which their town
should be known, they were unanimous that it

should be called ' Livingstone,' after the famous
missionary who discovered both the Zambesi and
its famou3 Falls.

On returning to Nanzela along the new path we
found only a few scattered villages on our line of
march. These Batoka had been raided and plun-
dered many times during the last sixty years. Even
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at the time of our visit human skulls lay bleaching
in the sun by the side of the paths, the work of

that cruel and bloodthirsty race, the Matabele.
Having completed this journey of three hundred

and sixty miles, we rested a few days, and then
started for Lealui to visit the king in his capital,

a fortnight's journey westward. We took as few
boys with us as were needful, but cooking utensils,

blankets, clothes, and food for at least six weeks
had to be taken.

My cook, a lad named Samodiki, had fallen

deeply in love with a girl who reciprocated his

affection, and fearing lest his love might grow cold

while on this journey, he went to a medicine man
for a love potion to keep his heart true until his

return. It not only affected his heart, but his

stomach as well, and when the morning of our
departure arrived he was so violently ill that he
was reluctantly compelled to remain at home.
The first four davs we travelled in comfort, keep-

ing to the course of the Nkala River until we came
to its source. Here was a fine undulating country
with plenty of game, but uninhabited. Then we
entered an extensive tract of country where the

soil was so sandy that we sank into it ankle deep
at every step. This made walking so laborious that

every night found us exhausted with the day's
journey and too tired to sleep.

A few more days of walking brought us to the

Sefula Mission. Here we saw the grave of Mrs.
Coillard, the wife of the now sainted F. Coillard,

whose life and work have been productive of so
much blessing to the natives of the Barotse Valley.
The following day we arrived at Lealui, the capital.

We were the guests of the Rev. and Mrs. Adolph
Jalla, whose quiet, patient, self-denying labours
have been second to none amongst the many
devoted men and women who have laboured for

the uplifting of this people.
Lewanika was duly informed of our arrival.
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expressed his pleasure at seeing us, and made us

a present of a very fine ox which was duly slain

and distributed among our porters, the king him-

self receiving a part in return according to native

etiquette. He had just finished building a very

fine house which must have represented an enor-

mous amount of labour. The whole nation had

been at work on it, and every village within a

hundred miles had contributed something to it.

Scores of posts were used to support the verandah

and the roof. Every post represented a tree which
had been cut down in the forest many days'

journey away, carefully squared with tiny native

axes, and then carried all the way to Lealui. The
' palace ' was divided into rooms, one being a recep-

tion room in which the king received European
visitors.

The Rev. A. Jalla very kindly accompanied us

on our visit to the king. I was agreeably surprised

at the progress Lewanika had made in every way.
He is very ingenious and clever, especially in

carving in wood and ivory. Some of his work is

very fine. He talked with us freely, and without
reserve, expressed his interest in our work among
the Baila, and promised he would do all in his

power to assist us.

Having accomplished our purpose, we now pre-

pared for the return journey. We were afraid to

face those terrible sand - belts again in our
debilitated condition, so the king furnished us with
canoes and men to take us to Kazungula. Before
we left the Barotse Valley our paddlers went in a
body to a sacred shrine to pray for a safe and pros-

perous journey. As we got further south we were
not surprised at this ; navigation became more and
more difficult, sometimes the rapids were so

dangerous that we had to leave the canoes while
the natives guided them through dangerous places.

The journey down the Zambesi was delightful.

My canoe, which was just wide enough to lie down
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in, had an awning fixed in the centre to shield me
from the hot sun, and my four fine canoe men
seemed never to tire. The first day brought us to

Nalolo, the Queen's town. This important person

is not the king's wife but his sister. When we
paid our morning call it was just breakfast time.

A young girl entered with a reed mat on her

head, knelt down, clapped her hands by way of

salutation, and spread out the mat in front of the

Queen. Others followed, each bringing some por-

tion of the breakfast service. Then the food was
brought in. Her husband sat by her side, but

partly behind. Her Majesty, taking a joint of beef

in her fingers, ate a portion, then, slipping her

hand behind her, she gave what was left to her

husband. The poor man humbly bowed his head,

clapped his hands together, uttered a word of

thanks, and gratefully accepted from his wife, who
was also his Queen, the piece of beef.

We sat and chatted with her awhile, then return-

ing to our canoes, we sailed pleasantly along the

Zambesi, which is indeed a mighty river. Croco-
diles may be seen basking in the sun, and hippo-

potami also abound. Having but little food for our
paddlers, we were anxious to shoot a ' hippo ' for

them. The opportunity came one afternoon when
a large one put up his head not far from
the bank. I succeeded in planting a bullet just

behind his ear, but even that was not a fatal shot.

He disappeared, and we saw no more of him that

day, but the following morning we found him
floundering about in the water. Having brought
our canoes to the bank, Mr. Pickering and I quickly

dispatched him between us. He sank in shallow
water. The boys very soon tied a rope to his leg

and towed him ashore. We had now no more
anxiety about food. The flesh of the 'hippo,'

though somewhat coarse, is highly esteemed, and
when boiled long enough makes a tasty dish. The
tongue is a great delicacy, and a delicious jelly
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can be obtained from the feet by gently stewing

them for a couple of days.

We completed this part of the journey in due
course, paid our canoe men for their services, and
turned our faces northward. A famine was still in

the land ; no grain could be bought for our carriers,

and we set out knowing that our boys were depend-
ing entirely on our skill in hunting for their daily

food. When we were about half-way home our
troubles began. A rusty nail worked up through
the sole of Mr. Pickering's boot and pierced his

foot. Suppuration followed, and so painful did it

become that he found it impossible to proceed.

So we camped near the vSemotanga River, where
there was plenty of game, expecting to rest there

until Mr. Pickering could resume his walking.
The first stroke of ill-luck came when I shot at a
wart hog and missed it. Then a herd of hartebeest

c^me careering along, and although I fired twice

as they were running, I missed each time. Taking
a snack of food, I started with two boys, and sight-
ing a couple of impalabuck, I fired, but missed again.
The next animal we saw was a roan antelope,

but we could not get within a quarter of a mile of
him, although we followed him for an hour. At
sundown we found a big herd of veldebeest. I

bowled one over, but it got on to its feet again
and galloped off. That night we returned to the
sleeping-place tired and weary and without food.
The following morning I rose early and found
another herd of veldebeest, but could not get near
them, and again I returned empty-handed. About
midday a herd of zebra appeared on the open plain,
but I failed to secure one. In the afternoon I shot
at a waterbuck in the grass, but when I went to
look for it it was gone.
Darkness was coming on. And then a reed-buck

came out of the grass as we were trudging back
to camp. I fired, and it fell; but before the boys
could reach it, it was on its feet again and escaped.
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We arrived weary and dispirited, with still no food

for the famishing boys. They saw I was doing
my best to get food, and to their honour be it said,

they endured the pangs of hunger without com-
plaint, although they had been now sixty hours
without anything to eat.

Mr. Pickering was still unable to travel, and I

could not use my rifle effectively owing to nervous

debility; the porters could not carry without food.

We were four days from home, and if they left us

in this predicament, our position would be serious

indeed. So we decided to go a few miles further

in the hope of getting game there. The boys were
tying up their loads when another troup of zebra

appeared not far away. While going towards them
I sighted a roan antelope not more than a hundred
yards away. I fired, and down it fell—dead. The
hungry boys ran to cut up the meat, and as for me,
well, a lump rose in my throat, and my heart went
out in gratitude to God who had, in our extremity,

provided for us a table in the wilderness. We had
no further anxiety about food. A few more days
and we arrived home feeling thankful that these

journeyings were for a time being at an end.

The results of our visit to the king were very

beneficial. The people paid us greater respect now
that we were known to their king. They were
always interested in hearing about him. Our boys
loved to tell how he had received the haruti

(missionaries) as his friends ; how he gave us a fine

fat ox; how he furnished us with canoes; how the

people at the king's town attended church on Sun-
days; how the king himself came; how crowds of

boys and girls attended school on week days—all

these things were told over and over again to the

Baila. And thus our visit was productive of good
in many ways, and although it had made great

demands on our time and strength, yet we were
more than repaid by the beneficial results that

followed.



CHAPTER XII.

Difficulties to be Overcome.

* There have been times of late when I have had

to hold on to one text with all my might: " It is

required in stewards that a man should he found

faithful." Praise God, it does not say successful.*

Amy Wilson-Carmichael.





Difficulties to be Overcome.
Ignorant Suspicion— Chikaba's Women—Difficulties of

Language—What is This?—Donkey or Train, Which?

—

Praying for Cowdung—No Submission to Authority

—

Housekeeping Difficulties—Preparing for the Future

—

—A Conference and What Came of it.

TO establish a Christian jNlission among such
a people as the Baila is no easy task. Diffi-

culties innumerable beset the pioneer mis-
sionary, problems face him at every turn. Never-
theless patient, persistent toil will, in the end, over-

come every obstacle and accomplish every task.

It is when you have been awhile in the country
and gained some little knowledge of the spiritual

condition of the people, that the apostle's question
comes with great force, * And who is sufficient for

these things ? . . . not that we are sufficient of our-
selves to account anything as from ourselves, but
our sufficiency is from God.' It is necessary to

remember this in all our efforts to bring these
wandering ones into a new experience of trust and
fellowship with the Unseen. Yes; our sufficiency

is from God, therefore we will endeavour to be co-
workers with Him in this great task of bringing
these benighted Baila to a knowledge of Jesus
Christ.

But where shall we begin ? For are not these
people extremely suspicious of the white strangers
that have settled in their midst? Questions
innumerable present themselves to the nature mind,
and can only be answered along their own lines
of thought. ' Does the Moruti mean to make
us his slaves by and by ? Perhaps his own country
is no good, so he has come to live in ours. He
may be a bad fellow; his own people may have
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driven him away. What is he going to get out

of us ? For surely some ulterior motive must influ-

ence him !

'

A lack of confidence is sometimes displayed that

is inconvenient and annoying. ' A frank, open,
fearless manner,' says Livingstone, 'is the most
winning with all these Africans,' and certainly I

have always endeavoured to be perfectly frank in

my dealings with them. But I was to them a new
species of humanity; I acted so very differently to

any man they had previously met, that it took
them some time to understand me.
Even in my business relations I was a puzzle

to them. I always said what I meant, and meant
what I said. But they, being in the habit of saying
what they did not mean, and promising what they
never intended to perform, fell into the very natural

error of judging me by the standard of their own
practice. As an illustration take the following :

—
Grass was growing rapidly round our huts, and

a number of Ila women came from Chikaba's kraal

to hoe it up. I set them to work, and with a little

gentle persuasion now and then they worked until

dinner-time. When the signal for rest was given
they all demanded ' pay * for the half-day's work.
I told them I always paid my workers when the

day was ended, never at dinner-time. ' But,' said

one burly woman, ' come and see how much we
have done.' I replied, * I know exactly, and you
will be paid to-night for the work of the day.'

They insisted on being paid for the half-day, and
because I refused, they shouldered their hoes and
returned home. If I would not pay them for the

half day, was it likely that I should pay them for

the whole day ?

Other women came from Sezungo's village who
would work on without being paid at mid-day for

the morning's work. A day's pay was three strings
of white chalk beads. Paying * wages ' every night
was such a troublesome business that when my
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packet of beads was finished I purposely left the

rest unpacked. When the women came for their

usual pay I said, ' I cannot pay you to-night, the

beads are still packed away in a box, but you are

going to work to-morrow?' * Yes,' they replied.

'Then,' said I, 'to-morrow night I will pay you
for two days.' 'But we want our pay now.' ' I

cannot pay you now, but if you work to-morrow I

shall pay you for two days.' After parleying for

about half-an-hour they agreed to my proposal.

The following morning before starting work they

all came round me saying, ' Moruti, we want our

pay.' Another half-hour was spent in talking about
it. At last they agreed. And when at night I

brought each person ' pay ' for two days they were
astonished. They thought the Moruti meant to
' eat ' the first day's pay. From that time I paid
every two, then every three days ; then once every
week. The people were thus taught to trust me.
That I should make a promise with the idea of

keeping it seemed strange to them at first, but
gradually their confidence in their missionaries
increased, until to-day it is almost unbounded.

It was a very difficult thing for the people to

realise that their own promises to me were equally
binding. A man comes to work for a month, but
long before it is finished he gets tired and wants
his ' pay.' I never paid within the month, and
sometimes a boy would leave without his wages
rather than complete his term after having made
up his mind to leave. You might as well try to

turn the stars in their courses, as turn a native
from a purpose of this kind. This phase also
passed, and twelve months does not seem so long to

them to-day as one month did ten years ago.
Another grave difficulty arose from our lack of

knowledge respecting their language. For a man
to find himself in some remote town on the Con-
tinent, with no knowledge of the language spoken
by the inhabitants, and no interpreter near, would
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be, to say the least, inconvenient ; but to find one's

self surrounded by a crowd of armed savages is

more disconcerting.

Such an experience once happened to me. A
large party of warriors, armed to the teeth, came
filing up in silence, and sat down one hundred
yards from my hut, talking together in low tones.

After a while they came on a tour of inspection.

Of course they were very inquisitive, and every-

thing they saw excited their wonder. I could not

converse with them, nor they with me. I looked

into their faces to see if I could read anything there,

but they all seemed as impassive as the sphinx
itself. Were they on a friendly visit, or what?
At last they picked up their weapons and departed.

I learned afterwards that they were hunters, sent

by the king into our district after elephants ; but

whatever their purpose, I was glad to see them
going.

Misunderstandings account for much in Africa.

The standing wonder to me is not that the native

is so stupid, as most travellers affirm, but that

he is so amazingly clever. I have heard orders

given to boys in language utterly incomprehensible

to me, yet they have cleverly divined their master's

meaning, and done the right thing.

In the beginning I had a difficulty even in ask-

ing a question, and one of the first interrogative

forms I found was ' Chinshi chechi? ' (' What is

this ? ') I was as pleased with my discovery as a

prospector who had found a gold mine, and
hastened to develop its wonderful powers. I went
to where two of my boys were working, with pencil

and note-book in hand, and holding up a native

hoe, asked, ' Chinzhi chechi? ^ The boy answered,
* U-swe-ko-no-tw-la-chi-ha-nda-i-ya-mha! ' That
certainly did not seem very clear to me, so turning
to the other I repeated my question, * Chinzhi
chechi?' Whereupon he replied, ' A-me-ho-nda-
chi-ha-nda-bo-bo-kwi-na-e-zhu-iia-i-mwi!' That was
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Still more confusing, and conveyed no meaning to

my obtuse mind. So I had to search for some one

who would just name the thing indicated, without

going into any explanations. As a matter of fact,

when I knew more of the language, I found the

first boy had said in answer to my enquiry, * We
here, we call it a hoe ' ; his friend, in answer to

the same enquiry, said, ' And I also call it the

same; there is no other name for it.'

Natives are always ready to take advantage of

people who do not know their language. My boys,

when receiving their orders from me in the broken
language I had at command, would sometimes
reply in a most rude, offensive way, using at times

the most abominable language. All I knew was
that the boy was saying something in reply, but

had not the slightest idea what it meant. One
day, in answer to my enquiries, it dawned upon
me how they had been taking advantage of my
ignorance. I felt much annoyed, and was just

waiting for some one to repeat the offence. But
it was never repeated. The news spread like wild-

fire, ' Beware how you answer the Moruti to-day

;

he understands,*
The people in those days refused to believe that

there was any limit to my wonderful powers. And
because I possessed guns, and cartridges, and
crockery, and matches, of course I had made them
all myself. Unfortunately, my vocabulary was not

large enough to enable me to undeceive them. An
influential chief fell in love with my boots, and
asked me to make him a pair. I had not, at that

time, found the word for 'cannot/ and in reply
had to use the word * will not.* And when I said,
' I will not make you a pair; I have to buy my
own,' I gave serious offence where none was meant.

After a while you are able to converse with them
a little, and then, of course, the fun begins. They
like to hear you talk, and will swear by all the

gods that you speak correctly. If you make a
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mistake in pronunciation, they will imitate you,
and thus lead you to believe you are speaking cor-

rectly. We used to sing Sesuto hymns in the

early years at Nanzela, and in whatever way I

pronounced or intoned the words, they would do
exactly the same in repeating them after me.

Ridiculous mistakes can very easily be made
when you are learning to speak. I well remember
a circumstance that happened when on a journey.

We were sitting round the camp fire one night
when the boys began to talk about the wonderful
things that were to be seen in the country of the

white man. One boy was declaring to his incredu-

lous friends that in the Moruti's country there were
people who had wooden legs ! They refused to

believe such an absurdity, and appealed to me for

the truth.

This led to a discourse on the advantages of

wooden legs over meat legs. For example, a boy
with a wooden leg would never get any thorns in

it, he would never hurt his toes against a stone,

it would never get footsore, it would not feel the

cold, and he would never be afraid of snakes biting

it. Nevertheless, no one seemed anxious to part

with the legs they had, but this led to other stories

of what I had seen in my country.
A railway train was the most wonderful thing

of all. I then described as well as I could a loco-

motive, its strength, its wonderful swiftness, and
declared to them that an ' imbongolo ' could leave the
Zambesi at sunrise and reach Nanzela by dinner-
time, bringing with it more loads than all

Sezungo's people could carry ! Some of them had
travelled through that country, and knew it was
a good ten days' journey. They were greatly

impressed by my oratory, and I finished by saying,
* But none of you boys have ever seen an '' imbon-
golo." To my great astonishment one fellow

replied, ' Yes I have, the missionary at Nkala has
two.' Then it suddenly dawned upon me that in-
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Stead of using the word for ' train ' I had got the

word for ' donkey ' and had actually been telling

those people that a donkey, in England could travel

150 miles in half a day, and draw a train load of

wagons behind it. I had to go over the story

again, but there was little pleasure in telling it the

second time.

The language must be learned parrot-like at the

first, and we easily make a hash of it when we use
words that are very much alike in sound, but differ-

ent in signification. One of His Majesty's minis-
ters some time ago told of some poor children in a
certain quarter of London who were found to be
praying in all innocence * and lead us not into

Thames Station,' having understood the words in

the Lord's Prayer to refer to the police station with
which the parents of some of them were too familiar.

And when absurd mistakes happen in our sermons
or devotions the case is even more serious.

A friend of mine in his early attempts to officiate

at evening prayers, startled some of his devout
helpers by praying after this fashion, * O Lord, we
thank Thee for our life, our food, and for the
strength Thou hast given us to labour, and now
Lord give us good cowdung (holoko), that we may
work well to-morrow.'
And the irony of it was that they were busy

smearing the mission buildings with ant-hill clay
mixed with cowdung. But why the Moruti should
pray that it might be ' good ' (holoko) was a matter
of surprise to the natives. The missionary was, in

his own mind, praying, * Give us good sleep
(horoko) that we may work well to-morrow,' the
alteration of a single letter made all the difference
in the meaning of the words used.
Sometimes you are severely tempted, when

speaking in the native language, to make up the
sentence in English when your native words fail.

A lady whom I know well was once talking kindly,
but firmly, to a young girl who was inclined to be
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forgetful, if not careless, in her duties, and waxing
eloquent, she said, ' Lucy, I shall shapa you kayeno
if you don't pakisa. You naughty girl !

' It will

therefore be readily understood that in the begin-
ings of our work, the language difficulty was a
very real one.

Another difficutly arose from the fact that there

was but little submission to authority among the

Baila. They had no chief of outstanding import-
ance; and no king except Lewanika, who, from
their point of view, was an usurper; hence, they
had no very clear idea of a kingdom, no national

pride, no national ideas. It was a very difficult

thing to quietly compel obedience.

To every person entering my employ this fact

was made clear, wilful and persistent disobedience
renders my contract with any one null and void. A
man is my servant only as long as he obeys, and so

little by little, our authority and influence grew.
It is a great thing to have taught a man of thirty

five years, obedience, when he has never learned it

in his youth. Every man who goes out to Central

Africa in any capacity should be a good disciplin-

arian ; he must learn above all things to first govern
himself, then he will be in a position to receive

obedience from the natives.

Another of our difficulties arose from the poor
character of the service they were able to render us

in our material work. They had no sense of

honour; felt under no obligation to earn their

wages, and took as much looking after, whatever
their age, as a number of school boys when the

master's back is turned.

They had no idea how civilised people lived, and
no doubt often regarded me as a very foolish person
in many ways. For instance, I was not married,

and there must be a grave reason for that. I was
* not yet grown,' or was ' too poor to buy a wife.'

Even in these matters the native judged his

Moruti by his own custom.
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At any rate, all the household duties fell on my
own shoulders. I had to wash and mend my own
clothes, cook my own food, bake my own bread,

repair my own boots, and in a time of prolonged
isolation I have even cut my own hair. Any man
who has ever tried to do that before machines
were invented will know that it is not an easy

task. These personal and domestic duties occu-

pied a larg-e portion of my time, and from experi-

ence I strongly affirm that every missionary going
out to Central Africa should be married, and
should, if possible, have his ' good angel ' with

him. Such companionship and help are invaluable.

The habits and customs of native society con-

stituted yet another difficulty. It requires a good
deal of imagination to conceive what native life

in that country is really like. It is not in any
sense ideal. In eleven years I have seen something
of the inner life of those people, and believe me,
no words of mine could paint it as black as it really

is. Their religion, such as it is, seems to have
contributed very little indeed to their moral
advancement.
A native will excuse himself for anything by

saying, ' It is our custom.' And however much
opposed to Christianity the practice may be, he is

very reluctant to admit that it is wrong, hence we
are constantly reiterating the Old Testament
injunction, ' Thou shalt not.' Probably no custom
presents greater difficulties to the missionary than
polygamy. Though a few are monogamous from
choice, the greater number occupy that position

because they are too poor to raise a dowry with
which to marry a second wife.

A man will sometimes attempt to justify poly-
gamy by a plausible argument, as when a man of

about fifty years of age brought a young girl to

my native teacher's wife to be trained in housework
as well as to be under Christian influence. My
impression was that he was bringing his daughter,
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but after a while I found to my surprise it was a
young damsel to whom he was betrothed years ago.

I endeavoured to show him that no young girl

would wish to marry a man of his years, and that

the girl was being forced into marrying him. * But
Moruti,' said he, ' the girl loves me, her heart wants
only me.' 'Then,' said I, 'call her and let me
hear from her own mouth that that is so.' ' Oh,
no,' said he, 'she would be too shy to say it in

your presence.' * How many wives have you
already ? ' 'I have only two now. I had three,

but one has gone back to her people.' ' It is

evident you do not need another wife, and certainly

you ought not to think of marrying this young girl.'
* But, Moruti, my wives might die. God (Leza)
might take them away and then what should I do ?

'

* You could do as white people do in such a case

;

you could marry again.' 'Yes,' said he, thought-
fully, ' but we believe in providing for the future.'

One chief of my acquaintance has already made
seventeen such provisions, and still adds one to the

number occasionally, so that there is little danger
of him being left solitary and alone.

Slavery was also prevalent throughout the

country, and within my own experience children

have been bought for a few yards of calico. One
young man worked for me at Nanzela, and at the

close of his term bought, with the blanket I had
given him, another young man about his own age.

In a time of threatened famine a child was sold for

a basket of grain.

Witchcraft has also from time immemorial been
a great curse to the country ; the faith of the people
in the power of their medicine-men is very great.

Indeed, sins and wickedness of all sorts flourish in

such a land where the Gospel has never been
preached, and where the environment of the people
has tended only to debase and degrade them.
Then it is difficult in the beginning to appeal to

their moral and spiritual nature. Their attention
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soon flags, and they turn very rapidly from serious

subjects to the most trivial things. I well remember
one such experience. The chief Sezungo had long
ago promised to bring his people and live at

Nanzela, but at that time had made no move in

the matter. I was very anxious to begin a school

among his children, and one day went over to see

the chief and his head-men by appointment.
There was a large company present, and I

addressed them very earnestly at some length, con-
cluding in this fashion :

* Now Sezungo, you and
your head-men have heard all the things I have
said ; if you listen to them and do as I say, your
people will grow in wisdom and goodness. I am
your friend. I am here to do the work of God, to

help you and your people to a better life. If you
keep the commandments of God He will bless you.
If you send your children to school they will learn

to read and write, and to do many things. When
they are grown they will say, " Our father Sezungo
was a wise and good chief in sending us to school,"
and they will respect and honour you. But if you
do not listen to God's word, nor keep His laws,
nor send your children to school, when they are
men and women, and know that I tried to persuade
you to do these good things, and you did them
not, your foolishness will be known in all your
nation and your name will stink among your own
people.'

* Now, Sezungo, have you heard and understood
well my message ? ' ' The Moruti says have you
understood his words,' says the spokesman. ' Yes;
I have heard them,' said Sezungo. 'And now
what have you to say in reply ? ' I enquired.
* What does the Moruti say ? ' says the old man,
who himself had understood every word. ' He is

asking,' replied the spokesman, 'what you have
to say in reply.'

And Sezungo, turning to one of his sons, said
in the most nonchalant manner possible, ' Fetch
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that broken gun for the Moruti to see. Perhaps
he can mend it for me.'

The lad rose up out of the crowd to fetch it, a
number of headmen brought out their snuff boxes,

others lit their huge pipes, and amid the hum of

many voices the lad returned with the broken gun.
Meanwhile I was trying to recover myself.

Sezungo's cool diplomacy had almost taken away
my breath.

I did not like to be snuffed out in that fashion,

and to think that after all my efforts to get this

conference with the people it should have ended
thus made me feel a little angry at first. But as I

looked into the faces of that motley crowd, as they

sat laughing and talking like a lot of excited chil-

dren, my anger quickly turned to pity. Then I

thought of that other crowd outside the walls of

Jerusalem, so many years ago. That beautiful

prayer of their Lord and ours came to my mind
with refreshing tenderness, ' Father, forgive them,
for they know not what they do.'

And so I took the charitable view. These ignorant
heathen did not mean to give me pain ; they did

not know that I was pointing them to the way of

life. They did not realise how much God loved
them, and what great and mighty changes their

children would live to see. vSo I examined the old

man's gun, and to his great delight put it in order
for him.
Then we talked together of shooting, and hoe-

ing, of cattle and sheep, of a thousand and one
other things that made up the life and conversation
of the natives of the country, and parted the best

of friends. The news had travelled far and wide
before the week was out. The people said what a
good heart Moruti Muchahani had; he had repaired

Sezungo's gun !



CHAPTER XIII,

Hard at Work.
' Labour with what zeal we will

Something still remains undone,

Something uncompleted still

Waits the rising of the sun.'

Longfellow.





Hard at Work.
A Lesson in Patience—Studying Sesuto—Our First Service

—The Prodigal and the Pigs—Troublesome Hyaenas

—

Home-made Driving Belt—Training Oxen—On the

Track of the Witch Doctor—A Spiritual Awakening.

ONCE when journeying through an African
forest I met a solitary man with a tiny axe
chopping away at a giant forest tree. When

I asked him what he was doing, he replied, ' This
soil is very good, and I am making a garden here.*

As I went on my way the old man's words lingered

with me ;
* I am making a garden here.' What

a big task that man had set himself ! It would
require many months of hard strenuous labour to

convert that patch of virgin forest into a garden.
Having cleared the ground and planted his maize,
he must still wait for the harvest. It was a lesson

for me of patience and endurance in my missionary
work. What trees of superstition, ignorance, and
cruelty are here ! and how long shall I be with
my one little axe before I make an impression on
this forest of darkness? 'The soil is good,' and
it is my business to make it a garden for the Lord.
To this end I continued my studies in Sesuto.

At first I preached in English, James interpreted

into Sesuto, and Mooba interpreted what James
said into Ila. In this way we made everybody
understand. When I could dispense with one
interpreter I was very glad. We expected that the
influence of the king's language would grow ; that

the Baila being a subject tribe would learn the
language of their conquerors, as the Barotse had
previously learned Sekololo. But as the years
passed we found that the people sent by the king

K
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did not influence the Baila nearly as much as the

Baila influenced them. Therefore in order to suc-

cessfully evangelise the natives of the locality books
must eventually be printed in the Ila tongue.
Our first services were of great interest to the

natives; before long the Sabbath was known as

the ' singing day.' The most ludicrous thing to

them was the prayer—especially the attitude we
assumed. That any man should kneel down, close

his eyes in broad daylight, and repeat a formula
of prayer amused them greatly. During our first

effort, while proceeding with the Lord's Prayer,

the risibility of the congregation became very pro-

nounced. Several women had babies on their

backs in native fashion, and when these mothers
bowed themselves almost to the ground the poor
little babies were hanging head downwards. A
number of them began to scream, but the mothers,
intent on following our instructions, took no notice

whatever of their cries.

A few mongrel dogs had followed their masters
to the service, and added to the confusion by bark-
ing loudly. We struggled on with eyes closed,

but when we repeated the petition for ' daily bread
*

there was such a general outburst of hilarity that

it was impossible to proceed further. Several not

only closed their eyes, but burying their faces in

their hands, pressed their fingers on their eye-balls

until they could not see distinctly in the bright

sunlight when they did open their eyes, and this

increased their merriment.
We could not be angry, nor charge them with

levity, for was not this the first time they had ever

joined in such an act of worship ? But as a form
of reverence is necessary to the cultivation of the

reverential spirit, we explained the different pos-

tures adopted in Christian worship, using as an
illustration the respectful attitude slaves assume in

the presence of their chiefs. Our congregations
became quiet and orderly in a few months.
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We also had a daily service for work boys and
those who lived near the Mission. It was homely
in character and did not follow any particular order.

I usually told them a Bible story, or related one
of the parables of Jesus, pointing out its lessons

for us. Someone was selected to tell the same story

the following night. This method ensured the

attention of every one present, showed what grasp
they had of the subject, and gave me an oppor-
tunity of studying native modes of expression.

One evening I gave them the parable of the

prodigal son, and appointed the most intelligent

young man to repeat it the following night. We
met as usual at the close of the day, and after

singing a hymn I called upon Musanza to deliver

the address. He had considerable oratorical gifts,

and began in fine style. As he warmed to his

subject the little group sat around him spellbound.
While picturing so graphically the repentant prodi-

gal in the far country saying ' I will arise and go
to my father,' he suddenly stopped, and, turning
to me, asked, ' Moruti, what did he do with the
pigs ? ' I at once replied, * He doubtless took them
back to his master before starting for his home.'
We were busy day by day with the many duties

that usually face a pioneer. My native teacher and
his family required housing. I also needed a
superior hut to the one I was living in, and a
great deal of other work was waiting to be done.
A fence round the Mission premises was very
imperative as a protection from wild animals.
Hysenas used to trouble us a great deal. They
came prowling round at night, and nothing was
safe they could get their teeth into. I was once
boiling a tongue over a low fire when a hyaena
upset the pot and would have stolen the tongue had
I not rushed out to prevent it.

On another occasion I had been preserving a
cartridge loaded with buckshot for a hy^na that
was particularly troublesome. My bedroom door
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was made out of bits of packing case. The cross

boards having shrunk with the dry weather, I

could see outside on a moonlight night without
opening the door. One night I heard the brute

sniffing around outside. Taking my shot gun in

one hand, I suddenly opened the door with the

other and planted a shot into his broad side before

he got a dozen yards away. As he galloped off

I thought perhaps he would cease troubling us for

awhile. My boys surprised me the next morning
by saying the hyaena was lying dead about one
hundred and fifty yards away.
One night another hyaena entered the compound,

passed my bedroom door, seized a coop containing

a fowl, carried it outside, quietly pulled off one
of the laths, took out the bird and went off with
it for his supper. Had I not seen its footprints

I should have put that trick down to some thievish

native.

We still needed a number of buildings for the
carrying on of our work. The necessary material

was not easily procured. Having no trained cattle^

all our wood had to be carried from the forest on
the backs of natives. We also needed boards for

doors, and planks out of which door frames could
be made. Suitable trees were sought for this pur-
pose, carried home and sawn up. We had great

difficulty in teaching the natives to do sawyer's
work, for they had never seen a saw, much -less

used one. But we succeeded at last.

The Missionary Committee had sent out an iron

shaft, with bearings, pulley, and circular saw
attached. There was no saw-table, no engine, and
no strap, the latter having been lost in transit. If

this saw could be fixed, it would be of great assist-

ance to us, but how was it to be done? I must
have a table in which to fix the spindle, with a
wheel and strap to drive it. Having cut down a
quantity of wood, we planked it with the pit-saw
and left it to season awhile.
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Then I took my rifle and scoured the plain for

a couple of veldebeest. I wanted their hides for

the strap. The skins were cut up into strips, and
placed in a native canoe containing mopani wood
bark. My boys had never seen a tan yard, and
knew nothing about the process. They thought I

was mad. To cut the hides up into nice straight

pieces such as they liked for a girdle, and then
* throw them away ' in that dirty water was mad-
ness indeed. * Why it will be all rotten in three

days,' they said. But when it began to tan and
gradually change from raw hide to leather their

astonishment knew no bounds.
We could not wait for it to tan properly, but

it was in the process long enough to resist the

action of water. Then we sewed the pieces together

with strips of buckskin, and the strap was com-
plete. The saw table was also completed in due
course, but as our only source of power was the

boys, we made a wheel eight feet in diameter,

fixed it between two posts, and in this way obtained
sufficient power to drive the saw through a four

inch plank. It was fixed close to the workshop,
and a lathe which had been sent out was also put
into use, so that we were now able to msike a little

furniture for our houses, which we were badly
needing.
The natives were never tired of watching the

circular saw; it was so wonderful. But a steam
saw which was afterwards brought out by a mining
company was even more wonderful. When this

saw was at work one day a native stood by in mute
astonishment, wondering how it was the wood was
cut so easily. Then he just touched the edge of

the saw with his finger, and when to his amaze-
ment he saw it drop off on to the table, he bolted,

and was never seen again.

We now proposed building a two-roomed house
and a church to seat about two hundred and fifty

people. To do this we must first train a few oxen
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SO as to be able to get the necessary building
materials together. We began by training eight.

Having caught them, we tied a * reim ' round their

horns, yoked two of them together, chained them
to a log of wood, and worked them a few hours
at a stretch in order to tame them. Then we yoked
the whole lot together, chained them to a larger

log and gradually brought them under control.

We spent one afternoon yoking these four pairs

to the wagon wheels. When we gave the signal

to start one had a leg over the chain ; before this

could be put right another had a * strop * un-
fastened ; another turned round and faced the wagon
he was expected to pull. We pulled him back
again, but even then we were not ready, for one
w^as lying down and refused to rise. At last James
reverted to the South African custom of biting its

tail. It sprang to its feet and was ready to start.

At that moment another regained its liberty and
galloped off with half-a-dozen excited natives after

it. When at last we were ready to start they began
at a very sharp walk, but when they saw the wheels
following they put on speed. This so frightened

the boy who was leading the front pair that he
threw down the * reim * and fled. The oxen then

made a dash for liberty, and in five seconds we
were left behind.
There was a large tree ahead. When they got

to it they were all galloping abreast, the oxen
nearest the wheels being the most frightened had
caught up with the front pair. Some went on one
side of it and some the other, and being held

together by a stout chain they all fell together in

a tangled heap. We quickly overtook them, but

never had I beheld such a bellowing, struggling

mass. We cut the neck * strops ' of two or three

of them at once to prevent them from being
strangled. The others we liberated one by one, and
as the sun was already down we gathered up our

trappings and sent the oxen down to the kraal.
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But we succeeded in the end, and wood for the

Nanzela Church was brought home with this won-
derful team.

Scarcely a week passed but some events proved

how very badly our presence was needed by the

poor down-trodden people of that land. One day
a young man told me a harrowing story of how his

own mother had been accused of witchcraft, tried

by ordeal, found guilty, and burned to death.

Another day the chief of a small village told me
that men were saying he was a wizard, he had
dealings with evil spirits, and had recently caused

the death of three people. They had forced him
to pay compensation to the relatives of the deceased,

and any day he might be tried by ordeal.

I at once called a meeting of the headmen, told

them that the king had decreed that trial by ordeal

should cease throughout his kingdom. Moreover,
he was my friend, and I must tell him what was
going on. If the goods that had been taken from
this man were not restored, I must inform the king
of the fact. Then I showed them the foolishness

of the ordeal by relating an experience I had
recently gained. They gave the man no further

trouble, and the matter ended satisfactorily.

The experience I related was this. One of my
boys was charged with stealing another man's
cloth. He indignantly denied the charge. His
accuser challenged him to wash in the boiling pot

to vindicate his character. To this he readily con-

sented. The pot was placed on the fire, and an
interested crowd of spectators gathered. When the

pot was about to boil I joined the company. * Now,'
said I, 'who accuses this boy of stealing?' A
man replied, * I do.' I then asked the assembled
company if the ' pot ' had ever been known to lie.

They replied, ' Never.' Then, turning to the

accuser, I said, * You say this boy has stolen your
cloth.' 'Yes, I know he has.' 'Then,' said I,

' we do not know whether this man has lost any
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cloth or not, but we will enquire of the '* pot.**

It is now boiling, and he shall wash first.* * Nay,*
said the astonished man ;

* why it would scald my
hands !

' Then holding him up to the ridicule of

the others, I told them that boiling water will

always scald people's hands if they are foolish

enough to wash in it. The missing cloth was after-

wards found; the rats had taken it to make a nest

with.

And so in many varied ways we sought to dispel

the spiritual darkness that was resting over this

great land, and not without success. The people
gradually became less suspicious of us, and more
interested in our message. There were signs of a
spiritual awakening among them, the young men
especially being drawn to us, and while the older

people were not so easily impressed, yet even some
of these showed a desire to know more of the things
of God. Our Sunday congregations grew in num-
bers and our services became more impressively
spiritual. The Spirit of God was evidently moving
among the people, their changed demeanour, the
intelligent interest they displayed in the services,

and the hearty way in which they joined in the

singing greatly encouraged us. All these were
signs that we were on the eve of a spiritual

awakening.



CHAPTER XIV.

Some of the Pirstfruits,

' To those who taunt us with no success, and

^ho perhaps would not dislike Christian Missions

so much if they disliked Christian truth a little

less, we may very fairly and calmly answer: This

rod has budded at all events ; do the same with your

enchantments.*

Dr. Maclaren.





Some of the Firstfruits.

Conversation Preaching—Enquirers' Class Formed—Some of

its Members—Mutalabomba—Mooba and Samodiki—
Breaking the Eighth Commandment—A Public Con-

fession—Saved at Last.

WHILE James and I laboured on at Nanzela,

Robert Moalosi was with Mr. Pickering

at Nkala. They had a more difficult sphere

than we had, the Nkala people being almost ex-

clusively Baila. Many of our natives came from

the Borotse, and it was this part of our congrega-

tion that first showed signs of spiritual awakening.
When the service was over all were free to leave,

but if any wished to remain longer for further con-

versation and enlightenment we were only too

glad to speak with them. We accomplished a great

deal by this method of conversation preaching;

good impressions were deepened, misconceptions

removed, and suitable counsel given to each

individual case.

After a while some young men signified their

intention of leaving their evil customs, and at the

close of the service one morning publicly expressed

a desire to walk in the Christian way. As their

number increased a Catechumen Class was formed,

so that they might have special Christian instruc-

tion. This was the first class of its kind at Nanzela.

Before long we found it necessary to divide it, so

we met the young men in one class and the older

men in another.

One of these old men could still remember Dr.
Livingstone's visit to Sekeletu about 1855. The
doctor was known among the Makololo as
' Monare.' When I showed the old man a photo
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of Dr. Livingstone he was greatly excited. ' Yes,*

said he, * really and truly that is Monare's like-

ness. He wore a moustache just like that; it is

indeed Monare.'
* Can vou really remember Monare?* I asked.
* Of course I can,' said he. ' Why it was

Monare who brought us the salutation we gener-

ally use. Before Monare came we used to say,

when we met a friend on the path, '' U tsohile

{" You have got up "). But when Monare came
he said, '' Lumela " (" Rejoice "), and we replied,
'' E lumela ntate " ("Yes, rejoice, my father*').

Why, it was he who told the Makololo to live in

peace and rule their people well. See how white
my beard is ! Of course I can remember Monare.'
He was an interesting old man, taller than the

average, with strong features, prominent nose,

rather large mouth, a bold forehead, wdth eyes
deeply set. He generally wore, in addition to the

usual loincloth, a shirt with a waistcoat over it,

a snufT spoon hanging by a chain round his neck,

and an old felt hat with a very faded * pugaree '

that had seen better days. This was Mutalabomba's
best Sunday suit.

Like many another old man, he was often

reminiscent and could tell many amusing stories

of his early days. He once told us how God
delivered him out of the mouth of a lion. He was
on the king's business together with a number of

other men. They had enclosed themselves in a

fence of brushwood, and had retired for the night,

when suddenly a lion sprang over the hedge and
alighted in their very midst. Mutalabomba opened
his eyes and saw the lion standing over him. His
friends gave a shout, and the lion, apparently as

much surprised as they, again leaped the fence

without doing them any harm.
Among the first members of this enquirers' class

was an elderly man who had on all occasions shown
himself friendly to our work. He had encouraged
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his sons to listen to the ' teaching of Jesus,' and
in all public assemblies he was one of the first to

speak in favour, of missionary work. One day I

was told he was lying seriously ill. I visited him
at his village, and did all that was possible for

him, but he was suffering from pneumonia, and
in a few days he died. He always appeared to

act up to the light he had received, and would
doubtless have been a source of strength to us

had he lived. I was sorry to lose him, and often

wondered how far I had been able to help him
towards the light.

Some of those who joined our class in those

early years were sincere in their efforts to serve

God, and have since been received into the Church
by baptism. Better still, they are consistent and
exemplary Christians to-day. Of course there were
some, even among those Africans, who could put
on religion as a garment, and take it off again
whenever it pleased them.
Two young men who had been in my service

for a considerable time also joined the class. I

always endeavoured to make it very clear to each
candidate that he must not think of taking such a
step to please me, nor think that by so doing he
could ingratiate himself into my favour, and any
person practising deceit in this matter would be
summarily dealt with. Moreover, to make a pro-
fession of serving God when His commandments
are not observed is displeasing to Him, and such
a course must bring condemnation on the wrong-
doer. One of the young men referred to was
Mooba, the other Samodiki.
Mooba was a finely built, intelligent, ener-

getic, industrious young fellow, but inordinately

ambitious, with a decided tendency to kleptomania.
The latter being a direct violation of the eighth
commandment, and a sin to which many natives
were addicted, I was always particularly careful

that honesty should have a prominent place in
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my teaching. Soon after Mooba entered my ser-

vice I made him my foreman, gave many of my
orders through him, and found him very useful.

He had not been with me a fortnight before I found
he had stolen a box of matches. Remembering
that ' he that is unjust in that which is least is

unjust also in much,' I talked to him long and
seriously about it; he expressed his regret and
promised to do better. I watched all my boys very
closely, and no one could have taken greater pains
to teach them than I did.

Samodiki was a lightly built slim youth of about
sixteen years when he entered my service. He was
not so intellectual and clever as Mooba, nor was
he so ambitious. He had good intentions and a
good heart, but he so very often failed to carry

them out that my patience was sorely tried. Being
so forgetful, it was difficult to teach him. How-
ever, he was duly installed as cook. He was
clean, anxious to serve, willing to stay a long time
with me, and tried to do his best. For that reason

I thought rather highly of him.
One morning I went into my dining hut and

found a cartridge missing from my belt. I enquired
of Mooba, the only person w^ho had been in, where
the cartridge was. He did not know; he had never

seen it. Then I accused him of stealing it, and
continued searching for it until at last he said,
' Well, I have a Martini cartridge that one of

Lewanika's hunters gave me the other day. Shall

I bring you that?' 'Certainly,' I said, 'let me
see it.' I had dipped the tips of my bullets in

hot lard the night before to lubricate the rifle barrel.

He brought one of these back, and when I pointed

this out to him he confessed his guilt. He had to

pay a fine, and having faithfully promised that he

would never steal again, was retained in my service.

Twelve months passed, and one day I found to

my great surprise that a quantity of cloth had been
taken out of the store. On searching for it I found
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some in Semoleya's hut. He turned ' king's

evidence ' and I was able to trace the hands of

Mooba and Samodiki in this matter. So I ordered

Samodiki and Semoleya to be put into a hut and
detained until we could enquire into the whole
affair.

It so happened that Mooba had asked leave to

visit some of his friends at the village that day
—really for the purpose of disposing of some of

the stolen property. He heard what had happened
on the Mission when on his way back, and at once
came to me to express his great surprise and regret

at what had occurred. Then he went to the door
of the hut where the two culprits were and said,
* Samodiki, what is this thing I hear about you ?

My heart is very sad to hear of you stealing the
Moruti's cloth. Samodiki, why have you done
this ? You know the Moruti is always teaching us
to be honest; you know that God's word to us is,

*'Thou Shalt not steal."
'

But Mooba's demeanour changed somewhat when
he also was charged with the theft of cloth and
punished along with the others. They were dis-

missed from the service of the Mission. Then an
important personage arrived from Lewanika, the

next in rank to the Prime Minister, and he, hearing
of what had happened, questioned these boys as
to their conduct. Semoleya admitted his fault.

Samodiki, clapping his hands together and bow-
ing low before the chief, also acknowledged his

guilt. 'My lord,' said he, 'the path of a thief

is a hard path. I will never steal again, never.'

Then Mooba was called. ' My lord,' said he, ' I

have been accused of stealing, but I am not guilty,

I have no fault.' James then described how they
had all been proved guilty and punished. The chief

spoke sensibly and kindly to them, and to all

present, adding, ' The Bariiti are here to show us
the Christian way.'
One Sunday morning some months after, at the
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close of an impressive service, Mooba rose and said^
* Moruti, may I speak ? * I replied, * Yes, if you
have anything to say let us hear it.* And turning
to the people he said, ' You all know me. I am
Mooba. You know that for a long time I was
working for the Moruti. He was very kind to me;
even when I took things that did not belong to

me he did not send me away; he had such a kind
heart, he forgave me. But I have been deceiving
him, and, as you know, I have been punished. I

said I had not stolen, but I wish you all to know
it was a lie. I was a thief, and a deceiver, and
my punishment was just. Ever since then my heart
has been heavy and black. The " words of God '*

pierce my heart every time I hear them, and I

want you all to know that this day I repent, and
turn from my sins, and from this day I will try,,

with strength, to be a Christian. That is all I

have to say.*

The people were hushed into silence by this

unexpected confession. We were all impressed
by its evident sincerity, and Mooba's changed coun-
tenance left us no doubt as to its genuineness.
From that time forward he was a changed man.
He became a member of the class along with
Samodiki and others, and was afterwards allowed
to re-enter the service of the Mission.
He was a great help to Mr. Smith at Nanzela

in later years. Then, thinking he could do better

for himself by going South, he left and went to

Bulawayo. He got down to Kimberley, and
eventually to Cape Town, where he put himself to

school for a while. The first letter I ever received
through the post from a native of the Ila country
was written by Mooba and dated ' Bulawayo, March
29th, 1904.'

When on his way back to his own country he
was taken ill and died at the Victoria Falls.

Samodiki was baptised by the Rev. E. W. Smith
and received into the Church on May 27th, 1906,
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together with his wife Bolongo. Their children

also are in the Nanzela School and are being trained

for Christ and His Church. Mooba was one of the

best interpreters I have ever heard. He not only

interpreted what the missionary said, but he him-

self received the word and preached it from his

own heart to the people with great effect.

We are sorry that so useful a young fellow has

been taken from us. ' The kingdom of heaven is

like unto leaven which a woman took and hid.*

We need not, therefore, be hungering after

statistics. Spiritual influence is difficult to tabulate.

We have a double record—one concerns the work
going on in the hearts of those who are still with

us; but some are already saved unto eternal life,

and their record, which is on high, must not be
forgotten.





CHAPTER XV.

The Discovery of Kasenga.

' Of course I do not expect that my brethren at

home can look at my work through my eyes, and

therefore all I ask is, Do not hinder me/

J. D. Hepburn,

20 years in Khama*s Country.





The Discovery of Kasenga.

Mr. Baldwin Returns to Africa—An Ominous Beginning

—

My Colleagues Visit the Batonga—Another Lion Hunt
Joyous Natives—We Arrive at Kasenga—Preaching Ser-

vice—A Fine Opportunity—Mungaila—A Startling

Experience.

THE year 1899 on which we are now entering

brought us much joy in our work. And first

must be mentioned the return to Nkala of

our friend and colleague, the Rev. A. Baldwin.
He had married in September, 1898, Miss Smith
(Sister Elsie), of Somercotes, near Alfreton, Derby-
shire. They left England the same month, and
after a long, tedious wagon journey arrived at the

Zambesi in the midst of the rainy season. They
were detained there some time. The first batch of

porters we sent to bring them up returned saying
the country was flooded and there was no road.

When the floods subsided they again started.

One evening just after sunset a native arrived

at my station with a letter from Mr. Baldwin. They
were then about forty miles away and without food.

Both Mr. Baldwin and his wife were suffering from
fever when their carriers arrived, and the task of

arranging their loads was a heavy one. When
about fifty miles on the road they discovered that

one box containing provisions for the journey had
been inadvertently left behind. For some days they
lived on monkey nuts or any other native food they
could procure.

Fortunately my pantry was well stocked, for it

had been * baking day ' at Nanzela. Calling a
couple of boys I told them we must go to meet Mr.
and Mrs. Baldwin at once, who were, to use a
native phrase, dying of hunger. In half-an-hour
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we Started, and walked on until past midnight^
and met our good friends the next morning about
II a.m. I immediately prepared lunch, and felt

quite proud of my display of good things. It was
a real joy to be able to have a meal in company
with somebody else, and a yet greater joy to be
able to provide for my dear friends this * table in

the wilderness.'

Then I was eager to hear of Mr. Baldwin's doings
in the homeland, from which I had been absent now
over four years, and the hours of that delightful

day sped very rapidly. Resuming our journey,

we travelled until evening, and pitched our tent

for the night. The following evening we arrived

at Nanzela; another day brought us to Nkala,
where Mr. Baldwin was again taking up his work.
On the night of their arrival they were both

seized with malarial fever. The fit of ague that

Mr. Baldwin had was very acute. Taking upon
myself the duties of nurse, I applied hot bottles

and piled on blankets until the first part of the

attack was over and the burning stage set in. His
dear wife also suffered severely. It was grievous
to think that their term of service should commence
under such unfavourable circumstances. For if this

is the beginning—both prostrate with fever on the

first night of their arrival—what will the end of it be ?

Another important addition was made to our
European staff about this time. Mr. Pickering
having made the acquaintance of an estimable
Christian lady on one of the French Mission
stations in the Borotse, a friendship was formed
which culminated in their marriage at Lealui on
May i6th, 1899. As Mr. and Mrs. Pickering were
to live at Nanzela I was exceedingly busy prepar-
ing for their arrival. There was as yet no mission
house (I was living in huts), so we set to work and
built a cottage with two rooms, so that Mrs.
Pickering might have some little comfort. Then
an additional native teacher, Joseph Pulinyane,
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and his wife, arrived from Aliwal North, and were
put down to Nanzela.
The Missionary Committee having asked for

additional information respecting the openings for

Christian work in the country, Messrs. Pickering
and Baldwin made an extended tour to the east,

and south-east, of our present stations. On the

26th of September they started. Passing through
Shaloba's village—a chief we had visited in 1897

—

they went on to Mukobela's, a day's journey further

east; another day brought them to Kasenga. They
reported very favourably indeed respecting this

place as providing a good opening for missionary
work. Then they went on to Monze, which was at

that time the headquarters of the Barotse Native
Police, with Capt. Garden in charge.
They then encountered rough mountainous

country, and saw nothing worthy of note until they
reached the Zambesi at Mwemba's kraal. There
they found a considerable population on both banks
of the river, and agreed that we ought to have
stations along the Zambesi among the Batonga.
They also noted the difference of language which
existed between the Baila and the Batonga, and
pointed out that men labouring among the Baila

could not well exchange stations with men on the

Zambesi. Reports of their journey were sent to

the Missionary Committee, and steps taken to

establish a mission among the Batonga.
In November, 1899, I paid my first visit to

Kasenga accompanied by my native helper, J. S.
Tozzo. When we were about to start on the
journey a man arrived at Nanzela almost breath-
less, and in great distress. ' Moruti/ he said, ' will

you go to Mularu's village at once and shoot a
lion ? This morning while it was still dark it

entered one of our huts and killed an aged woman.
It is even now hiding in the bush. Somebody else

will be killed by it to-night. Moruti, do come and
shoot it.'
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We arrived at the village in less than an hour.

The burial of the poor creature, who had been

almost wholly devoured by the wild beast, was
taking place amid great lamentation. The first

rains had fallen, and the soil being light and sandy
we had no difficulty in tracing the footprints of

the lion. The forest was not dense, but grew in

patches. Native men armed with spears walked on
either side to guide me along the 'spoor,' while I

kept a good look-out ahead lest the lion should

suddenly surprise us. We were heading straight

for a patch of bush, and thinking the lion might
be in hiding there, we approached very cautiously.

Then we discovered it had gone further.

To see the look of grim determination on the

face of those natives one would have thought that

the lion would be surely transfixed by their spears

the moment he showed himself. We went care-

fully and silently on, further and further into the

forest. A piece of clear ground was now before us,

the footprints leading in the direction of a bit of

low bush not more than two feet high. Behind this

the lion was crouching, though we were blissfully

ignorant of the fact.

We slowly advanced, with our eyes fixed on the

denser bush beyond, never dreaming that there was
cover for a lion behind that tiny bit of scrub. When
within about a dozen paces of it the lion decided

that that was as near as he would allow us to

approach, and raising himself up, suddenly gave
one deafening roar. The courage of my brave
spearmen melted, and taking to their heels, they

fled for safety, leaving me to my fate. The lion,

evidently surprised that I did not run as well,

remained quiescent a moment before gathering up
his strength for a spring. That moment was my
opportunity.
Remembering how I had slain my first lion, I

determined to take the same shot again if possible,

and here was my chance, although I was uncom-
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fortably near to the enemy this time. But there

was no way of conveniently getting further away,

so aiming steadily at the right eye of the lion as

he faced me, I fired. He crouched down behind
the bush, and quickly reloading, I retired a little

further away to await developments. We heard
a low moan, and then, swerving round until the

lion came in sight, we observed he was not in a
fighting attitude. By this time my native escort

had returned, and we again carefully approached
the bush. The lion was dead. My bullet had
entered his brain just over the right eye, and death

was instantaneous.

The people of the village, hearing the report of

the rifle, came running to see the carcase of the

animal that had caused them so much trouble.

With mingled feelings of gladness and sorrow these

poor creatures gathered round me, expressing their

sincere thanks for the deliverance I had wrought.
For they, in their ignorance, believed that it was
no ordinary lion I had shot, but a beast in which
there dwelt an evil spirit that had come back to

earth in the form of a lion to plunder and kill

until its anger was appeased. We had the beast
taken home and skinned, but the weather was so
very sultry his skin could not be preserved. The
boys cut open his stomach, and ugh ! there were
pieces of human flesh inside.

Having come safely through this episode, we
started for Kasenga, and passed through the
villages of Shaloba and Mukobela on the way.
We passed through a district where game of various
kinds abounded. One day a number of Burchell's
zebra stood right in the path. Their beautifully
striped skins glistened in the sunlight. They saw
us approaching, and in their curiosity actually
came along the path to meet us. When seventy
yards distant they broke away into a canter and
quickly put a good half-mile between us.

The district here is called Mala, and the people
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Bamala. Kasenga is a tract of sandy but cultivat-

able ground on which the villages of Shamainda
and Shamarumo were built. There were at least

a thousand people living here at the time of my
visit. After explaining to the chiefs who we were
and where we had come from, we asked them to

call their people together as we wished to speak
to them on very important business. We told them
we were the servants of God {Leza), that we had
come to preach the Gospel to all who were in

darkness, that it was our business to live peace-

ably among the people, to teach them to cast away
evil things, to accept Jesus, the Son of God, as

their King, and all live together in peace. They
said that was ^ makani mahotu ' (good news).

The following day was Sunday. We held a
Christian service and had a large congregation. I

again explained to them the nature of our visit.

Our Nanzela boys made a splendid choir, and I

was proud of their singing that day. They sang
Haverhill, Cranbrook, and even Diadem ; in fact

they sang all the hymns and tunes they knew before

we left. The people were pleased with our visit,

and asked us to go and build near them. Judging
from what we saw, our interview was in every way
satisfactory.

The following is what I wrote at the time respect-

ing Kasenga and its possibilities :
' This is by far

the largest village I have seen apart from Sesheke
and the Borotse Valley, and here is a splendid

opportunity for missionary effort. With regard to

the people, none need the Gospel more than these.

They are totally ignorant of civilisation, hardly a
man among them has ever been out of his own
country. There is a great deal of bitter feeling

between them and the people of Mungaila. Last
year (1898) they fought several pitched battles, in

which not less than thirty people were slain. They
promised they would not fight again if the people
of the other village would let them alone. The
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presence of a missionary would be a great blessing

to the neighbourhood, and while they may not,

for many years, become Christians, as we under-

stand the term, yet their wild natures will be tamed,
clothing will be procurable for those who will work,

a higher value will be placed upon human life, the

children will be educated, and trophies won for the

Master in due time.'

Another day brought us to Mungaila's village,

where we found almost as many people as at

Kasenga. The chief here had died the year before,

and the heir having fallen in battle, the chieftain-

ship had passed to another. The present chief was
about thirty years of age, and did not strike me
as being of a very stable disposition, nor did he
appear to have much ability to rule.

They refused to admit that there had been any
fighting, and when I told them I knew all about
it because the cattle they paid to Lewanika as a
fine passed through my village, one man replied,
' That was only a present we were making to him
because he gave us cattle after the rinderpest.' The
custom of placing a broken pot on the top of his

hut when a man has slain another in battle is

prevalent here. There were four pots and one
calabash on one hut, which my boys explained as

meaning that the owner had killed four men and
one woman. The women take no part in fighting
as a rule, but they are captured as part of the spoil

and given to the victors.

I enquired of one old chief, * Why do you put
those pots on the top of your huts? ' He replied,
* When one of our men kills a lion we put a pot
on the top of the hut.' I remarked, ' Lions are
very plentiful about here.' * Yes,' said the old
fellow, ' there are still many in the country.' This
explanation greatly amused my boys, as they knew
I had lived too long in the country to be deceived
by such a falsehood.

From there we travelled in the direction of
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Nanzela, taking a more southerly path than the one
by which we came, passing through a few small

Batoka villages on the way. As evidence of the

wild character of these people, and as showing how
lightly they value human life, the following inci-

dent is typical.

We passed a small pool one day where two men
were fishing. Presently several others came and
claimed the sole right to fish in it, and without any
compunction whatever they at once speared the two
poor fellows to death. What a tragedy ! And
about nothing more than fishing rights in a small
pool. Moreover it is an illustration of how a war
often begins, for these deaths must one day be
avenged.
We had now walked several miles without seeing

any game, and the boys were getting hungry, so

I went on ahead in the hope that we might find

something before we stopped for the night. Enter-
ing a small plain that was dotted with innumerable
ant-hills, many of them eight feet high, I descried

a group of hartebeest. I shot at one of them. The
herd at once galloped off, but the one I shot at

separated from the rest and made for the forest

to my left.

Thinking that it was wounded I went after it.

James had by this time arrived, and, fortunately

for me, he followed about a hundred yards behind.
I was going quietly along the edge of the forest

stalking my game, when James startled me by
shouting, ' Mr. Chapman, there is a lion after
YOU !

' I suddenly turned, and lo ! there was a
fine lion within a few paces of me. There he stood,

with head erect, his bright eyes scintillating with
a ferocious daring that knew no fear, his ears for-

ward, his lower lip drooping slightly, beyond which
a row of milky white teeth were faintly visible.

Yes, there he stood right before me, his

tail gently moving from side to side, and
ready to spring upon me at any moment.
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I was about to fire, when James again shouted,
' There are two !

' I lowered my rifle and looked

around, but not being able to see where the other

was, I dare not fire at the one before me. So
walking backwards for about twenty yards, and
still keeping my eye on the lion, I managed to

get into a small open space. The lion, fortunately,

had heard James shout, and did not advance more
than a few yards. I could still see him, though
not very distinctly, as there were a few low
straggling branches of bush between us.

Feeling certain that all was clear from behind,
I took a shot at him, but James, who was watching,
said just before my rifle went off the lion turned
his head, so that it was a clear miss. He bounded
round a low bush growling angrily as he went.
Then I discovered that my cartridges were too few
for lion hunting. When the boy carrying the
ammunition arrived, the lions had disappeared, and
we saw them no more.

I was profoundly sorry they both got away, as
the chief through whose village we passed had
recently lost several of his people. These lions were
' man-eaters.' Had not James shouted ' There are
two,' or had I been able to see where the other
lion was, the incident might have ended more satis-

factorily. It is a very alarming thing to be sud-
denly told that you are being stalked by a hungry
lion in that dangerous fashion. That experience
was most thrilling, and I count myself fortunate
to have escaped so easily, when other men in

similar circumstances have lost their lives.

Lions are dangerous enough in the daytime, but
a good deal more so at night. We walked several
miles from that spot before fixing our camp for the
night. The day following we reached home, having
travelled about one hundred and fifty miles. There
was now no part of this country within fifty miles
that I had not explored, and scarcely a chief that
I did not know. Every journey added to my know-
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ledge of the country and people. The people's
knowledge of us as their missionaries was thereby
increased. We came in contact with hundreds in
this way who would never have seen us at all had
not these very necessary journeys been undertaken.



CHAPTER XVI

After Five Years.

' / desire to protest against the unholy thirst for

statistics; it is perfectly impossible to put into

statistics the results of mission work.'

Lord Selborne,

Late High Commissioner for

South Africa.





After Five Years.

Results at Nkala—Changes among Young People at

Nanzela—Mr. Pickering's Manifold Duties—Some of

his Experiences—A Sunday at Nanzela—The People in

Sunday Dress—Lord's Prayer and Ten Commandments
in Ila—Their Application to Native Life—What Hath
God Wrought

!

FIVE years have passed since we trekked out
from Mafeking, bound for the unexplored
country beyond the Zambesi. Very many

strange experiences have come to us since then,

some of which are described in the foregoing pages.
And now before we return to civilisation for a brief

space, let us note some of the changes that have
taken place in this country and observe some of

the beneficial results that have, by the blessing of

God, been achieved.
Additions having now been made to our Mission

staff, the days of isolation and loneliness were
changed into delightful seasons of Christian fellow-

ship and service. We could now confer together
on many matters affecting the working of the
Mission, visit each other occasionally, and once we
went off to the Kafue River and had a profitable
missionary conference and picnic at the same time.
Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin vigorously pursued their

work at Nkala, with Robert Moalosi the native
helper. Mr. Baldwin's first business was to make
a home for his bride. The house at Nkala needed
repairing, so Mr. Baldwin re-thatched it and added
additional rooms. The Sunday services were well
attended, and the Nkala people always knew they
had a friend in their missionary ' Moruti Palwe,'
this beings Mr. Baldwin's native name. As soon
as they were settled in the enlarged house, he began

M
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to plan for the building of a church. In due time
it was brought to completion. All this, and other
work, had to be carried on sometimes when the
workers were debilitated and ill from repeated
attacks of malaria, but they had the presence of

the Master with them in all their toil.

Wonderful changes had also taken place at

Nanzela, and we were able to report progress. The
first buildings had been superseded by more sub-
stantial structures. In order to make the place
more healthy, a large amount of grass and brush-
wood had been cleared away, and some of the land
was brought under cultivation for the native
teachers. A number of young people had been
attached to the Mission, they were being taught to

work, habits of industry were inculcated, and as
all were paid for their labour they began to realise

that it was a good thing to have a Mission in their

midst. Although the natives were jealous of their

old customs, yet they held some of them less firmly

than before, and our teaching and example now
began to bear fruit.

A missionary's work is indeed many-sided, and
the experiences of a pioneer are as varied as his

duties. Once Mr. Pickering was sent for to bind
up the wounds of a man who had been badly
mauled by a lion. The following day he went out,

rifle in hand, searching for the lion that did the

deed, for it had already killed a dozen people, and
everybody was terrified by its depredations.

One day Mr. Pickering w^ould be busy at work
on the native language, beginning to shape a
vocabulary ; another day he would be found in the

joiner*s shop making a chest of drawers, framing
a looking-glass, or constructing a neatly designed
rostrum for the new church. He also had his hair-

breadth escapes. Once when going down the

Nanzela River in a canoe he was attacked by a
hippopotamus. The little craft was upset, the

native paddlers thrown out, and Mr. Pickering had
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to Struggle towards the bank in double quick time,

lest a crocodile should seize him. His rifle sank
to the bottom of the river and had to be recovered
later.

One evening as he sat in his room reading by
the light of a dimly burning lamp he suddenly
heard a peculiar hissing sound, and a deadly cobra
six feet long emerged from under the bed, passed
between his feet, and glided into the next room.
The prospect of being shut up in a lonely house on
a dark night w^ith a deadly snake was fearful to

contemplate. He quickly called his boys, and a
number of them came to his assistance, and, taking
a lighted candle in one hand, and a long spear in

the other, they sought for that venomous reptile.

After a long and dangerous search it was found
lurking behind a box. An expert spearman suc-

ceeded in pinning it to the wall ; its head shot up
from behind the box, but before it had time to spit

out its venom another spear pierced it through the

head and killed it.

But perhaps the most dangerous experience Mr.
Pickering ever had to pass through was an incident
that occurred on the Zambesi. He was crossing the
river in a native canoe along with two Europeans
and a number of native paddlers. When out in

mid-stream, the river there being about a mile wide,
they were suddenly attacked by an angry hippo-
potamus. It came up from beneath, and struck the
canoe with such tremendous force that some of the
native paddlers and one of the Europeans were
thrown headlong into the river. The canoe was
badly split from end to end and began to leak

terribly. The natives swam back to the canoe and
were taken aboard, but the European being unable
to swim, narrowly escaped a watery grave. He
was on the point of sinking when they reached him,
and although all managed to get on board again
they were out in mid stream with a water-logged
and rapidly filling boat. Moreover, they were still
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exposed to another murderous attack from that

angry hippopotamus. Had it made another onset
upon them the whole party would have been
drowned. How frantically those natives paddled,
and with what anxiety the Europeans baled out the
water which threatened to swamp them every
moment ! They succeeded in reaching the river

bank, but it was a thrilling experience.
In considering some of the beneficial results

achieved, it must be borne in mind that only those
who came into close contact with the people of that

country during our first years of work among them
have any real conception of their spiritual and moral
degradation. That we should be able to make a
settlement among these wild natives, where no
white man had been before, was no small achieve-
ment, but that we should be able to live at peace
with them, gain their confidence and respect, and
bring some of them under Christian influence was
a still greater achievement.
No one could have attended Divine Service at

Nanzela at that period without being greatly
impressed with the possibilities of the work. Each
week-day brought its own duties, and its own
opportunities for service. On Saturdays boys were
sent out to the various villages to invite the people
to service, and on Sunday mornings early they
began to gather under a shady tree where our
services were held.

All were dressed in their best; some had special

garments for Sunday wear. It was very amusing
to note some of the ' styles,' which were not the
very latest Parisian mode. The women showed less

ingenuity than the men in contriving something
special for Sunday. Several were dressed in

short kilt-like skirts made from the skin of some
animal caught in hunting, and others had a piece
of calico or coloured print tied round the waist.

None had aspired to a dress in the European sense
of the word.
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It was usually among the men where the

humorous touches were to be found. One man had

a pair of trousers yesterday, badly worn at the

bottoms, but to-day he had converted them mto

short knickers. The bits of trousers legs, which

would have been thrown away as worthless by a

less thoughtful man, were tied up at one end with

bits of string, and served as Tarn o' Shanter caps

for himself and friend. Another ingenious fellow

who was with me one day when I shot a pelican

cut off the long bill, together with the fish pouch

underneath, and made it into a hat for Sunday.

Waistcoats were very fashionable and in great

demand. One young fellow displayed one of a

very peculiar cut ; it was rather short in front and

very baggy between the shoulders. On closer

inspection I perceived that this youth had once

been the proud possessor of a pair of trousers.

When he could no longer wear them as such, he

divided them down the front, cut the legs off short,

turned them upside down, then, putting his arms

through the openings where he had previously put

his legs, found himself the proud possessor of a

very respectable Avaistcoat.

Our Sabbath services were of great interest. Here

is a description of one of them. A silence falls

upon the assembly as we take our seats. A hymn
in Sesuto is announced line by line, and repeated

by the assembly. Then all join heartily in the

singing, and it is really inspiring to listen to it.

All now reverently kneel, and prayer is offered;

the congregation join in repeating the Lord's

Prayer.
But to-day it is in Ila, the language of the tribe

we desire especially to Christianise. Another hymn
is sung, and then the Commandments are repeated,

also in the language of the Baila. This is a new
thing, and surprise is writ large on the faces of

one half of the congregation. These 'words of

God ' have not been heard in this language before.
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I have long- since realised the necessity of intro-

ducing it into the services; James and I have been
studying it together. From this time we have the

Lord's Prayer and the Ten Commandments in Ila,

as part of the regular service.

Then my native teacher preaches in Sesuto to

those who understand, and when he has finished I

preach in Ila, taking the Commandments as my
subject and apply them, for the fiftieth time at least,

to the hearts and consciences of my hearers. For
you must remember, gentle reader, that I am speak-
ing to a people who habitually break every one of

them, with the exception perhaps of the second.
I am not aware that they make for themselves
graven images, but I explain there are nations who
do, hence the need for the commandment. It would
be very difficult to find a code of morals more
directly suited to the needs of a primitive people
than that which is contained in the Ten Command-
ments.
Under the first we teach that there is only one

God {heza)y that He is a jealous God, and will not

share His honour with another. Therefore to offer

prayer and sacrifices to the ancestral spirits is not

pleasing to Him. The first command strikes down
into the religious system in which they have been
trained, and condemns the very custom which they
regard as sacred and binding upon all.

The third has for them a special significance,

seeing that a man has such a superstitious rever-

ence for the name of his father that he will not

allow it to pass his lips. During my first years

of residence amongst the Baila a boy dared not

even repeat his own name. When asked, * What
is your name ? ' he would appeal to some one else

to give me an answer to the question. They some-
times swear by Leza, and thus, while they under-
stand reverence for the name of a father, or chief,

there is need for the inculcation of this precept

—

reverence for God's name.
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The fourth. This is our authority for the intro-

duction among them of the Sabbath rest, and see-

ing that the idea was foreign to the native mind,
there was great need to reiterate again and again

this important command; else, why should they

leave off their daily work at my bidding? It is

not my word, but the word and command of Lesa.

I myself keep the Sabbath in obedience to this

command, and so must all who love God.
The fifth. There is usually some respect for

parents in the minds of the children ; this we
endeavour to emphasise.
The sixth. Under this head we endeavour to

show the sacredness and value of human life. It

would be interesting to know how many murderers
used to gather with us, but doubtless a considerable

number, for it was considered an honourable thing
to have killed a man. The number of pots over-

turned and placed on the tops of their huts testified

to this.

The seventh. The violation of this command is

already recognised as a crime among these

people. Offenders are punished according to the

relative positions of the person against whom the

crime is committed, and the person by whom it is

committed. The transgressor must pay compensa-
tion. Cases have come under my notice w^here

both hands have been chopped off at the wrist as
a punishment for this offence.

The eighth, ninths and tenth commandments are

also in harmony with the laws that theoetically

govern native society. We therefore seek to teach

that the violation of any of these commands is a
sin against God. That is our starting-point.

Then follows the revelation of God in Jesus Christ.

God loves us, has given His Son Jesus to die for

us. Jesus is our Saviour and Lord; if we would
love and serve Him we must begin by keeping
these commandments.
We appeal to those present to hear and accept
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these ' words of God.' We do not hesitate to

address any person by name, if we know of any
special reason for so doing. The service ended,

the conversation preaching follows. On this occa-

sion there is present a headman named Kanchemba.
He has been absent a few weeks, so we enquire

why he has not been to service lately. He has
been on a journey, then he was sick and could
not attend. We enquire of Kanchemba when is

he going to become a Christian and leave off

the old heathen ways. Putting on an air of injured

innocence he replies, ' Moruti, you are greatly mis-

taken about me. I am a ** believer." AH these

things you have told us I believe; indeed we are

a nation of believers to-day. We come here on
Sundays and sing, then we go home and ** sit

only.*' We do no wrong, our hearts are white.'

Mapati, another headman, avers that all Kanchemba
says is true. Then we w^onder whether we have
arrived soon enough to win these old men to Jesus
Christ. ' So is the kingdom of God, as if a man
should cast seed upon the earth, and should sleep

and rise night and day, and the seed should spring

up and grow, he knoweth not how ' ; and who can
tell how soon a mighty change may be wrought,
even in these hearts that have long been in dark-

ness? The Sun of Righteousness may yet arise

upon them ; the good seed may yet spring up and
grow.
There are many others waiting to speak with

the Moruti. An hour quickly passes in this w^ay.

Several are convinced that the * new way ' is the

best; they will think about it, they will be present

next Sabbath. After dinner our Catechumens meet
for instruction and prayer, special prominence
being given to the experimental side of their new
religious life.

In endeavouring to estimate the great change
that has been effected in a few brief years in the

social and religious life of the people, we are led
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to exclaim, * What hath God wrought I
' The

country that was a closed book to us is now fairly

well known ; travelling, which was once impossible,

is now rendered safe ; slave trading has been stopped
in the neighbourhood of our Missions; no public

trials for witchcraft now take place, and the

elements of a Christian civilisation have been
introduced.

The people are being taught to labour and to

be obedient. They are becoming amenable to

discipline. The Christian Sabbath has been
instituted, the preaching of the Gospel established;

two churches are in course of erection ; Mission
buildings have been reared, and the respect and
confidence of the natives have been gained.
At Nanzela a Catechumen Class has been formed

and the foundations of a great work are well and
truly laid. But it must not be expected that there

will be no opposition to the new teaching. New
difficulties will arise. There may be a revival of

heathen practices on the part of some, but as surely
as the day follows the night, so surely will this

night of superstition and ignorance that has for

so long enveloped these poor degraded souls, be
followed by the glorious day of Gospel Light and
Love.





CHAPTER XVIL

A Brief Respite.

* I want to remind the Committee that ivithin

six months they will probably hear that one of us

is dead . . . btit what I want to say is this: when
that news comes, do not be cast down, but send

some one else imviediately to fill the vacant place/

Mackay, of Uganda.





A Brief Respite.

A 500-Mile Walk—In England once more—Mission Workers
Increased—Mr. Raybould's Health Fails—Mr. Picker-

ing Returns—Gathering Clouds—Back to Africa

—

Death of Mrs. A. Baldwin—Eight Weeks in an Ox-
wagon—We Arrive at Nkala—A Sad Beginning.

IN May, 1900, a letter came to hand from the

Missionary Secretary informing me that I had
the full consent of the Committee to return

to England. On receipt of this news I began to

prepare for my homeward journey. I had to walk
five hundred miles to the nearest railway station

to catch my train. There were no hotels or board-

ing-houses on the way, so I had to take food,

bedding, and cooking utensils for the journey. A
number of native porters volunteered to go with
me, and a young man named Sitabaula was
engaged as cook.

I felt some regret at leaving my good friend

Mr. Pickering behind, for we had had five years

of arduous but happy service together. The South
African War was raging, and although we had
no very recent news, I fully believed that Mafeking
would soon be relieved, and it was accomplished
before I reached Bulawayo.
While going through some long grass on the

first day of the journey we heard a sharp shrill

cry just in front; it was a leopard killing a reed-

buck. Luckily for us it stole away at our approach
and we gladly appropriated the venison. That was
the only animal we saw during the whole journey,
and I had great difficulty in procuring food for

the porters.

On arriving at the Zambesi I went to the Govern-
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ment depot and arranged for the crossing of my
baggage. There were no wagons going south,

so I started for Bulawayo. Mr. F. J. Clarke was
then living near the Victoria Falls. He kindly

furnished my porters with a little food, and also

gave me a letter to his partner at Wankies, who
supplied a further ration for them. There I saw a
party of surveyors laying down the route for the

new railway, and passed an open shaft where
prospectors had been digging for coal. We walked
hard every day owing to scarcity of boys' food,

and seldom covered less than twenty miles. It

was a long, wearying journey, but rest and home
were at the end of it.

When nearing Bulawayo we overtook a wagon
that left the Zambesi a fortnight before us. My
old friends, the Rev. and Mrs. A. Jalla, were
travelling down in it. They were on their way to

Europe, so we stayed at the Hotel Cecil together.

We left by the same train, and sailed for England
in the same steamer, landing at Southampton
July 27th, 1900. My journey home occupied but
two months.

I suffered very considerably in health during the

summer, but in October I began my visitation of

the churches in the interests of our African work.
The Primitive Methodist Conference which met at

Sheffield in 1901 gave me an enthusiastic welcome
after being absent from England five years and
five months. Part of the following winter was
spent at Livingstone College, where I gained a
little medical knowledge that proved very helpful

in my subsequent work.
Important changes took place in Central Africa

during my furlough in England. The Missionary
Committee had for some time contemplated a great
forward movement in this important field of labour.
As far back as August, 1898, the Rev. E. W. Smith
had left England for Basutoland in order to study
the Sesuto language before going to the Zambesi.
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The following autumn the Rev. J. T. Raybould
sailed from England, accompanied by Miss Julia

Fitch, who was to be married to Mr. Smith. But
before they could leave Aliwal North the war broke

out, and they were compelled by force of circum-

stances to remain there until March, 1902.

During their enforced stay on the Aliwal North

Mission, they made the acquaintance of Mr. Walter
Hogg, who volunteered for service as a lay helper

on our Zambesi Mission. He was accepted, and
appointed to assist Mr. Smith in opening a mission

on the Zambesi River among the Batonga. In

October, 1900, there was another departure from

England in the person of Miss Mosley, of Derby,

who was going out to be married to the Rev. J.

T. Raybould, so that this expedition w^as bidding

fair to be the largest that had ever been sent into

Central Africa.

JThen, when all arrangements were practically

complete, the health of our esteemed brother

Raybould completely broke down, and he,

together with his devoted wife, had to return to

England. This circumstance also delayed the

departure of Mr. Smith, so that in the end only

Mr. Walter Hogg started for the Zambesi that year.

He arrived at his destination October 30th, 1901,

and at once began the task of establishing a Mission
at Sijoba's village, near Walker's Drift.

During this period, viz., from May, 1900, to

October, 1901, the work of our Central African
Mission was being prosecuted by Mr. Baldwin and
Mr. Pickering, together with their zealous wives,

and their native assistants. But Mr. Pickering
having been in Africa ever since 1895, was now
compelled to return to England. While at Nanzela
he completed the erection of the church, which was
capable of seating two hundred and fifty people.

He also accepted four young men, with their wives,

to live on the Mission. The conditions were * that

they live decently, expect nothing but what they
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work for, have but one wife, and engage in no
customs contrary to decency and Christianity,'

Sezungo had now brought his people and settled

near the Mission, so that the prospects at Nanzela
were considerably improved. Mrs. Pickering had
also exercised an influence for good among the

women and girls, and a sewing class was started

for their benefit. After Mr. Pickering's return to

England, Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin occupied a very
isolated position at Nkala, and worse still, their

health was seriously threatened by repeated attacks

of malarial fever. Writing in October, 1900, Mr.
Baldwin says, ' Mrs. Baldwin, who all through the
year has suffered much from repeated attacks of

fever, was stricken down, and for two months was
in the grip of remittent fever. I despaired of her
recovery, but through the mercy of our Heavenly
Father she has been spared, and is now about again
though still suffering from its after effects.'

Then a letter was received by the Missionary
Secretary saying that Mr. Baldwin had completely
broken down in health, and would not be able to

remain in the country another wet season. My
return to Africa had already been arranged, and I

expected to leave England in March, 1902. Before
my arrangements were completed another letter was
received. Mr. Baldwin was much worse, and he
and his wife were on their way to England. Indeed,

so ill was he, that he had to be carried out of the

Mission house and put on a wagon that happened
to be going south.

Not for a long time had the work of the Mission
received such a serious blow. Both stations were
left in charge of native teachers for several months.
They also suffered seriously from malaria, and
before any one arrived from England Joseph
Pulinyane had the great misfortune to bury his

wife, and at the same time Robert Moalosi was
incapacitated by a serious attack of blackwater fever.

It will therefore be readily seen that those out-



Mrs. a. Baldwin,
Died .March 11th, 1902.

R.I. P.

Mrs. Chap.man standi.vg at Mrs. Baldwin's Grave in

Aliwal North Cemetery, April, 1902.
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posts of Christian activity and influence were not
held without considerable sacrifice on the part of

those consecrated men and women—both African
and European—who for the sake of the Christ they
loved and served endured hardness as good
soldiers, and worked bravely on until additional
help could reach them.
My return to Africa was preceded by an event

which ranks second to none in interest and
importance among the many recorded in this book.
I refer to my marriage on February 12th, 1902,
to Miss Watts, of Kings Lynn, Norfolk, who ever
since that day has been a true helpmeet to me in

all my work, and whose self-sacrifice and zeal have
rendered possible very much of what is to be here-
inafter recorded.

On leaving Kings Lynn an * At Home ' was
very kindly given by Mr. and Mrs. W. Savage.
This was followed by a farewell meeting in the
evening. The Rev. R. Bryant attended on behalf
of the Missionary Secretary, and assured us that

we were going to Central x4frica with the fullest

confidence of the Missionary Committee. Another
service of a similar character was arranged by the
Southampton Primitive Methodists. On the Satur-
day afternoon a large crowd gathered to witness
our departure, and to bid us God-speed. Miss
McHendrie was leaving England by the same boat
to be married to Mr. Walter Hogg. As the
' Walmer Castle ' weighed anchor, the friends
assembled very effectively sang, ' God be with you
till we meet again.'

We had a pleasant voyage out to the Cape. Mr.
Hogg was on the quay to welcome Miss McHendrie.
But almost the first words he said filled us with
sorrow. * Have you heard,' said he, 'that Mrs.
Baldwin is dead ? ' She had died at Aliwal North
on March 13th, 1902. We were much saddened
by the news. Mrs. Chapman had been intimate
with Mrs. Baldwin when as ' Sister Elsie ' she

N
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conducted successful missions in Norfolk, and was
looking forward with much pleasure to seeing her

again, and working by her side in the mission field.

But it was not to be so. Mr. Baldwin, who was
an invalid when they left Nkala, gradually regained
strength on the journey down, but with his dear
wife it was otherw^ise. During the latter part of

the journey she became so ill that they went on
to Aliwal North. Almost as soon as they arrived

there she had a fatal attack of blackwater fever,

and although all was done for her that medical
skill could devise, she passed away to the * Father's
house,' leaving many devoted friends to mourn her
loss. She was buried in the Aliwal North Ceme-
tery on the banks of the Orange River.

Mrs. Baldwin was a splendid helpmeet to her
husband in all his missionary w^ork. Many years
before she met with Mr. Baldwin she had a con-
viction that she would be called in the Providence
of God to the Mission Field, and in becoming the

wife of one of our pioneer missionaries she felt she
was being divinely led. She was of a bright cheer-

ful disposition, eminently pious, and willing to

bear any hardship, suffer any privation, undertake
any kind of work, if only the kingdom of God
could be established in the hearts of the people by
whom she was surrounded. In giving herself to

the work of our Church she fully surrendered all

her powers for service to her Divine Master and
Lord, to be used by Him for His glory. She indeed
gave herself, a willing sacrifice, on the altar of

missionary service; she lived a beautiful life amid
the most degrading surroundings, enduring much
affliction yet never repining, never desiring to be
anywhere else but in the very forefront of the battle

against ignorance, superstition, and sin.

The memory of such a devoted woman ought ever
to be cherished. Her beautiful life ought to stimu-
late us to greater zeal and inspire the supporters
of our Missionary Society with the spirit of sacrifice
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and generosity in a larger degree, so that the task

of bringing Central Africa to Christ may be the

more speedily accomplished.
We found the railways were still in the hands of

the military authorities, and martial law in force

throughout South Africa; but the war came to an
end at last, and peace was declared in Bulawayo
as we commenced the wagon journey to the

Zambesi. After travelling for eight weeks, we
reached the Victoria Falls, and crossed over to the

north bank. A party of Baila porters were waiting

for their loads, having been sent down from Nkala
by Robert Moalosi. We gave out the loads and
they started back. Another contingent arrived a

few days later, and with these we started on the

last stage of the journey. My wife was carried in

a hammock by ten brawny natives, and I rode on
horseback.
My old friend Sitabaula, who cooked for me on

the five hundred mile journey to Bulawayo, was
again installed as cook. He was an experienced
traveller and knew his work; better still, he could
order other people to do theirs, so that we never
had to wait long for meals when the ' trek ' was
ended. Twelve days' travelling brought us to the
Nanzela Mission, where the Rev. and Mrs. E. W.
Smith had arrived just six weeks before. They
gave us a very hearty reception, but we could only
remain with them one night.

The following day we arrived at the Nkala
Station, where we are to reside. The chiefs of the
neighbourhood came to welcome us; each one
brought a present as a token of gratitude and
goodwill. Most of them were known to me per-
sonally, but not so intimately as the chiefs of the
Nanzela district.

We found that the absence of a European mis-
sionary had seriously interfered with the work of
the Mission. Moreover, Robert Moalosi, the native
teacher had been very ill, and had had several
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attacks of blackwater fever. During his last illness

before my arrival, Dr. Middleton, medical officer

for the Tanganyika Concessions, Ltd., happening
to pass through Nkala, kindly prescribed for him.
We deemed it advisable that Robert should return

to the Cape Colony to recruit his health. Dionysius
Ramathe came to take Robert's place.

We had been but a few days at Nkala when Mrs.
Chapman had a very severe and prolonged attack

of malarial fever—her first attack. Very anxious
times followed, and during the first year she was
invalided, and in bed from fever twenty-six weeks
out of the fifty-two.

During the first months of our term, our dear

friends, the Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Smith lost their

little son Thabo. Measles, which are very virulent

and deadly among Central African children, had
broken out in the district. One of Joseph
Pulinyane's children also died, and some of the

Mission children were sick. Mrs. Smith came over

to Nkala and brought her little child, hoping that

by so doing he might escape an attack. But we
also had the same disease about us, and even while

she was on her way the first symptoms appeared
in Thabo. We had a very anxious time, for before

Mrs. Smith could get back to Nanzela her husband
had an attack of malaria. Other troubles followed,

and they were bereaved of their little son in

November, 1902.

This was an ominous beginning—severe sickness

at one station and a death at the other. But what-
ever the coming years might bring to us, whether
of joy or sorrow, of this we were assured, * All

things work together for good to them that love

God, to them that are called according to the pur-
pose.' In the strength of this assurance we laboured
on, knowing that neither defeat nor failure can
come to those who, by the help of God, seek to

being the message of hope, and salvation to His
own erring children.



CHAPTER XVIII

Taking up the Work at Nkala,

' The idea of viaking model Christians of the

young need not be entertained by any one who is

secretly convinced, as most men who know their

own hearts are, that he is not a model Christian

himself,'

Livingstone.





Taking up the Work at Nkala.

Re-organising School Work—Hymn Writing—Untruthful
Natives—Story of Musulwi—A Slave Redeemed—Men
who Beat their Wives—Settling a Dispute—Work
amongst the Young People—A Brighter Outlook.

IT was indeed a many-sided ministry that we
exercised at Nkala. A great deal of our time
was necessarily taken up with manual work.

The boring insects, together with the white ants,

had played havoc with the work of my predecessor.

Buildings had to be repaired, new fences erected,

and additional accommodation provided for school

children.

The thorough reorganising of the school work
was one of the first things to be done. This had
been necessarily discontinued owing to the severe

illness of those who had the school in hand. One
very significant entry in the school attendance
register by a native teacher read, * School closed

for the purpose of sickness.' We were very anxious
to reopen it at once because there is no more
important work on a Mission than its school.

For a long time we had been anxious to train

the young in the principles of Christianity. By
instructing them in reading, writing, and arith-

metic we cultivate their intelligence and prepare
their minds for the religious truths we wish them
to retain. Our reading books are Scripture stories,

a passage of Scripture serves as a copy, and a
paragraph for a lesson in dictation. Indeed, all

our teaching is conducted with a view to the
development of Christian character and conduct.
But the parents were utterly indifferent to our

appeals to them to allow their children to attend
the school regularly. They at first decided that if

we would take their children, feed them, clothe
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them, and pay them for attending they would allow

them to come. In these circumstances we had to

be content with a few children, while the majority

remained untaught.
We soon found that Sesuto books were not suit-

able for the Nkala children, as only very few had
any idea as to the meaning of what they were
reading, and explanations had to be given in Ila.

Mr. Smith had the same difficulty in Nanzela in

a lesser degree, and we saw the necessity of doing
more and more in the Ila language. During his

years of preparation and waiting in Aliwal North,

Mr. Smith had acquired a wide and accurate know-
ledge of Sesuto which now stood him in good stead.

By the aid of boys at Nanzela to interpret for him,

he was soon able to converse a little in Ila. I

had previously written an Ila vocabulary for my
own guidance, and had collected about four hundred
verbs. When Mr. Smith decided to write a
grammar of the Ila language, I was able to supply

him with a considerable amount of material for

the purpose. Then we needed hymns for use in

our services. The only way was to compose some
that were suitable. This was no easy task. The
difficulty of getting a correct sense in rhyme and
metre was very great. I have often spent hours
over the composition of a single verse. Taking
subjects on which hymns were needed, I first wrote

a Christmas Hymn, then an Easter Hymn, which
we sang on Easter Day. The following is part

of a Sabbath hymn, with English translation :

Usunu nd'izuba dia Sabata,
Nd'izuba dia ku diokezha,

Chindi cha ku lemeka Leza, Tata,
Ku mu kombela, ku mu botezha.

To-day is the day of the Sabbath^
The day on which to rest

;

The time to honour God our Father,

To pray to Him and please Him.
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Usunu nd'izuba dia ku leka

Midimo ya munzhi o ku munda,
Bonse oba i chita ba la sweka
A bushu bwa Leza mbu in zanda.

To-day is the day to leave

The work of the village and the field,

All they who do it (work) will throw away
The face of God, which we seek.

These Ila hymns were introduced gradually. The
people at first said the ' things of God ' could not

be expressed in their own language, but the novelty

of singing in Ila soon passed away. Their attend-

ance at the public services was not as regular as

I desired, and many excuses were given for staying

away. They quite forgot it was Sunday, or they

were sick, or away on a long journey, or they had
been to a funeral ; the monke3^s were eating the nuts,

or the birds were spoiling the corn, or they were
dying of hunger and went to gather fruit—or some-
thing else. Of this I am convinced, nobody could

more readily produce half-a-dozen valid excuses for

not coming to church than the average native.

They may be lies, but they sound feasible, and
answer his purpose for the time being.

The untruths Africans tell are what might be
called picturesque. A man does not utter a plain

falsehood ; he so embellishes it with supplementary
facts and with such a wealth of detail that by the

time he has finished you find it difficult to dis-

believe him. For instance, a girl when accused of

appropriating some of our fancy biscuits at once
plunged into an elaborate piece of autobiography
to prove she had never been near the tin. Noticing
an impediment in her speech, Mrs. Chapman
insisted on looking into her mouth. There was a
piece of coloured sugar under her tongue, and when
my wife tried to convince her of her guilt, she
refused to believe the evidence of her own senses.

Our church would have been far too small if the
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people from the surrounding villages had attended
regularly, but as they came, sometimes from one
village and sometimes from another, we mostly had
the church nearly filled. Those who lived near
attended every Sunday unless really prevented.
Several seemed to be coming under the influence of

the Gospel, so much so that we started a Cate-
chumen Class. Every heathen person who accepts
Christianity has to undergo a two-fold conversion,
first to the theoretical acceptance of Christianity,

and then to the experimental knowledge of it.

While we rejoiced at the signs of an approaching
ingathering, yet it was with trembling. Alas ! a
few months of careful watching and tending proved
that some were neither carrying out in their daily

life the teaching they had received, nor keeping the
vows they had made. Others were following a
course of dishonesty and deceit. Of the seed that

fell on the rocky ground it was said, ' He hath not

root in himself, but endureth for a while, and when
tribulation or persecution ariseth because of the

word, straightway he stumbleth.' We very
reluctantly dissolved the class, explained the

reasons why, showed the members the sins of

which they were guilty, and sought to further pre-

pare the ground for the reception of the * good
seed ' that should fall into honest hearts and bring
forth fruit to the honour and glory of God. That
God is good, and demands goodness in us, is a
truth not easily understood by the Baila. We did
not allow this experience either to discourage or

dishearten us. The magnitude of the work of

saving the heathen was more and more understood.
For a man to turn away from the faith of his

fathers and of his tribe is no small matter; for

him to accept the Christian faith and attain to the

Christian standard of morality is a high, but not

impossible task.

It was about this time that a man named Musulwi
came under real conviction for sin. He saw himself
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a sinner in the sight of God, needing forgiveness

for the past, and grace to help him in the future

to live the Christian life. He was an elderly man
and sincere in his desires after God. Many were
the conversations we had together about * the way.*
He was willing to walk in it, but . He was
about to add to the number of his wives according
to native custom.

I pointed out to him that a ' Mukrlsti ' could not

do that. Monogamy was the Christian law, and
why I had not insisted that before he could be a
Christian he would have to put away all but one
wife, was because I knew he had a plurality of

wives when the Gospel found him. But the poor
fellow was in a trying position, and what a struggle
he had ! He tried to find some way out of the

difficulty without giving up the young woman. He
came to me one day saying, ' Moruti, I will put
one of my wives away so that when I have married
this one I shall still have three only.' But I pointed
out to him that that would not do. We had a long
talk together, and Musulwi went home to think
out another plan. A few days afterwards he came
again saying, * Moruti, I have been thinking over
in my heart what you said, and I will make a sacri-

fice. I will send two of my wives away, then when
I have married this one I shall have two only.'

I replied, ' No, that is not right, Musulwi. You
must do even as I say, and refrain from marrying
this young person.*

He halted between two opinions for some months.
One night there was a noise outside, as if some one
was being chased. Then I heard the loud shrill

cry as of a woman in distress. I went out and
enquired of the boys, 'What noise is that I heard?

'

'Oh, nothing, Moruti,' said one; 'it was only
Jackopo recapturing Musulwi 's new wife who has
been running away.' I knew then that the
Christian way had proved too hard for poor
Musulwi's feet. His ' Hill Difficulty ' was too
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Steep for him to climb. I was not greatly surprised.

He still attended Divine Service regularly, and
apart from his polygamy lived a quiet, peacable
life. He would no doubt have become an exemplary
Christian had the Gospel reached him earlier in

his career.

One day while I was busy at work a young man
of about eighteen years came to me in great haste.
* Moruiiy' said he, ' I want you to give me a letter

to take to my chief.' ' A letter,' said I in great

astonishment. ' Why do you want a letter, your
chief cannot read? ' ' Morutiy' said he, ' you may
not know that I am only a slave, but that is even
so. Many years ago a party of traders came to

the village of our chief. They brought calico and
powder and ^uns. The chief sent round to his

villages for children to sell as slaves, so that he
might get guns. I was taken from my home and
sold. They took me a long way from home, and
another man bought me. I have lived with him
ever since I can remember. But one day a traveller

called at our village, and seeing me he said,
*

'Chief,

is this your son?" "No," said my chief, "he
is only a slave." " Where did you buy him, and
how long ago? " asked the stranger. " When he
was very small," said my chief. "Young man,"
said he, turning to me, " when you were very little

did your mother call you Kabadi ? " Then I

remembered that was my name, and I replied,
" Yes, my mother used to call me by that name."
The traveller, turning to my chief, said, " Sir, this

is my long lost brother, who was sold from us
many years ago. I must ask you to allow me to

redeem him, that he may return with me to our
people." The price was arranged, and my elder

brother has this day brought the things my chief

mentioned. But now he is refusing and says the

price is not large enough. If you will give me
a letter to take to him he will be afraid to detain

me longer as his slave.'
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I wrote a letter, and away went Mwayo carrying
the precious note in a cleft stick. On arriving at

his kraal he presented the magic letter to his chief,

who, on seeing it, understood that I knew of the
agreement he had made with Mwayo's brother, and
instantly concluded the bargain. In a couple of

hours Mwayo returned with the letter, his face

beaming, for was he not now a free man, and
already on his way to his own people ! If a letter

of mine could exert such influence as to free a slave
from his bondage, what will not the Bible, which
is God's letter of love and salvation to them, accom-
plish when they understand its message ?

Our Mission Stations have always been a * city

of refuge ' to the downtrodden and oppressed. One
day a middle-aged woman came to complain of
being ill-treated by her husband, who was also her
chief. Not only had he beaten her himself, but
had ordered some of the young boys of the village
to do the same, thus degrading her in the eyes of
all. Having listened to the poor creature's story
I told her she might remain and work on the
station ; she would be paid for her labour, and if

her husband came after her I would hear his side
of the story.

A few days later her lord came to fetch her back.
He was surprised when I told him he could not do
that. She was in my ser\^ice, she had entered into
it voluntarily, she must leave when she so desired.
' But,' said I, ' if you will promise to treat her
properly I have no doubt she will return to you.*
He was too proud to do any such thing, and left

in a temper. He came back a few weeks later in a
better mind, and having promised his wife, in

my presence, that he would behave well to her,
she agreed to return to him at the end of the week.
She did so, and, as far as I know, they lived happily
ever after. It was a fine object lesson to native
husbands to love their wives, and not beat them.
When passing a small village on one occasion
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the screams and cries of some one in trouble

attracted my attention. 1 entered the stockade, and
making my way to the hut from whence the sound
proceeded, I found a Muila busy thrashing one of

his wives. The cool way in which he did it amazed
me not a little. He made no fuss about it; he
did not even show any signs of anger, but he paid

no heed to the cries and tears of the poor creature

under the rod. I asked him to leave off, and at

the same time enquired why he was using such
extreme measures. He replied, ' This wife of mine
tires me very much. When I came home last night

she was nowhere to be found, there was nothing
for me to eat. She returned this morning. She
has no ears. My throat is parched and dry with

talking to her, and now I am beating her that she
may repent.'

I suggested she had repented already, and told

him to give her another trial. ' Sir,' she said,

turning to me, * my husband has beaten me very
much. I do repent, indeed I do.' The man then

put his stick away, but whether he beat her again
when I was out of hearing 1 cannot say. It was
no offence from the native standpoint, and needed
no justice of the peace to adjudicate upon it.

But circumstances often arose when my
parishioners could not settle their disputes among
themselves, and the aggrieved party would, in such
cases, bring the matter for me to settle. One day
a man came to complain that a neighbour of his

had stolen one of his cows while the herd was
grazing in the veldt. He had been to fetch it back,
but the other man refused to give it up. This
seemed to me to be a piece of high-handed robbery,
and as the complainant declared he had committed
no offence against the defendant, I sent him to

bring the man along to me. They arrived the next
day, and the following conversation took place :

' Mudimba, is it true that you have taken a cow
out of this man's herd? *
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* Yes, Moruti, it is true.'
* Why have you done that, Mudimba ?

'

' I have taken it for a debt that is owing to me.'
* What kind of a debt is it?

'

* As compensation for an injury done to me.'
' What injury has this man done to you ?

'

* Moruti, hear me, and 1 will tell you my griev-

ance. An acquaintance of mine insulted me by
calling me by a dead man's name, when I was a

boy. (He was now about fifty years old). I at

once claimed a cow from him as compensation for

the injury done to me. He refused to pay me. I

went to see him about the cow many, many times.

He still refused. He is now dead. This man has
inherited his property, and his liabilities also.

Therefore I went to him for the cow I have been
waiting for so long. He also refused to pay me.
I came again, and as he still refused I went into

his herd and took the cow myself. Every word I

have spoken is true. I have no fault. I have only
taken the cow that is mine.'

* This injury, Mudimba, was done to you long
ago?'

* Yes, Moruti, very long ago.'
' Now, Mudimba, if when you were a young man

you had gone out into the forest and cut for your-
self a number of poles with which to build your
house, and left them there until now, could you
build with them to-day ?

'

* No, Moruti, they would have rotted long since;
the white ants would have eaten them all up before
now, you would not see any of them to-day.'

* Yes, Mudimba, you speak wisely, and this

injury of which you complain is also of long
ago; it is rotten. The white ants have eaten it

all up. In fact, I do not see any fault, and you
will have to return the cow to its ow^ner, or you
may be charged with stealing it.'

*
' Nay, I refuse to do that.'

'But you viust return it.*
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* Nay, I will not take it back. But if this man
goes into my kraal and fetches it away, I will not

fight him.*
'Very well. Then this " mafea?iz " (affair) is

finished.*

In a few days the man came to say he had
regained possession of his cow, and thus the matter

ended. Mudimba and I are still friends.

As time went on, our manifold ministries began
to show signs of good, especially among the young
people, several of whom now joined the Mission
School. Then there came a friendly letter from the

King, and not a letter only, but an ambassador
who called the chiefs together and spoke to them
strongly on the important matter of education.
' The opportunity afforded by the Mission School
must not be neglected; the King commands you
to listen to the teaching of your Bamti (mis-

sionaries).'

The following is a copy of the king's letter :
—

' To the Rev. W. Chapman.
' My friend. Yours accepted with the greatest

pleasure. We are still improving health yet.

Trusting to hear the same from you again. I

enjoyed my visit to London, and should like to see

all the native chiefs to speak with them, to tell

them the news of England, to tell what I have seen

with my eyes, and what I have been told to do.

Am really pleased for your kindness, telling me
about Mashukulumbwe, as they do not care for

educating their children. They shall send their

children to get learned. The only thing for black

man to do is to learn. I have visited nearly all the

Churches, while I was in England. I received a
great reception from your Church's people, and
they gave us some Bibles to cause us to tell others

words of God. I will talk hard with the Mashuku-
lumbwe chiefs about the schools, as I did at

Shesheke and Nalolo. Every chief who comes to

see me I tell him to have a school opened in his
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district and children to be sent to schools. So, my
friend, I will end, with best washes to you and
Mrs. Chapman.

* I remain,
' Your friend. King Lewanika.'

In September, 1904, I was able to write :
* Our

school, which is day and Sunday School combined,
is improving. We have now eighty-three children

on the books, and almost all have attended regu-

larly for the last few months. If we can retain

them for a while the seed sown in their youthful

hearts will bring forth fruit in after years. Some
are now able to read and write in their own
language, and, all things considered, they show a
fair capacity for learning. We would like to hope
that amongst them are some of the evangelists of

the future. But Christian character among such a

people is not of rapid growth, and for this we
must patiently wait.'

During this year the condition of the people
gradually improved. Our Sabbath services were
well attended, impressions were made upon some
of the regular attendants at public worship, but
they did not actually break away from the old
heathen customs. What a joy it would have been
to us to have seen them earnestly beginning the

Christian life ! The fields seemed to us to be
whitening unto harvest, but for the gracious in-

gathering of believers we had to further wait.

Nevertheless, * He that goeth forth . . . bearing
precious seed, shall doubtless return with rejoicing

bringing his sheaves with him.' Whensoever, in

years to come, these people turn to the Lord,
through the labours of another, we shall share his

joy, knowing that we have not laboured in vain.





CHAPTER XIX.

A White Woman in Darkest Africa.

' Wo77ia}i goes abroad as teacher, nurse, or

medical missionary . . . or as wife and mother

shows what Christ makes of her sex; and not only

joins her husband in work, but sometimes equals

and even out-does him in service.'

Dr. a. T. Pierson.





A White Woman in Darkest Africa.

' Our Mother ' a Centre of Interest—Comparison and Con-

trast—Her Mission Children—The Sewing Class-
Visiting the Villages—Nursing the Sick—Helping the

Distressed— Her Health Fails.

EVERYTHING about a Mission Station is an

object of attraction to the unsophisticated

native. The various articles of furniture, the

cooking stove, the iron pots, the glass windows, the

implements of civilisation are each and all of very

great interest to a native who sees them for the

first time. When he understands their uses his

admiration knows no bounds. ' Ah,' says he again

and again, ' how great is the wisdom of the white

man !

'

But if there is a white lady living on the Mission

she at once becomes the centre of attention. The
men come and pay their respects to her by kneeling

and clapping their hands together ; the women and

girls do the same. The latter are naturally more
curious than the former, and as soon as the white

lady can speak with them a little, they gather round

her and ask all sorts of questions, some of a very

personal character.
' Ma, may we come quite close to you so that we

can see your hair? Why it is not like hair; it is

like cotton ! And how very long it is. Are you
not troubled with '' injina'' ? We should be, but

then our hair would never grow as long because

we shave our heads sometimes as you see. That

is a very nice hat you have on, but you wore another

one on Sunday. How many hats have you ? Look
at all your children ; why they have not even one

hat amongst them. Ma, what cloth is that your
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dress is made of ? It is not calico, it is not coloured
fent, such as we work for. It is very good cloth.

If we could get a piece of cloth like that why it

would last a whole year.' ' Look at my skirt,' says
one, * it is only a piece of cowhide.' ' And I,' says
another, ' when I stand close to you, how bad I

look. I seem to have no clothing at all.' And
so the conversation goes on, ranging over the whole
world in which they live and move.
The ' Mishishi ' had been ill for some time, and

one afternoon a group of native women came to

see her. They wondered how she was, and whether
she w^as well enough to come out and see them.
So they stood under the shade of a tree near by
and sang * a hymn of Sunday ' to attract her atten-

tion. She had gone to rest until the heat of the

day was past, but hearing voices joined in song
she came out to see who they were. Taking her

chair, she sat down amongst them. And what a

motley group it was ! There was the head wife of

the chief, a tall, well built, dignified looking person,

with a native hoe of special quality hung over her

shoulder, a kind of insignia of office, proclaiming
her special position in the community. A wealth
of copper, iron, and ivory bracelets covered her
arms from the wrist to the elbow. When she spoke
everybody listened to her remarks. Other mem-
bers of her household were there, a number of them
had babies, and, of course, * Ma ' enquired after

them all. She had to feel how heavy they were,

enquire what were their names, and likely enough
she found some trifling thing to give them.
But what a contrast there is between the Christian

woman who is the centre of attraction, and those

that are grouped around her. She has many cen-

turies of Christian civilisation behind her ; they are

the product of as many years of untutored and
superstitious barbarism. In the home life she has
her permanent and supreme place; nay, more, she

is the creator and upholder of it, for if she were
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taken away the house would be but a place of

residence, and not a home. The wretched hovels
in which many of these women live can hardly be
called shelters, and a home in the English sense of

the word they have never known.
Nearly all of them were married, but no bond

of affection bound them to their husbands. They
had no voice in the arrangements made for their

marriage. The only tie is the dowry or price paid
by the husband, and some, the slaves among them,
might be re-sold any day. And yet they are not
without influence in native life. They have the
care of all the young children, and of the girls

until they become of marriageable age. They are

the conservers of native custom and religion within
the tribe. According to the native idea they are
'women only,' and their place in the councils of

the community is a very subordinate one, for the
men cannot forget that their wives, as well as their

cattle, are part of their possessions.
The Christian woman is there as a messenger of

God to them ; her life is as a light shining in a
dark place. The striking contrast in the colour of

their skins is but a faint indication of the great
difference in their moral and spiritual outlook. But
all are children of the one Great Father, and what
she is to-day their descendants may possibly one
day become.

It is perhaps a little difficult for a mere man to

write of the many duties a missionary's wife has to

perform within the home. My lady readers may
wonder how a woman finds enough to do in Africa,

especially when they think of the ' simple life ' that

must be lived on a lonely station. But the very
simplicity of itself brings additional duties. If she
wishes to make a loaf of bread she must first make
the yeast to leaven it with. She must not allow
her stock of flour to get too low, as it would take
a man three weeks to go to the shop for more.
The floors of her house are made of earth ; if
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she swept them twenty times a day she could never
sweep up all the dirt.

The white ants are constantly coming up out of

the ground, and out of the walls of her house.
They cause her endless labour and annoyance.
Black ants are also there in swarms, and how to

keep them out of the food is a difficulty indeed. So
she commissions her husband to make her a safe

on feet that can be placed in tins of water. Even
then she has to be constantly on the alert. The
meat pie may be all right at 12.30, but covered with
ants and thousands drowned in the gravy by one
o*clock. If a little dust happens to lie on the sur-

face of the water, the little pests put off from the

side of the tin, like a lot of venturesome schoolboys
in winter, to see if the ice will bear ! If a spider

happens to spin a web from the wall to the back
of the safe they are all tight rope walkers, and
vj'ill be across almost as soon as the spider himself.

In addition to the household duties there were
the mission children to be cared for, in fact, she was
the * mother ' of them all, and gave special atten-

tion to those who had no other home but the
Mission. Martha, Lucy, and Henry had a strange
history, for all had been slaves. Martha, the

eldest, was given to Mr. Pickering by a gentleman
who had rescued her from slavery in Mpezeni's
country. She was trained on the Mission in house-
hold work, and became a good cook. She was also

clever with her needle, and fairly apt in her school
work. She was a member of our Catechumen
Class and tried to live a Christian life. But there

were heathen influences playing all around her,

and although she was a native African, yet the

people around ahvays regarded her as being out-

side the pale of their friendship. However, she
grew up to be thoroughly domesticated, and
superior in every respect to the women of the
country. She was eventually married to a well-to-

do civilised native from the south.
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Lucy and Henry were both rescued from a slav-

ing party by the officials of the Government, while

still young children. Lucy was very clever, as

native children go, and was the first girl in the

highest class in our Nkala School. She was a

bright spirited and affectionate child, and very fond

of her ' Ma.' She is now married to one of the

young men in the vSchool, and we are hoping she

will be a credit to the Mission in every respect.

Henry, the little laddie, was still younger; he was
very small for his years. An attack of infantile

paralysis had interfered very considerably both with

his mental and physical development, but he has

improved greatly during recent years, and we hope
to hear more of him as he grows up.

Several other school children lived on the Mission

also, and ' Me ' (our mother) had to go her daily

rounds to see that all was in order. Huts had to

be swept out, clothes folded up and put away, hands
and faces washed, and everybody ready to enter

school at 9 a.m.
Then on certain afternoons there was the wonder-

ful sewing class, where men and women, boys and
girls, all took lessons in the art of tailoring and
dressmaking. They had worked for the calico and
strong prints, and under Mrs. Chapman's direc-

tion they made the material up into various articles

of dress. Some of the young men and boys made
themselves knickers and shirts. The girls and
women worked at skirts and loosely fitting blouses.

It was a tedious business teaching them to make
short stitches, work button holes, and the like.

Some grew impatient, and were greatly offended

when * Ma ' pointed out that these stitches must be
unpicked, and smaller ones put in.

But when at last the work was finished, and all

were dressed in garments of their own making,
what a commotion thev made I What shouts of

delight, and what mutual admiration ! And what
consternation reigned among the unsuspecting
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villagers when the sewing class filed into church
the following Sunday morning, all in their best I

It was a day long to be remembered. When the

service was over, every one became the centre of

an admiring group, and all agreed that it was good
to be a child of * Our Mother.'
Some of the other men who were at work also

wanted the finest print the ' Moruti ' had in his

store. Said one, ' I want you to give me a piece

of print with such lovely colours that the girls will

be envious of me.' 'Moruti/ said another, 'I

want a piece of print with colours so bright that

when that cock sees me with it on he will begin
to crow.'

Behind all this frolic and fun there is a serious

side which must not be forgotten. Before these

dresses were made these people could sit about on
the dirty ground anywhere, it did not matter; but
now they cannot roll about as they used to do,

they must have a stool to sit upon, they must keep
themselves clean, they must be careful of their gar-

ments because they were so long in making them.
And a person who has once enjoyed the luxury of

being nicely dressed does not like to return to the

old regime. In this way habits of cleanliness,

industry and self-respect were cultivated ; moreover,
the native who listens most attractively to the

Gospel message is almost always decently clothed.

The women in the neighbouring kraals must be
visited, and what excitement there used to be among
the children when it was known that ' Me * was
going round to see the women and invite them to

church the following day. They invariably received

her kindly, inquired if she was hungry, and pressed

her to taste of their food before she left. But it

did not look very appetising. Pots and bowls were
seldom, if ever, washed ; so she said she would just

take a few roasted nuts. These were cooked in the

husk and were sure to be clean. Everybody soon
heard that the ' Mishishi ' (mistress) liked nuts, and
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whenever she paid a visit to any one she was
expected to eat nuts.

One day a man came to fetch her to his aged
mother who was very ill. She found the poor

creature very old and almost helpless. No medicine

could do her much good, but a little food and nurs-

ing helped to make her passage out of this world
a little easier. So every day as long as she lived

she was visited by my wife. This kindness was
appreciated, and when the woman died her friends

consented to a Christian burial service, the only

one of its kind I have ever conducted. Instead of

the usual lamentation and mourning, I conducted a

brief but impressive service over the grave. All

who lived near, together with the Mission people,

and school children, were present. I gave a brief

exhortation, my native teacher Ramathe also

addressed the people assembled. We closed with

prayer, and every one went quietly home.
Some few weeks afterwards one of our cats died.

I told one of the school boys to take it away and
bury it. Presently Mrs. Chapman heard singing
in the distance and enquired of the children, ' What
singing was that I heard ?

' One of the lads

replied, * The Moruti told us to go and bury the

cat that died last night; we dug a grave for it near

the river, then we stood round and sang :

' We are but pilgrims here below,

Why should we cling to earth ?
'

We thought as it was the Moruti's cat, we would
bury it like a Christian.' The burial service had
evidently made a deep impression on the minds of

the children.

It was evening. The sun was just sinking behind
the western forests when a young woman arrived

from a distance in great distress. She had been
living at home with her parents until now. A year
ago she was betrothed to a young man she loved;
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he went away south to work in the mines and never

returned. And now an elderly man, the chief of a

neighbouring village, had come to her father to

seek his daughter for a wife. Not only had she

no love for him, but she disliked him very much.
But he had offered a good dowry to the father,

and when the time for her marriage arrived she was
taken, much against her will, to the village of her

future husband, whom by this time she detested.

She appealed to her father to allow her to remain

at home, but in vain. Then in her extremity the

poor girl remembered that ' Moruti Muchahani '

would be sure to help her. She arrived with a sad

heart, and poured into our ears her sorrowful story.

We told her we would find her a home, and Mrs.
Chapman would give her some work to do, and if

she so desired, she might enter the school. Her
face soon began to wear a different aspect, she

found the life at Nkala very congenial. Her old

rags were exchanged for a new dress, friends came
to visit her—even the man from whom she had fled

called one day to see if Mutanti's heart had changed.
Alas ! it had not changed in the way he hoped.

She addressed my wife as * Ma ' now, and said she

had found a new home where she could learn the

things about Jesu, and nothing whatever should

ever take her from her new mother. Eventually

Mrs. Chapman had to return to England on account

of failing health, but by that time Mutanti had
formed a new friendship. A young man about her

own age came one evening to enquire if he might
marry her. We referred the question to the girl

herself. Yes, ' Barkis was willing.' It was a love

match.
They were married according to native custom

at the house of her father. It was not a very

elaborate marriage ceremony. Mutanti cooked
some inshima (stiff porridge), and Ramo, her hus-

band, sat by her side, and in the presence of the

company assembled they ate together out of the
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same pot. Then Ramo gave her a small portion,

and she threw it on the ceiling of the hut; she
in turn gave him a portion which he threw on the

ceiling by the side of the other. This was a witness
for anyone to see who could not be present at the

wedding. Presents were given to the bride, the

dowry was paid to her father, and the marriage
ceremony was over.

Who can measure the influence for good that is

exerted by a missionary's wife among the people
with whom she comes in contact ? Nor is it her
own work alone that tells. She gives to her hus-
band a status and authority he could not otherwise

possess. The natives are astonished to see the

kind consideration the missionary shows to his

wife. If he is so kind, then a native woman, nay,

even a friendless girl, may go to him with her
troubles, feeling certain that the Moruti will

hear what she has to say. Thus the work of

the missionary's wife is almost as important as
his own.
The multifarious and arduous duties outlined in

this chapter were performed amid privation and
peril from sickness. In September, 1904, Mrs.
Chapman's health was so seriously impaired that

we deemed it advisable to go down to Bulawayo
to consult a medical man. She was carefully

examined by Dr. Strong, who ordered her to return

home. She therefore proceeded to England with-
out delay. By a strange coincidence Mrs. E. W.
Smith was invalided home at the same time. They
sailed from Cape Town by the same boat, and
landed at Southampton in October, 1904. Mrs.
Chapman had been absent from England two years
and seven months.





CHAPTER XX.

Pioneering North of the Kafue,

' Come labour on :

The labourers are few, the field is wide,

New stations must be filled and blanks supplied.

From voices distant, far, or near at home,

The call is,
'' Come." '

J. BORTHWICK.





Pioneeriag North of the Kaifue.

Extension Imperative—In the Copper Mines District—On
the Chibila River—The Chief Mono—Shakumbila—The
Possessions of Jesus—Report of Journey Sent Home

—

Missionary Committee Cordially Accept my Proposal

—

Conference at Living^stone—Fixing the New Site—Death
of Mr. Hogg-.

THE Kafue River is one of the largest tribu-

taries of the Zambesi. Taking its rise near
the south-east corner of the Congo Free State

boundary, it flows in a south-westerly direction for

nearly three hundred miles. Then flowing south-
ward for about another hundred miles, it reaches
a point twelve miles north of the Nkala Mission^
when it turns eastward, and after going along
another two hundred miles, empties itself into the
Zambesi.
The Ila country is situated on both sides of the

middle portion of this great river. All our mis-
sionary operations had been confined to the country
south of the Kafue with the exception of the
* prospecting tour ' of 1896, and a preaching tour
undertaken by Mrs. Chapman and myself in the
summer of 1903. We had for some time realised
that the extension of our sphere of influence was
imperative for several reasons. We could never
hope to evangelise this great country with two
stations only sixteen miles apart. Therefore, con-
sidering the clamant needs of the great fields

beyond, our present stations must be brought under
the superintendence of one man, the other must
seek a new sphere of service.

With that purpose in view I left Nkala in June>
1904, to explore the country north of the Kafue,
in the neighbourhood of the mines of the Northern

P
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Copper Co. For it must be remembered that by
that time important advances had been made by
the British South Africa Co. in the government of

the country now known as North Western
Rhodesia. A site had been fixed for the capital on
the Kalomo River eighty-four miles south of the

Nanzela Mission. The Administrator, Major
Coryndon, together with the heads of departments,

both civil and military, resided there. The country
was divided into districts, and placed in charge of

Native Commissioners possessing the powers of

a Justice of the Peace. Clerks and Collectors of

Taxes work under their direction. All cases

between Europeans and natives were brought before

these District Commissioners, as well as the more
serious crimes committed by the natives against
each other.

A large mineralised area begins about one hun-
dred miles north-east from Nkala. In this district

the Northern Copper Co. had fixed their head-
quarters, and it was gradually being opened up to

trade and commerce. There was no Christian
Mission in the whole area, the nearest being at

Nkala. The language of the Baila being spoken
there, I deemed it advisable to make an extended
survey of the district, and occupy, as speedily as
possible, the most strategic point.

I crossed the Kafue River and travelled in a
north-easterly direction until I came to the Govern-
ment Camp at Linungwe. A. C. Anderson, Esq.,
the Native Commissioner of the Mumbwa District,

was located there. He kindly furnished me with
reliable information respecting the country, and
gave me all the assistance possible. From there I

went over the border into North-Eastern Rhodesia
to Sitanda (this boundary has since been moved
further north). Here I found another language
spoken, which showed I had reached the limit of
the Ila tongue in a northerly direction. I then
returned to Linungwe, and from there went on to
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Ninga, the headquarters of the Northern Copper
Co., where I received a hearty welcome from the

pioneers of civilisation there.

Then going on to Mumbwa, a site selected for a

Government Camp, I followed the course of the

Chibila River until I came to the villages of

Munkwasa and Katumpa. Here I found good soil,

a good water supply, wood suitable for building,

plenty of thatching grass, and a people willing and
anxious to receive me as their missionary. Every-

thing about this place impressed me favourably. I

judged it to be a healthier situation than most.

The difficulty of selecting a healthy site arises from
the fact that for want of well-boring machinery we
are driven to a natural water supply. We must
select one that will hold out during the dry season.

This generally means the place is swampy during
the wet season. But the Chibila is a small stream

fed from a hot spring, and there is very little swamp
along its banks. Mosquitoes are the cause of

malarial infection ; they breed in swampy places and
this explains their unhealthiness. Running water
is not a source of infection, because if mosquitoes
deposited their eggs there they would be carried

away

.

The chief of the district was called Mono. He
had only occupied that honourable position a short

time, and rumour had it that his predecessor was
murdered. He was equally anxious that I should
build near him, and told me of two sites—the one
I have just described, and the other a day's journey
further down the Chibila. He took me along to

see it, and although the country was more open,
yet the soil was not so good, the site was less

healthy, and appeared to be in other ways unsuit-

able.

I had with me on this journey a native chief

from Nkala named Sebolu, and was greatly in-

debted to him, both for the information he gave
me of the country and people, and also for the
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very flattering way in which he usually introduced

me to the chiefs en route. The description he gave
of my achievements at Nkala were calculated to

give the natives an excellent impression of mis-

sionaries and their work. And thus we journeyed,

holding: conferences with chiefs and headmen, and
conducting services at nearly every place we came
to, the people hearing for the first time the good
news of the Gospel salvation.

Some one generally went on ahead to tell the

people that the Moruti, or Muhambainshi, was
coming, the latter name meaning ' he who gathers
together the nation in peace.' One of the chiefs,

on hearing for the first time in his life a Christian

hymn in his own language, exclaimed, ' That song
must be very very old, even our fathers never told

us this news.' I replied, ' Yes, the news of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, coming into the world is

very old; my nation found it long ago, you hear
it to-day for the first time; I am here on purpose
to tell you of it.' Another, on hearing the ' good
news ' said, ' Moruti, if all these things are true,

why did you not come and tell us of them before ?
'

Yes, indeed, why not before?
Then we came to the village of Shakumbila. His

mother had been the most important person in that

part of the Ila country, and a chieftainess of great
ability. Although she had now been dead some
years, her grave was kept in perfect order,

and offerings and prayers were still made to her.

Shakumbila was taken into the Borotse while very
young, and was brought up at the king's court.

Then on the death of his mother, Lewanika allowed
him to return and rule in her stead. He had some
little knowledge of the work of the French mis-
sionaries in the Borotse, and received me heartily

as a friend of the king. He presented me with an
ox, and called all his people together to hear what
I had to say to them. Thus we were able to spend
a few days in a very useful way.
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First, we had a preaching service, my congrega-
tion consisting of several hundred people. The
boys I had with me formed a choir, and we taught
them an Easter hymn. They were greatly

astonished to see a white man who could speak to

them in their own language. Europeans had passed
through their village, but never before had any
one taught them to sing * hymns of God.' The
most astonishing thing of all was the fact that

Tomo, the head boy in the Nkala School, himself

one of their own people, could read the hymn
from the typewritten sheet. When the congrega-
tion had dispersed, the chiefs and headmen gathered
round and repeated the words after him, line by
line, until they knew them by heart.

Then followed a long conference with the chiefs.

They would be glad if I could build there, as they
would like their children to be taught. The locality

was not very favourable for a European settlement,

though there were people there. The next day a
number of people again assembled, and after the
service Shakumbila began to divide his people into

three companies. When he had arranged them to

his satisfaction he said to me, ' Now, Moruii, you
see this lot of people here?' * Yes, I see them.'
' Well, they came with me from the Borotse.' ' And
you see this other lot here ? ' * Yes, I see them
also.' 'Well, they are the people I found here;
they belonged to my mother.' ' And, Moruii, you
see that crowd of slaves yonder; they are the
" lituto tsa Yesu " (the possessions of Jesus) which
He has given me.'
As we walked about among them, talking to first

one and then another, Shakumbila's words caused
me ' furiously to think.' The possessions of Jesus !

Yes, indeed, they are, but in a sense this old man
little dreams of. There rose up in my mind a
picture of what these people may, in a few brief
years become, if we are able to take His Gospel
to them. They are already ' His purchased pos-
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session,' though they know it not. The * lituto
'

group was the largest of the three. It was com-
posed of intelligent looking men and women, and
bonny bright-eyed children, in my estimation not

a whit behind the rest in any sense. But in the

eyes of this heathen chief they were not Bantu*
people, but only lituto—possessions, representing

so much wealth.

Shakumbila was already beginning to chafe a
little under the changing conditions. * Moruti/ he
said, ' this country is growing worse. I would like

a missionary to teach my people, for my servants

refuse to do as I tell them; even the slaves have
no ears. Yes, the country is changed since the

white man came. I had power to rule once; if a
slave disobeyed me I could put him to death ; but
now, if you thrash one he goes and complains to

the magistrate, and I am helpless. We need some-
body here to be constantly teaching us. The land
is before you, build where you choose ; we are all

in the dark, and need these words of God.' I

promised him that if I did not go and live near him
I would one day send him a native teacher, and
would, in any case, receive some of his children

into school. He thereupon selected two young lads

to return with me to Nkala.
On leaving Shakumbila's village, we began to

travel in the direction of home. It was a great relief

to my boys when I did so, for they began to wonder
when we were going to cease wandering about. But
we were publishing abroad the * glad tidings of

great joy,' and did not mind the time or the trouble.

When within a few days of Nkala we heard that

at Sebolu's village the mother of one of my porters

had died. He therefore left us and hastened home.
When we drew near to the village a few days after

I did not notice anything unusual in the demeanour
of my men, but on arriving one gave utterance to

a wail of g^rief. The death I had heard of came to

mind. In a few seconds as many of my boys as
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conveniently could rushed into the compound and
began to wail as though they had lost a dear

friend. It was not that they were actually in grief,

but an expression of sympathy with their fellow

traveller in his sorrow.
On arriving at Nkala a detailed report of this

journey was sent to the Missionary Committee for

its consideration, together with a request that it

should appoint me to take steps towards opening a

mission in this new district- The question that

most concerned us was, ' Are we to go forward
and open up new fields for the Great Husbandman,
or will the financial outlay involved render it im-
practicable for the present ? ' At last there came
the reply, * We resolve that the proposal be cor-

dially adopted,' So by the help of God we deter-

mined to go forward.
Evidently the idea of extension was popular with

the Missionary Committee. To my surprise I found
it had also decided to begin work at Livingstone,
near the Victoria Falls, and the Rev. T. Stones was
appointed. By a later post both the Rev. E. W.
Smith and myself received letters from the Mis-
sionary Secretary asking us to go down to Living-
stone to confer with Mr. Stones respecting the

work there. We were anxious to have a Confer-
ence on missionary matters in general, so Mr.
Walter Hogg was also invited to attend. This
Conference met in November, 1904, and formulated
a number of suggestions which were forwarded to

the Missionary Executive, considered by it the fol-

lowing month, and some of them adopted. Our
deliberations over, we went our several ways, Mr.
Hogg to his beloved work among the Batonga,
Mr. Stones to take up his new duties among the
Europeans at Livingstone, Mr. Smith to his lin-

guistic studies and translation work, and I to pre-
pare for moving a hundred miles further north.
This was no small matter, and there was much

to do before I could remove. Some oxen were
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bought and trained, and a driver engaged to work
with the Mission wagon. Then we needed a cart

as well, for use on the new site, so to save expense

R. Moalosi and I made one out of native wood.
We had no smith to assist us, yet we produced
a very useful cart that has done good service.

Then, although the district in which I was to

settle was decided upon, the exact site was not. I

had three possible sites in mind. Shakumbila's,

Kakua*s, and Nambala. There were also other

matters demanding our attention. We needed more
definite information respecting Kasenga, and the

country further east. The railway was to be
extended, and we also wanted to know where it

was going to cross the Kafue. So Mr. Smith and
I left Nkala on April 19th to undertake this

important survey. When I had last seen Kasenga
it was at the end of the dry season. To know what
a locality is like in Africa it must also be visited

at the end of the wet season. I was even more
favourably impressed with its surroundings than

before; we were both of the opinion that here was
an opening for another new station.

Proceeding in the direction of Minenga's kraal,

we found the population small, the villages

scattered, and the country not very inviting. At
Minenga^s there were several people, they possessed

cattle, sheep, and goats. A fine herd of about one
hundred and fifty cows elicited our admiration and
made one feel inclined to break the tenth command-
ment. When nearly two hundred miles from
Nkala hills appeared in the distance, and the dreary

plain through which the Kafue flowed came to

an end.
We now enquired for, and found, the railway

survey; then crossing the Kafue at Kasengo*s
village, we took a north-westerly direction, and
made our way towards the mines district. From a

farmer's point of view this district is superior to

that around Nanzela and Nkala. Within a few
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miles of the Kafue there was a large tract of

mineralised country where prospecting was being
carried on. The Broken Hill Mine, which had
recently been floated, lay away to the north, and
the railway was to be extended to that point.

In a few days we arrived at Shakumbila's again.

Mr. Smith, in recording his impressions, wrote :

* We spent some time in examining the neighbour-
hood, but could find no permanent water supply in

such places where it might be otherwise healthy

to live. Very reluctantly we came to the conclusion

that we must abandon the idea.' We now went on
to Mumbwa, and down the Chibila Valley on to

the Nambala site. The veldt fires had burned
everything up on my former visit. The ground
was dry and bare. This time I was agreeably sur-

prised at the fruitfulness of the soil. Maize
evidently does well there, and as for the millet, it

was fourteen feet high in the people's gardens
near by.

So we selected the exact site, made arrangements
with the people to have it cleared of the long grass
and promised them that when I got back to Nkala
I would at once go to Kalomo to meet Mrs. Chap-
man, then we would go straight along to Nambala
and build with them. The people were delighted

to hear the good news. Munkwasa, the chief who
lives near, said, * I shall sleep with this news in

my heart to-night, but it is too good to depend
upon ; to-morrow you will both be going, and may
not return. I believe you, but when I see men
arriving with your goods my heart will believe

also.' On getting back to Nkala I sent some
carriers forward with loads, and requested the chiefs

to begin clearing the ground, as we should soon be
with them. We arrived home after being absent
a month, during which time we had travelled nearly

five hundred miles.

Before this journey was undertaken a terrible

event had happened on the Zambesi. Our dear
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brother, Mr. Walter Hogg, had died. We were
very grieved indeed to hear the sad news. Not a
word respecting his illness had reached us; the

first tidings we had was of his lamented death.

Mr. Stones had accompanied him on a journey
down the Zambesi to the Zongwe River in the

early part of January. As they were nearing home
Mr. Hogg was seized with an illness that developed
into blackwater fever. At the end of a week he
was beginning to get about again, and pressed
Mr. Stones to return to Livingstone. He felt sure

that he should speedily recover. But he caught a
chill, and died of pneumonia on February gth, 1905.

I was living as far from him as Lincoln is from
St. Albans, therefore my knowledge of his work
was gathered from the reports which he sent to

our Missionary Herald from time to time. I greatly

admired his whole-hearted devotion, his unwaver-
ing energy, and his unbounded optimism. We had
in Mr. Hogg a most valued agent, and his death

we all deplored.

Nor must the devotion of his wife be forgotten.

With what high hopes she sailed from Southampton
with us on the ' Walmer Castle,' and how eagerly

she entered the Mission Field along with her
husband. Well do I remember taking a photo of

them as they stood on the steps of the Congrega-
tional Church after their marriage ceremony. But
alas, how soon their bright hopes were clouded !

After spending nearly two years on the banks of

the Zambesi among the Batonga, Mrs. Hogg had
to leave for England on account of failing health.

Before she was sufficiently restored to warrant her
return to Africa the terrible news of her husband's
death reached her. Verily the way of duty has
also been for her the way of sacrifice.

' I was dumb, I opened not my mouth because
Thou didst it,' said the Psalmist, and similar

thoughts arose in my mind when I thought of the

translation of our beloved friend. We could ill
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spare him, and the Batonga, how sorely they
needed him ! He was stricken down in the midst
of his work, and when to all human thinking the

great task of Christianising the Batonga rested

largely with him. But ' as the heavens are higher
than the earth, so are My ways higher than your
ways, and My thoughts than your thoughts.' We
could but humbly acquiesce in the Divine Will,
and endeavour to believe that that is best which is,

not that which might have been. * Even so. Father,
for so it seemed good in Thy sight.'

' Though dim as yet in tint and line,

We trace Thy picture's wise design,
And thank Thee that our age supplies
Its dark relief of sacrifice

—

Thy will be done !

'





CHAPTER XXI

Pounding the Nanvbala Station.

' My work has been that of a pioneer, and I have

not shirked any difficulty, or hard labour, or priva-

tion in carrying out the purposes of the Connexion,*

Henry Buckenham.





Founding the Naimbala Station.

Mrs. Chapman Returns to Africa—I Meet her at Kalomo

—

A New Departure—We Arrive at Nambala—A Distin-

guished Visitor—The First Sunday—Our First Home

—

Adventure with Bees—The First Huts.

BEFORE leaving Nkala I carefully dismantled

the Mission House, and everything worth
saving was forwarded to the new site.

Boring insects had so destroyed the roof that when
the wind blew I felt nervous, lest it should fall over

my head. The doors and windows were used in

the first huts at Nambala. I found the task of

packing very laborious. Everything of a fragile

nature was put into boxes. Barter goods, furniture,

provisions—everything in fact—had to be made
ready for removal.
When this work was completed, Mr. Smith and

I started for Kalomo to meet our dear wives, who
were by this time on their way from England. They
travelled in a * construction ' train from the Victoria

Falls to Kalomo—the railway was not yet opened
for traffic—and a covered van was attached for

their convenience. Passengers are usually charged
one shilling per mile while the railway is in the

contractor's hands. We were glad to welcome our
good wives back again, and at once started for

Nanzela. Then it was discovered that the tent that

was being sent out along with Mrs. Chapman had
not arrived. Some mistake had been made by the

shipping company. This had caused delay, and
now the question was how w^ere we going to

manage. Eventually the Government supplied us
with a tent, but when we unfolded it at lo p.m.,

at the end of the first day's * trek,' we discovered
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that it was full of holes, it had no fly sheet, no
pegs, and the set of poles belonged to another tent

of larger dimensions. However, we did the best

we could in the circumstances, and when we arrived

at Nanzela Mr. Smith lent us his tent. It served

us well on the journey, but we found it very incon-

venient when we had to live in it, as it was only
6ft. by 8ft. A day or two was spent at Nkala just

to complete our arrangements, and then we crossed

the Kafue on a raft belonging to the Northern
Copper Co., and pressed forward to the new site,

arriving there on the morning of July 26th, 1905.

This event marks the beginning of a new chapter

in the history of our Baila-Batonga Mission. We
were to share in the general progress, for Africa

is surely turning its face to the light ; it is witness-

ing great and important changes. The building of

railways, the pacification of its numerous warlike

tribes, the introduction of civilised methods of

government—all these are tending to remove the

old order of things, which are fast giving place to

new and better. This is but the beginning, the

seed time, and who can tell how amazingly fruitful

the harvest will be ?

In the year 1833 three men from France appeared
before Moshesh, the chief of Basutoland, with a
message about a Saviour and a Gospel. The chief,

comparing their message to an egg^ said he would
wait for it to hatch before forming an opinion. The
* egg ' has hatched, and at the end of seventy years
there were not only 27 missionaries, but 425 native

workers, and nearly 15,000 Communicants. We
were entering into conditions similar to those of

the French missionaries in 1833. It must not be
imagined that progress will be rapid. This is

absolutely ' virgin soil.' No missionary has been
in the district before. If you made Nambala the

centre, and drew an imaginary circle one hundred
and fifty miles across, you would not include

another Christian missionary.



OuK First " Homi-. ' at Namhala.

Our First Slwdav at Namhai.a.
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What then was the place like when we arrived,

and what was our programme? We selected the

site on a piece of rising ground that gradually

sloped away on three sides. On the west side,

about a quarter of a mile away, was the Chibila

River, from which our supply of water was to be

obtained. There was a range of mountains about

three miles away, the highest peak of which is

called Nambala. It can be seen for many miles

in any direction. In former days the natives in a

time of war used to flee to it for refuge. According
to one story, there are mizhimo (manes) living at

the top of it. A mythical fountain of water is

also spoken of. This explains why we called the

new site Nambala. We desire our Mission to

be just as conspicuous in the minds of the natives

as the mountain itself; it is a city of refuge for

those in need. It will be inhabited not by
mizhimo, but with godly men and women
endeavouring to live an unselfish life; and not a

mythical, but a real fountain will, we trust, be

found there—a fountain that cleanses from sin, and
that washes even the Ethiopian white.

On arriving, we found a number of people busy
clearing a place for us. We had sent J. K. Liphuko
—one of the native teachers—as proof that we were
on our way. He had engaged a number of boys
to cut wood for building, and had also bought a

quantity of grain for food for the work-boys. It

was rather difficult to ascertain exactly what our

surroundings were like. Long rank grass, as high

as a man on horseback, was growing all around
the small cleared place. We were afraid lest a

veldt fire should come and burn us out, so we
made a larger clearing. Having pitched our tent

on the site, I proceeded to take a photograph of

it, our first home at Nambala.
The following day His Honour the Administrator

of North-West Rhodesia, Major Coryndon, together

with A. C. x\nderson, Esq., J. P., our Native Com-
Q
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missioner, came to visit us, and wished us every
success in our new undertaking. We were scarcely

in a position to entertain visitors ; the sun was very
hot, and we had no shelter except the tent, which
would readily have served the purpose of a Turkish
bath. Nevertheless, we were delighted to see them.
We were granted fifteen acres on which to plant

our station, and should we in the future desire to

commence a Mission Farm, we do not anticipate

that there will be any difficulty in securing an
additional grant of land.

What then is our programme in this new dis-

trict? Briefly this: to evangelise, educate, and
civilise the people around us. Their spiritual con-
dition was similar to that of the people at Nanzela
when we began our w^ork there, almost a dozen
years before. But during those years we had gained
knowledge and experience, and although the people
were all strangers to us, yet we soon became inti-

mate with them. It was quickly known throughout
the district that Moruti Muchahani had arrived,

and people came from all points of the compass;
some to work for me, or to sell corn, and others

came just to see if it were really true that the

Mishishi had arrived as well.

Our third day there was Sunday. Messengers
had been sent to call all the people from the sur-

rounding villages to our first Christian service. On
the site there stands a large muchenje tree, in which
reposes the spirit of the father of the reigning chief,

hence it is a sacred shrine. Wild bees have for

many years made their nest in a large cavity

towards the top. The honey also is sacred, and is

not eaten. Under this beautiful giant tree we
gathered on that first Sabbath morning, and for the

first time in the history of this people, their voices

blended in the singing of a Christian hymn in

their own language. Then we knelt in prayer and
supplication at the throne of Divine Grace, after

which we sang again. Then followed a simple
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recital of ' the old, old story of Jesus and His love.*

It was an impressive service, and lasted about three

hours, and not less than two hundred and fifty

persons were present. This, then, was the

beginning, but what will the result of it all be?
When a large building is to be reared, founda-

tions deep and broad must be put in, and much
necessary work done that in after years becomes
invisible. And so in our great task of building a
* spiritual house ' for our Lord and Master, we
have to do much pioneer work. The ' living

stones ' of which it is to be composed need not only
quarrying, but shaping, and cleansing, and beauti-

fying, before they are ready to be put into their

place in this holy temple of the Lord. But in

God's good time it will be undoubtedly accom-
plished, and in the days to come these who have
hitherto not known His name shall show forth His
glorious praise.

And now to return to things material, we knew
the rainy season would soon be upon us, and we
had as yet no place in which to live. Boys were
therefore engaged to work ; everyone received a bi-

monthly ticket, and at the end of that time they
were paid either in money or calico. We began
by erecting a small grass shanty. Planting a few
stout poles firmly in the ground, we then filled up
the inter-spaces with grass. A few sticks, like the
ribs of a big umbrella, were placed over it for a
roof; a thin coating of grass was put on the top,

and in this we lived until we could provide our-
selves with something better.

The weather became increasingly hot, so we
pitched the tent under the shade of the muchenje
tree. Then the wild bees became very lively, and
paid us several visits. They came round our
kitchen, stole the sugar, got into Mrs. Chapman's
hair until she had to flee for refuge into the tent.

On more than one occasion they drove everybody
off the place. I therefore decided that they must
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be destroyed. On enquiring among the natives

as to who possessed musamo (medicine) to pre-

vent bees from stinging, a man was found who had
power to charm them away. He put them under
the spell of his magic, but, to his great amazement,
in this case it failed to act.

When night came, and the bees had gone to

sleep, I ordered the boys to plaster up all the holes

in the tree with mud, but they found their way out,

and were as troublesome as ever. There was also

a large opening lower down, so we filled this also

with grass and rubbish, and plastered the whole
lot over with clay. Even this did not succeed, so

the night following I put some sulphur in a frying
pan, added a few hot embers and gave it to a boy
to put carefully in the tree, where the smoke would
suffocate the tiresome bees.

We retired to rest as usual, but in the middle
of the night I woke up in a fright. It was as light

as day in the tent, and a huge fire was roaring
in the top of the tree. Our tent and belongings
being immediately underneath, we were in imminent
danger. For if that large overhanging branch,
which was as large as an ordinary tree (and through
which the fire was raging) had ifallen upon us, we
should have been killed. I sprang to my feet,

aroused my wife, shouted for the boys, and the tent

was removed as quickly as possible and erected a
hundred yards further away. Then the wind
changed, and brought the sparks towards our grass
shanty, which was packed with food, clothes, an
American organ, and other valuables. If a spark
ignites the grass what shall we do ? Boys ran down
to the river with buckets; others climbed the tree,

and pouring water on the fire, at last got it under
control. It gave us a terrible fright, but we got
rid of the bees.

Our next business was to build a large hut that

would serve to store our goods and provisions. This
done we turned our attention to the erection of
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some dwelling huts. We built four of those in a
row. The first was a small one to serve as a
pantry, the next had walls of stout poles ten feet

high, and was i8ft. across. This served as a dining-

room ; another similar structure was erected for a
bedroom, while a few yards further on another hut,

slightly inferior to these, was built for dispensary,
travellers' rest, and general room.

Before we could get through with this work the

rains were upon us. My health was very indifferent.

This circumstance prevented me from getting on
as fast as I desired. At one time I was totally

incapacitated for work, because of a number of

malignant ulcers. I had to direct my work-boys as
I lay in bed. Mrs. Chapman having to convey
instructions to them every few^ minutes, superin-
tended that part of the work I could not see from
the tent. A kitchen, with a corrugated iron roof,

for the cooking stove, was also erected.

The natives of the district had never seen such
wonderful huts as these the Moruti had built.

They had verandahs all round, and the roofs were
well thatched. The inside wall of the dining hut
was plastered with specially prepared earth, and
covered with light grey muralo. A terra cotta dado
with stencil pattern above was put on the lower
part of the wall, and the roof was ceiled with calico.

The windows and the upper panels of the door con-
sisted of wire gauze to give ventilation. The
dreaded mosquitoes were thus kept out, and had
it not been for the depredations of the white ants,

these huts would have remained clean and habit-
able for years.

One day an old lady came to visit us at the
Mission. Approaching the door rather nervously,
she said to Mrs. Chapman, * Mishishi, I have come
to see your house.' ' Have you not seen inside it

before,' Mrs. Chapman replied. * No, never. May
I just sit down inside?' 'Yes; come in.' She
stood in the doorway, and seeing the terra cotta
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dado and the French grey wall above, wonderingly
inquired, *Mishishi, is all that red and white cloth ?'

* No,' said Mrs. Chapman, ' the walls are of clay,

but my husband has made them look nice for me.'

Then the old lady entered, but when she looked

up and saw the calico in the roof she darted out

of the doorway and ran along the path for about

a dozen yards as if pursued. Then, turning round,

she walked slowly back. On recovering her powers
of speech, she looked up again at the calico roof,

and exclaimed, ' Mishishi, there is cloth enough up
there to keep me in dresses until the day that I die !*



CHAPTER XXII.

A Ministry of Healing.

' A medical missionary is a missionary and a

half, or rather a doii^ble missionary/

Robert Moffat.

' Heal the sick that are therein, and say unto

them. The kingdom of God is come nigh unto you/

Jesus Christ.





A Ministry of Healing.

A Life Saved—A Case of Malaria—Native Patients-

Medicine versus Magic—Dislodging an Evil Spirit

—

* Cat-itis '—Native Remedy for Dog Bites—Medical
Missionary Needed—Encounters with Mad Dogs

—

Remedy for Headache—Dispensing Justice.

THE natives around Nambala were influenced

for good in many ways, but perhaps that

which appealed to them more than anything

else was the medical work I was able to do among
them. And here I desire to acknowledge my
indebtedness to Livingstone College for the little

medical knowledge I possess. I was not able to

take the whole course prescribed for missionaries,

but what I learned there has been of great service

to me in my work. Not only have the natives been
healed, but Europeans far removed from a medical

practitioner have benefited as well.

One man who was on a prospecting journey

arrived at my station destitute and alone. Being
of a hasty, excitable disposition, he so frightened

his boys that they deserted him. A few days after

his arrival he had a severe attack of blackwater

fever, and for nearly a week he lay at the gates

of death. By constant attention and good nursing

he by the mercy of God recovered. When just able

to walk out a little, he one day found my wife

attending to the graves in our little cemetery.
' Ah, Mrs. Chapman,' said he, ' that is where I

should have been to-day but for your great kind-

ness.'

Another case was that of a man in the Govern-
ment service who had been ill some time. He was
growing rapidly worse, and hearing of his condi-

tion I invited him down to the Mission. We were
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just sitting^ down to lunch when he arrived. He
took a seat with us at the table, but presently he
said, ' I must go and lie down if you will excuse

me.* ' Certainly/ I said, and at once showed him
to his room. I found on examining him that he
was suffering from fever; his temperature was
already F105. I immediately gave him a bath as

hot as he could bear. Then putting him to bed,

I administered 15 grs. of phenacetin to reduce the

high temperature by promoting perspiration. The
hot bath was to open the pores of the skin, and
assist the diaphoretic. This treatment proved suc-

cessful, for in about an hour the blankets were
soaked through with perspiration. Then I adminis-

tered 10 grs. of quinine at intervals until he had
taken 30 grs. during the twenty-four hours. In the

evening he fell into a restful sleep—the first he had
had for a fortnight—and woke up feeling greatly

refreshed. He was brought back to health, and
soon after entered on a journey involving a walk
of one hundred miles.

Sickness among the natives was not so easy to

deal with for several reasons. They invariably

believe that sickness is caused by some spirit or

witch, and hence there is always a religious element
entering into their diseases, and the ancestral spirits

must be invoked if the patient is to receive any
benefit. On one occasion I met with a woman who
was crying bitterly, and on enquiring the cause of

her grief she replied, ' Sir, my husband is here,

and is very, very sick. He cannot walk back to

our home, and there are no mishimo here to help
him to recover. What shall I do ? * I found the

man was suffering from pleurisy, prescribed for

him, and at the same time assured his sorrowing
wife that my medicine did not need help from any
mizhimo to make it efficacious.

A man came to me one day saying, ' Moruti,
can you give me some medicine for my head ?

*

' Yes, what is the matter with it ? *
' There is a
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man inside with an axe, and he keeps chopping like

this '—suiting the action to the word—' ngd-ngda-
ngdad.' But sometimes it is very difficult to

diagnose a case. A native has such a peculiar way
of describing his symptoms that you have to be
guided largely by your own observations and the

clinical thermometer.
Another young fellow once approached me, say-

ing, ' Moruti, I have something to say to you ; may
I speak with you alone?' *Yes,' I replied, and
at once went with him to a quiet corner, where no
one could overhear, and asked, * What is it you wish
to say.' Looking round to be quite sure we were
alone, he said, in a low whisper, * Moruti, I want
you to know that I have an enemy. One night
this man came and put some invisible medicine in

the doorway of my hut. When I got up in the
morning I stepped over it, and from that day I

have been ill; and, Moruti, he is trying to kill me.
Perhaps he wants to marry my wife. If you cannot
help me with some of your medicine I shall soon
be dead.'

Taking the matter seriously for the time being, I

enquired how the medicine affected him when he
stepped over it. By careful enquiry I found it was
a case of tropical dysentery. Under my treatment
he improved rapidly.

On another occasion one of my boys had an
attack of heatstroke, and fainted. It was the only
case that ever came under my notice. Everybody
agreed that he was possessed by an evil spirit ; it

was a viusangushi that had come to him. I

applied ammonia to his nostrils, this stimulated his
olfactory nerves, caused him to cough slightly, and
in a few minutes he opened his eyes and conscious-
ness returned. His wife was present and saw me
with the ammonia. Presently she said, ' Moruti,
may I smell of that medicine ? ' I replied, ' Yes,
certainly.' She took a good sniff. * Ma !

' said
she, * that is good medicine; no spirit could remain
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in a person's heart when that is there !
* * Certainly

not,' I said. 'Will you not have some more?'
And she inhaled the ammonia until the tears flowed

again.
The ^reat need of the natives is deliverance from

these deep-rooted superstitions, and the most
elementary medical knowledge would soon tend to

explode some of their ignorant imaginings. For
example : A man brought his infant child for me
to look at. His idea was that a wild cat had looked

upon it in the night, or the spirit of a cat at certain

times possessed it. The poor little babe was suffer-

ing from convulsions ; it was very dirty, and when
I told him he ought to give it a warm bath, he
looked at me with feelings of pity. To think that

I should advise a thing so foolish !
' Why,' said

he, ' that would kill it !

'

As for remedies, while they have without doubt
some that are really effective, yet nearly all of

them are mixed up with magic. A girl once
attempted to separate two dogs that were fighting,

and got bitten on the ankle. Her father borrowed
my knife, cut off the tuft of hair from the tip of

the dog's tail, burnt it with fire, and applied the

dross to the wound—a sure and certain remedy.
They had not much faith in my medicines at the

first, but after a while their confidence in them
increased until some one was coming for medical
treatment almost every day. Many of their troubles

were colds, chest affections, sores, wounds, and
ulcers of long standing. As an indication of my
growing reputation, one old lady came to me for

a new eye. That was more than I could undertake.

But some lives have been saved, and many made
happier, by this ministr}^ of healing. An important
Commission on Native Affairs in South Africa

records that ' the multiplying of District Surgeons
and the establishment of dispensaries and hospitals

in connection with Magistracies in native areas

would have a beneficial effect, not only for the
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restoration or preservation of health, but also for

weaning the natives from faith in witch doctors,

diviners, soothsayers, or men who profess to have

supernatural power or knowledge, whether as

medicine men or otherwise.' And if this is true of

South Africa, where the natives are becoming
civilised, it is even more strikingly true of Central

Africa.

There is no other form of Christian service in

the Mission Field to equal that rendered by a medi-

cal missionary. The little I have done in that

direction only serves to emphasise the great need for

a qualified doctor of medicine on our Mission staff.

A formidable list of diseases may soon be encoun-

tered—measles, itch, malaria, dysentery, blackwater

fever, pneumonia, yaws, syphilis, and leprosy are

commonly met with ; other diseases peculiar to the

tropics exist. Many native dogs go mad, and
hydrophobia exists to an alarming extent.

A mad dog once rushed into the house. I picked

up a stick and ran after it. Fortunately it was too

mad to take much notice of me, and went out

at the other door. The next moment I realised how
foolishly I had acted. Had it turned and bitten

me my fate might have been similar to that of a
poor fellow who was bitten some time ago. He
went down into Southern Rhodesia, and was given

the Pasteur treatment, but he died of hydrophobia
a week after he returned home. On another occa-

sion, just as I came out of the house I saw a strange

dog fighting with mine. Then suddenly it ran off.

A moment after one of my boys came and said,
' Moruti, that dog is mad ; look, it has bitten me !

'

I ran for a bottle of carbolic acid, and opening
up the wounds made by the teeth of the dog,
cauterised them with the pure acid. I then set a
boy to use the ' cupping horn '

; he extracted a
quantity of blood from each wound. I then dressed
them, and up to the time of my leaving Nambala
no symptoms of hydrophobia had appeared.
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This ministry of healing is a very special pre-

paration to that other ministry, the preaching of

the Word. A man whose confidence and esteem
you have gained by this means will be favourably
disposed towards the Gospel you preach. He will

think that as the missionary knows so much about
diseases and their cure, which according to his idea

are at bottom spiritual maladies, then he must also

know about God (Lesa)^ and in this way men are

won over to Christ who Himself was the greatest

Healer of both body and soul.

My medicines made a great reputation, and their

number was surprising to the native mind. One
day when cleaning up the store I had a few men
to assist me to rearrange some of the boxes. A
young man seeing a number of bottles, remarked,
'What a lot of medicines our Moruti has?*
* Yes,' I replied, ' would you like to smell some of

them ? ' His face brightened as he proudly
answered, ' Yes, I should like to know what they
are like.' So taking a bottle of turpentine, I said,
' Now this looks like water, but it is not water.

Take a good sniff.' He did so, exclaiming to the

rest who were enviously watching, ' My brothers,

that is not water, it is real medicine.' Then getting
a bottle of essence of peppermint, I said, ' Now this

is another kind.' On smelling it he again
exclaimed, * Yes, truly, that is quite different.' A
very strong solution of ammonia happened to be
standing on the shelf. The temptation was too

strong to be resisted, so holding the bottle towards
him I said, ' And this is yet another kind.' He
took a good snifif. Then springing suddenly for-

ward he rushed out of doors, and seizing his head
with both hands ran as fast as his legs would carry
him to the bottom of the yard. The other men
looked on in mute astonishment, but when they saw
the smile on my face, they broke out into loud
laughter, and enjoyed the joke immensely. Pre-
sently the young man returned, * My brothers,*
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said he, looking through his tears, ' that is really

fine medicine. You try that; it is very good indeed.*
* Yes,' I said, 'you speak truly; this is very good
for headache.' Several cases of headache developed

during the next few days, but one good sniff at

that ammonia bottle invariably wrought a cure.

I was not only a dispenser of medicine, but of

peace and justice also, but such duties were never

sought, especially after a Native Commissioner
canie to reside in the district. I only adjudicated

when all parties were willing to abide by my
decision. Some cases were peculiarly complicated,

and took some time to understand. The following

is a recent case :—Two men came to tell me that a
man named Shanyama was tied up in a slave-stick

in a village after being severely thrashed, and
people were now threatening to murder him. I

enquired of them, ' How did this thing begin ?
'

One man replied (I will translate the meaning of

the names of persons mentioned), * The Father of

Animals was visiting some friends on the Kafue
plain, and passed through the garden of Vulture,

who accused him of stealing maize. The Father
of Animals thereupon sent Littleroof to demand
compensation for him, for defamation of character.

Vulture refused to pay anything, saying, the

Father of Animals had no fault there. Littleroof

then gave the case over to Jackal, saying, " You go
and secure compensation for the Father of Animals.
I have tried, but cannot get any." Jackal went,
and stating his case, demanded compensation.
Vulture refused to pay.

' A few days later Vulture went to Jackal and
demanded compensation for the fault he had com-
mitted in going to his village and demanding
recompense for a man who had committed no fault.

Jackal's father said, " My son, you have made a
fault. When Littleroof wished to send you alone,

you ought to have refused. I shall now have to

pay an ox to Vulture on your account." He paid
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the OX. Jackal then went to Littleroof saying,
** Now you must pay me an ox for all the trouble

I have taken with your case." Littleroof replied,
**

I have no ox, nor do I know where to go to get
one; and besides the fault is not mine, the Father
of Animals sent me." Then Jackal's friends who
had accompanied him said, " We will take you to

our village, and you shall be our slave until you
find an ox."

' Littleroof suddenly bolted. Going to the village

of the Father of Animals he said, " You remember
that fault of yours ? I have settled it ; the offenders

have given me two oxen. Let us go and see them.
When you get home you can give me one of them
for my trouble." But the Father of Animals said,
" Some time ago you told me Vulture was dead;
now you say you have got me two oxen. How is

this thing?" Littleroof replied, ** Never mind those

things now
;
you come and fetch your cattle and

send a lad with me as well." They went to Burnt-
patch's village (Littleroof 's father's), where a crowd
had assembled. Then Littleroof said to Jackal,
" Here are the people who sent me."

* Then they seized the Father of Animals and
beat him severely, saying, " We will kill this

fellow." Then Littleroof 's brother said, " Father,

you must not allow this man to be killed here."
Then they said, " We will take him and kill him
where we always kill such people." Then Burnt-
patch said, ** But he has eaten our food, therefore

we will not allow you to take him away." Then
the Father of Animals threw himself at Burnt-
patch's feet saying, **Sir, do allow me to remain
here. I have a sister at the Biter's village. I will

bring her to you, and she shall be your slave if

you will but save me alive." The others then said,
** Now that is all right, you, Burntpatch, we shall

watch you. If you let this man go we shall come
and kill you." With this saying they left, and he

is even now tied fast in a slave stick at Burntpatch's
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village, and they say they will kill him.' I sent

messengers at once to Burntpatch to say that I had
heard and understood this makani (affair), and
if the prisoner was not set at liberty at once the

Native Commissioner must be told about it, and
in such a case the offenders would find a great

punishment. On receipt of my message poor
Father of Animals was set at liberty, and there, as

far as I know, the matter ended. ' Behold how
great a matter a little fire kindleth.' The accusing
of an innocent man involved numbers of others,

and nearly ended in the. innocent losing his life.

Had it not been for the presence of the white man
in the country he would certainl}^ have been slain,

and a war between the villages concerned would
most likely have been the result.

Incidents a great deal more exciting were some-
times brought to my notice, as when a man ran
to my station one dark night for protection. He
was being chased by a mad fellow with a spear,

who demanded immediate compensation for some
fault committed against him. I protected the man
from his assailant, and afterwards helped them to

an amicable settlement. On another occasion men
travelled three days in order to lay the particulars

of a case of murder before me, so that I might report

it to the authorities on their behalf.

It is a mistake to suppose that the dispensing
of justice is easy. I must not only listen to the
story of the complainant, but I must be counsel
for the defendant as well, if justice is to be dis-

pensed impartially. All these varied forms of
service not only give to the natives a high example
of righteousness, justice, and mercy, but their

admiration of the missionary is thereby increased.
My knowledge of native life and thought has been
extended by the exercise of this manifold ministry.
Increased knowledge of my congregation means
greater usefulness in preaching and teaching. Like
the apostle of old, I must be ' all things to all men,

R
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that I may by all means save some.' To the sick

I administered medicine, and rendered help to the

distressed ; to the ignorant I became a teacher, and
to the earnest seeker after truth a sympathetic

guide ; I was to the factious a peacemaker ; to the

enslaved, an emancipator; and to all, an example
of the Gospel I preached.



CHAPTER XXIII.

An Outline of Native Religious
Belief.

' The assumption that every normally constituted

offspring of the human species has a capacity for

religion is, therefore, warranted by the study of

man as a religious being, as %veU as of religion

in its historical development. It is human to he

religious. It is something less than human, or

more than human, or somehow extra-human, not

to be religious.'

Prof. G. J. Todd, D.D., LL.D.
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Prayer — Song — Sacrifice

—

Marumhi—Transmigration

Mpiri Transformed into Lion—Shangozhi Re-incarnated.

I
PROPOSE in this chapter to give a brief

account of the more important religious beliefs

of the Baila. For several reasons, it must of

necessity be only an outline. In my pioneer work
I have had an opportunity of observing the conduct

and listening to accounts of many things from
natives whose confidence I have enjoyed, and who
had not hitherto been influenced by the Christian

teaching as far as I know.
It must be borne in mind that in religious matters

especially the people are extremely reticent. A
missionary may live for years amongst them with-

out finding out much respecting either their inner

life and thought or their religion. Some people

doubtless imagine that a native of Central Africa

has no religious ideas of any sort until the mis-

sionary arrives. As a matter of fact he is full of

religion, and by this his customs may be explained.

*It is well said,' declares Thomas Carlyle, 'in

every sense that a man's religion is the chief fact

with regard to him . . . answering of this question

is giving us the soul of the history of the man or

the nation. The thoughts they had were the parents

of the actions they did, their feelings were parents

of their thoughts, it was the unseen and spiritual in

them that determined the outward and actual—their
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religion, as I say, was the great fact about them.*

It will be necessary for us to understand what we
mean by religion. I do not use the word in any
restricted sense, as when we speak of men as being
religious, or irreligious, but in its wider meaning.
Dr. Allan Menzies first defines religion as * the

worship of higher powers,' and gives as a fuller

definition :
' Religion is the worship of higher

powers from a sense of need.'

Dr. A. S. Peake, in his book, ' Christianity, its

Nature and Truth,' says :
' Without attempting a

scientific definition, I may sufficiently describe my
view by saying that religion is fellowship with the

unseen. Man's nature bears on it the hall mark
of heaven. Woven into its very texture we discover

a faculty for which the material universe does not

prepare us.' It is necessary that we should guard
ourselves against the idea that all native religious

belief is just so much worthless superstition. * We
shall not,* says Dr. Menzies, ' divide religion into

the true one, Christianity, and the false ones, all

the rest; no religion will be to us a mere super-
stition, nor shall we regard any as unguided by
God. Feeling that we cannot understand our own
religion aright without understanding those out of

which it has been built up, we shall value these

others for the part they have played in the great

movement, and our own most of all, without which
they could not be made perfect.'

Only men who have had practical experience of

African missionary work can realise the difficulty

of understanding fully the soul of the native,

and of becoming conversant with his religious

ideas. For as Dr. Fairbairn has well said, ' There
is no people so difficult to understand and to inter-

pret as a savage people ; there is no field where
competent interpreters are so few and so rare, where
unlearned authorities are so many and so rash, or
where testimonies are so contradictory, or so apt
to dissolve under analysis into airy nothings.'
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With theories as to how these people arrived at

their present stage of development I have nothing

to do. I propose to deal not with speculations, so

much as with facts. I wish to make this abundantly
clear, that the Central African native has his—

I

was going to write ' crude ' ideas of God, of the

soul of man, of man's existence after death, of wor-
ship, of sacrifice, of prayer, and probably of many
other things of which I at present know nothing.

And lest I should put this point too strongly, let

me again quote Dr. Fairbairn :
' It were dangerous

to draw too sharp an antithesis; but if we judge
from the ethnographic evidence, we may say that

the savage, in contrast to the civilised man, is more
occupied with supernatural and ideal, than with

natural and material things. Nature to him is of

spirit all compact, and even the life we think so

low and brutal has in its dreams and fears and
crude beliefs the stores of a large imagination.'

Even his ideas with regard to the world about him
are highly imaginative. He does not stop to reason

a thing out, but contradictory ideas and beliefs find

a place in his mind.
He notices the analogy between certain things,

and quickly jumps to conclusions. The annual
veldt fires cause large volumes of smoke to ascend
in the dry season ; these have the appearance of

clouds, hence the natives will tell you the clouds
are made of smoke. Men almost invariably sit in

a circle when they assemble to discuss matters of

family or tribal interest, or to adjudicate upon some
case of lawlessness ; therefore, when a circle is seen
round the moon the ' people up above are discuss-

ing matters of importance.' Again, the rainbow
has been known to chase people, and no one
feels safe if alone in a forest when a luminous rain-

bow is visible.

A man who once accompanied me on a journey,
and whose business it was to kindle a fire, invari-

ably began to whistle when the first flame appeared.
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He believed he was hastening it by so doing. In

the Nambala kitchen we had a kettle with a loose

lid that used to make a noise when the water boiled.

If boiling water was wanted in a hurry, the cook
would stand over the kettle and shake the lid so

that it might boil the sooner. They believe there

is a spirit in the whirlwind. It is amusing to see

a man gravely point at it as it comes near. If it

turns aside, he believes he has turned it; if it does
not it is because it did not notice him.
Once when out in the veldt with a number of

men a heavy shower of rain fell. We saw it com-
ing, and one of the men, plucking off a branch
from a bush near by, ran forw^ard to prevent it

from coming. It came all the same, but he said he
did not start soon enough. It would not have
fallen if he had had a little more time. Seeing then
that they have such ideas respecting these matters,

we must not be surprised to find very strange
notions among their religious beliefs. But here,

the wonder to me is not that their ideas are so

crude, but rather that they have travelled so far

along the upward path.

The Baila have a strong belief in the existence

of a Supreme Being. He is generally spoken of

as Lesa, and the way in which the name is used
would suggest that He appears to their minds as
a personification of the powers of nature. Thus
when it rains they say Lesa falls ; w^hen it lightens,

Lesa is angry; and the rainbow is called the bow
of Lesa. In that dry climate, w^ith its six months
of annual drought, the rain is God's greatest gift,

and Leoa is used alike for the gift and the Giver.
Though God is closely associated with nature, yet

He is above nature, as is evident from other names
they use when referring to God.
These are ' praise names,' describing some of His

attributes; they help us to understand to some
extent what their conception of God is, and what
they think respecting Him. The principal names
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are Luhumha, Mangwe, Ushatwakwe, and
Chilenga. The first name, Licbumba, comes from
the verb kii bumba, to mould, or form, as when a

woman takes a lump of clay and forms it into a

cooking pot or a drinking vessel. So Leza is the

great Sloulder of the earth. He put the Kafue
here, the forests there, and that range of mountains
yonder. He has given the various tribes their

places to dwell in. Mangwe indicates the giver of

much rain. An old man once asked, ' Moruti, is

the God we have now the same God we used to

have when I was a boy ? I have heard my father

say this river used to overflow its banks and flood

the whole plain in one night. They used to go
with their spears' and kill the game that had been
hemmed in by the flood. And what a lot of meat
they used to eat in those days. But we do not

have seasons like that now. Why is it ? I will tell

you w^hat I think, Moruti. I sometimes think the

Lesa we used to have long ago must be dead, and
the present Lesa is His son, and he has not as

much strength to make rain as his Father had.
Moruti, what do you think? ' It was a fine oppor-
tunity for me to unfold to him the Christian idea

of God, and this I did most gladly.
Ushatwakwe : this is a name meaning the undis-

puted possessor of all things. I have met with
ideas about God that are decidedly fatalistic. If a
man does not succeed in hunting he will say, ' God
refuses me meat to-day.' Sometimes when a death
occurs, it is said, ' God has plucked his pumpkin,'
indicating that He has a perfect and undisputed
right to do as it pleaseth Him. Chilenga: this

name means that God is the Creator and Institutor

of their customs. There was no verb in the Ila

language that was more difficult to find than the
verb kic lenga, to create. Scores of times did I try

to get that verb, but failed. I sought for it for

years, and began to think it did not exist; that the
idea of a creation had never been conceived of by
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these people. But one day, in speaking with an
old man, I asked him to tell me what his elders

had years ago taught him about God. * Do you
mean,' said he, ' the God that is above? ' ' Yes,*

I replied, * I mean Leza; tell me about Him.' He
answered, * Ngu Leza owa ka tu lenga/ ' It is God
who did us create.' He had used a verb that is

only applied to the work of God. So here, at last,

was my long-sought-for verb, kn lenga, to create.

All their customs, they say, were ordered by Leza.

He told the men to knock out their children's teeth

;

indeed, He came down to earth and taught men to

smelt iron, to make knives, and spears, and hoes.

He taught the women to make pots, to grind corn,

to weave baskets, and when He had taught men all

that it was necessary for them to know, He said,
' I am Leza; you are now as wise as I am,' and so

saying He vanished.
God is generally thought of as being far removed

from them, and some intermediary is needed to

bring Him near to them ; therefore they usually

approach Him through the ancestral spirits. Death
is not the end of all ; there is a life beyond the

grave. Nor does death alter a father's relation to

his children, or a chief's relation to his people. The
father was the friend of his children while he lived,

so they go to his grave where they believe the spirit

to be, and make offerings of various kinds, implor-
ing the spirit to assist and bless them. I once
passed through a village where, on one side, a small

patch of ground was neatly kept. In the centre

four rude sticks were placed, and to one of these a

bell of native manufacture was attached. A small

earthern pot was placed in the centre. In conver-
sation I remarked to the chief, ' This then is your
place of prayer?' 'Yes,' he replied, 'the spirit

of my father sometimes comes there. I was born
in a hut under that tree. This is the garden my
father used to cultivate, and when my heart is

black and heavy, when sickness or trouble comes
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into my family, I come here in the quiet of the

evening, and when I ring this bell, the spirit of

my father hears, and there I make my offerings

and my prayers. The sight of this primitive

temple,' together with the man's story, touched me
deeply. No missionary had ever entered his village

before, no Christian teaching had ever reached him,
and yet he had desires after God; he was seeking,

if haply he might find Him, and seeking through
the mediation of the spirit of his father, who is

nearer to Lesa than those who are still living on
earth.

But God is approached directly sometimes with-

out any intermediary. The Rev. E. W. Smith in

an article in the Primitive Methodist Quarterly
Review, on ' The Religion of the Bantu ' (January,

1907), gives the following prayer which he took
down from the lips of a native:

—

' Lesa, we pray
Thee, give us water, we beseech Thee very much,
we Thy people. We are humble, we are abased,
we Thy people. It is Thou whom we trust alone.

We have no other in whom we trust.' I have also

found songs of praise to God. The following is

the most remarkable I have met with, because it

has its origin in a part of the country where no
Christian influence has ever been exercised :

—
He (Leza) sends the rain storms.
And when we cry the rivers overflow ;

We are the children of Leza,
When we cry, Where is water

!

It will be observed that both the prayer and the
song refer to the gift of ' water.' Farnell, in his
'Evolution of Religion,' p. 182, says: 'For the
rest, savages often pray very much as the civilised

man, and accompany some of their purifications

and medicine magic with real prayers to higher
gods to give them efficacy. ... But I have not
yet been able to find any example of a savage
prayer for moral or spiritual blessings.'
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Each little community has its mizhimo (manes)

and its sacred places. They believe the influence

and power they exercise in the spirit world is

similar to that which they exercised here, conse-

quently the greater the position of the man in the

community here, the greater his power in the spirit

world to afflict or bless. Sometimes, when a

national calamity faces them, when the local

mishimo have failed to help them, as in an out-

break of disease, such as smallpox, or in the midst

of a famine caused by drought, the Baila will make
a journey to the sacred shrine of ^larumbi, in order

to offer to him their sacrifice and prayers.

How long ago Marumbi lived I cannot say, but

he was a very great man. He never drank water

except from the springs of his ow^n country ; he

never ate food that was not cooked w^th fire from
his own village, and was in other ways a unique
personality. When making a pilgrimage to his

shrine they first find in the nation a child named
Marumbi. Then taking with them a calf, a black

dog, and the child, they wend their way to the

sacred place. They kill the dog at the shrine, take

off the skin, and wrap it round the living child.

The temple is sprinkled with the dog's blood.

Then they utter their prayers, and proceed to slay

the calf; part of the blood is sprinkled on the

temple, the rest they place in the pot as an offering

to the god. The flesh of the calf is eaten within

the sacred place. Then offering up prayers and
entreaties for Marumbi to aid them in their dis-

tress, they leave. An act of purification follows,

and going to the nearest water they wash them-
selves before returning to their homes.
The young man who kindly gave me this infor-

mation remembered one such pilgrimage that took

place about ten years ago. This was the story of

the outward act, but what were the ideas of the

people respecting its inward spiritual meaning ?

Taking the living child and wrapping it up in the
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skin of the dog, and bringing it back alive seems
to point to a time when human sacrifices were
prevalent. It is well to remember here that even

cannibalism is a religious act. ' The food that is

most grateful to man is presented to the gods.'

The object of this sacrifice among the Baila is

evidently to renew and strengthen the ties of kin-

ship and friendship between the god Marumbi and
his worshippers, and so invoke his aid in securing

for them material prosperity. It is an imposing
and touching ceremony, and a very real act of

worship to those who engage in it. Moreover, it

is not without ethical value. It binds the w^or-

shippers to each other and to their god ; the

individual has no place except as a member of the

tribe. The sacrificial meal revives and strengthens
the bond of interest and friendship with each other

;

if their fortunes improve then their faith is

strengthened in the efficacy of the sacrifice, and
in the reality of that power which Marumbi still

exercises with God.
A Batonga chief on the Zambesi, named

Mudodoli, in describing to me a similar visit they
paid to a sacred shrine on the Zambesi concluded
by saying, ' Before we can get home the heavens
are black with clouds, the thunders roar, and an
abundance of rain falls.' He evidently had in mind
one such coincidence between the offering of the
sacrifice and the coming of the rain storm.
Turning now to their ideas respecting the future

state, I have found that although death is to them
a terrible mystery, yet, they are certain that the
spirit of man survives the death of the body. As
far as my present knowledge goes, there are three
separate states open to the soul of the departed :

(i) He may become a disembodied spirit, a
muohimo, and receive the prayers and offerings
of the living, or a musangushi, a disembodied
spirit, of lesser power. (2) He may be transmigrated
into an animal, or reptile. (3) He may be re-born
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into the world and sometimes into the same
community.
With regard to the basangushi, they may visit

a person with an evil intent. Witches and wizards
are dreaded because they are in league with the

departed spirits. Once when visiting some of my
people I was particularly struck with the appear-
ance of a little boy of about three years of age, a
son of a chief. He was a bright little fellow, and
I pleased his mother by saying he would become a

wise and good man if she sent him to the Mission
School. A month afterwards I passed through the

same village again, and seeing the same woman I

naturally enquired if her little son was well. Her
face clouded instantly. ' Oh,' said she, ' the

basangushi have taken him.' He had been taken
ill, and had died; the mother believed a spirit had
breathed on him while he was asleep and that was
why he died.

Another remarkable circumstance that came
under my notice was that of two young women who
were ' possessed ' by the basangushi. Everybody
left off work, a feast was made in their honour, and
they were treated with the greatest respect. Why ?

Because they were under the influence of the spirits,

and might reveal some important matters connected
with the world of spirits. They might reveal why
So-and-so is ill, and what he is to do to recover
his health ; why that death occurred last month, and
many other matters of a similar nature. They speak
some other language at such a time, and are not
supposed to know their own. They must be
obedient in all things to the visiting spirit. One
day the spirit forbade them to eat of anything that

was cooked with fire, and directed that the next
meal was to be one of raw fish. I met a company
of people taking them to the river in obedience to

this command.
Transmigration of souls is universally believed

in. The doctors do a big business in preparing
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medicines to direct the spirit into the particular

animal desired. One of my boys had an uncle who
was a medicine man. He had had some of it, and
was going to be transformed into a lion at death.

When I enquired how the medicine was prepared,

he told me his uncle procured leaves and roots from
certain trees, boiled them in a pot, and poured the

extract over a piece of raw meat. He then pub-
lished abroad the fact that on a certain day the

medicine would be ready. When the meat became
a mass of worms, the people came, paid their fees,

and each received a worm that would transform
them at death into whatever animal they desired

to enter.

Another case was that of a man who had had
some lion medicine, and so strong was his faith in

it that it was not safe for another person to approach
him at times lest he should attack them with all

the ferocity of that wild beast. I once went down
a certain river to shoot a hippopotamus. When I

got to its rendezvous, I enquired of some natives
who were fishing if they had seen it that morning,
as I wished to shoot it. The old chief looked at

me with no small amount of wonder and astonish-
ment. ' Moruti/ said he, 'you cannot shoot that

hippopotamus.' When I asked the reason why, he
replied with the air of a man who is telling you a
great secret :

' It is not a hippopotamus at all ; it

is Sachetema's father!' This I found to be
generally believed.

Sometimes a man has the power of turning him-
self into a lion during his life. Lions were par-
ticularly troublesome at one time on the road lead-
ing from Nambala to Broken Hill, the terminus
of the railway. Several people were killed at
different times near Mpiri's kraal. When passing
through there, a number of small flags attracted
my attention, and on enquiry I found they were
placed over the grave of a dead chief. As we went
along one of my men approached me, and in a
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low confidential tone enquired. * Moruti, do you
knovv what caused the old chief's death? ' ' No,* I

replied. ' What sickness did he die of ? ' ' Well/
said he, ' it happened like this. Mpiri, the present

chief, was out hunting one day with his dogs and
a handful of spears. Before he had gone far, a
lion approached. He threw a spear and wounded
it. It ran away, and Mpiri went on. When he
returned home at night, people asked him, "Have
you heard that our chief is ill ? " " No," said he,
" what is the matter with him ? " " He has a pain
in his body," they said. Mpiri enquired, '' In

what part of his body? " They replied indicating

that part of the (lion's) body pierced by Mpiri's

spear. So he said to himself, *' If the chief dies

I shall understand." He died. Then Mpiri made
known the story of the lion.' Everybody believed

that their late chief was in the habit of leaving his

village, and, suddenly transforming himself into a
lion, had killed all these people. Their deliverer

was immediately elected to the chieftainship. Sub-
sequent events have tended to strengthen their

belief in this story, for no one has been killed by
a lion in that neighbourhood since.

The remaining path open to the departing spirit

is that of reincarnation. A man was in my study
one evening, and our talk drifted on to death and
to what happened after death. He was the first to

give me the idea that they believed in reincarnation*

In reply to my question, ' Have you ever known
anyone to be re-born ? ' he said, ' Yes,' and at once
mentioned a person who, in his former life, lived

at a certain village, and was known by a certain

name. Just before I left Nambala a case of sup-
posed reincarnation came under my notice. About
a year before a young lad named Shangozhi had
died of pneumonia. A child was born into the
community that resembled the lad who had died.

The mother said it was Shangozhi who had
returned to the earth. The child was named
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Shangozhi, and everyone there believed that with-

out a doubt it was he.

The natives recognise that the lot of a woman
is harder than that of a man ; so much so, that if

a woman dies and elects to be reincarnated again
into female life she will die with her first child.

Likewise, if the birth of a child is unduly pro-

longed, the father will go to a diviner to enquire
the reason. He will tell him of two spirits who
are quarrelling as to which shall be reincarnated,

and suggest which will be the lucky child. The
man then hurries back home, scolds the one spirit,

but praises the other. He assures it that it will

be welcomed into his family, and implores it to be
born quickly.

From this brief outline it will be seen that this

religion leaves very much to be desired. There is

in it no true conception of the character of God.
There is no word about doing justly, loving mercy,
and of walking humbly with Him. The African
desires to worship God, but he knows not how. He
gropes his way in the dark. He stumbles and falls.

He has only the dim light of Nature to guide him.
His religion brings him no satisfaction or comfort
in life; it affords little hope or confidence in death.

Dr. Wells, in his ' Life of Stewart of Lovedale,'
has said on this matter : 'The African is hag-ridden
by religious fears, many of which are shadows pro-

jected by his accusing conscience, and by centuries

of frightful oppression. . . . Feeling helpless in

the presence of the unseen, he grows old in seeking
imaginary relief from imaginary evils, and in vain
efforts to "square" the evil spirits with which
he peoples the unseen world, and whose hearts he
believes are full of vengeance and mischief. The
amulets he wears are to protect him against their

malignity. All his customs about witchcraft are
based upon a belief in a world of spirits. In him
we see religion gone mad, but it is religion still,

and by far the mightiest force in his life. This
s
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bewildered religion proves that the African is a

man.' Yes, he is a man whom the Gospel of Jesus

can uplift and save.

My study of their religion and their customs has

led me nearer than ever to the heart of the Africans.

The more I understand the inner working of that

religion in their own hearts and lives, the more
do I feel an increasing sympathy and compassion
for them in their spiritual bondage. And most
ardently do I long to be made increasingly success-

ful in turning their minds and hearts to Him who
still says, * Come unto Me all ye that labour, and
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.'



CHAPTER XXIV

Some Baila Customs.

' All moral influence rehounds, as from a rock,

from this *^ custom " which is a far harder tyrant

than the customs of the most conservative of

Christian countries, because it is based upon

religion » Here the Gospel strikes against the

strongest tower of the heathen fortress/

JOH. Warneck,

Lie. Theol. Superintendent of

Missions.





Some Baila Customs.

Custom and Religion Intimately Connected—Native Society

Divided into Clans—Kinship through the Mother—

A

Difficult Question to Answer—Marriage Customs

—

Polygamy—Child Marriage—Initiation Ceremonies-
Moral Code—Native Guilds—Rights of the Slave—
Namaingu.

THERE is an intimate connection between the

customs of the natives and their religious

ideas; in fact many of the customs of the

Baila are directly traceable to the religious ideas

they hold, hence the most satisfactory way of

changing native custom is by implanting new
religious ideas. There are doubtless some things

in native society of which I as yet know nothing,

and many things that I do know cannot be dis-

cussed in a book of this kind. The deepest and
most vital moral questions, which go down to the

roots of native society, which involve the relation

of the sexes, must be passed over almost in silence.

In considering some of the customs of the people,

many questions at once arise. What is the com-
position of native society, and what are the bonds
that have hitherto held it together ? What are the

lines along which development has taken place in

the past ? Why are the Africans among the back-

ward races? What are the possibilities of mental,

moral, and religious progress for the Africans ? All

these questions are not only interesting, but very

important, to the student of things African.

Native society is composed of a number of

individuals who may be classed as chiefs, head-

men, freemen, and slaves. The professional

classes include medicine men who deal in magic,
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diviners, doctors, and soothsayers. The evils that

exist in native society are attributed to tlie spirits

that have power to afflict men with disease and
death. Witches and wizards are supposed to be
in league with them. It will be readily seen that

men of outstanding ability are seldom produced
under such a system. The influence of witchcraft,

involving as it does trial by ordeal, has been a
powerful factor in retarding the progress and
development of men who might otherwise have
endeavoured to rise above their fellows. If a man
built for himself a better house, tilled more exten-

sive gardens, or led a more industrious life than
his neighbours, he was accused of witchcraft, tried

by the poison cup, or the boiling pot, found guilty,

and slain. His property was then divided among
his accusers, and the men under whose authority

the trial was carried out.

In native life every individual has not only the

name by which he is known among his fellows, but
also an additional clan name, which is probably
a remnant of totemism. The most important ques-
tion you can put to a native is, ' Udi mukoa anzhi?'
(' To what clan do you belong? ') These clans are

named after various animals, or birds. For example
there is a lion clan, a goat clan, etc., the clan

name is inherited from the mother, not through the
father, and one of the first duties of a mother is to

teach her child to what clan it belongs.
There are certain duties and responsibilities rest-

ing upon members of the same miihoa, or clan. For
instance, if a chief enters a village where there is

a slave for sale, and he buys him, he is bound to

enquire of the slave, * To what mukoa do you
belong ? ' If the slave mentions the chief's own
clan he will say, ' You are my brother,' and will

then take him to his own village and set him free,

as a man may not enslave his own kinsman. Again,
supposing a man goes on a journey in search of

a wife, and finds a suitable woman, he must first
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enquire to what clan she belongs. If his own clan

is named he will reply, 'She is my kinswoman,'
although there may be no blood relationship exist-

ing between them. Marriage is invariably for-

bidden within the clan.

It is important to remember that the clan is wider
than the tribe. On the Nambala Mission the young
men from various tribes were all agreed that if one
man came from Bulawayo, in the south, another
from Lealui, in the west, and yet another from
Blantyre, in the east, although these towns are

hundreds of miles apart, and the men might never
have seen each other before, yet, if they were of

the same mukoa they would be kinsmen, and all

the duties of clan brotherhood would be incumbent
upon each and all of them.
This kinship within the clan, inherited through

the mother, appears to be more important than the

blood relationship existing between a father and
his child. Prof. Robertson Smith, in his ' Kinship
and Marriage,' p. 62, says :

' To us who live under
quite modern circumstances and have lost the tribal

idea altogether, kinship is always a variable and
measurable quantity. We have a strong sense of

duty towards parents or children, not quite so

strong a one towards brothers, and a sense much
less strong towards first cousins; while in the

remoter degrees kinship has hardly any practical

significance for us.' And further, on p. 70 we
read :

* The Arabs before Mohammed had not been
able to rise to any conception of the state super-
ceding the tribal system, but that system, as we
shall by and by see more fully, was being broken
up from within by the growth of the family as
opposed to stock ties, and of private, as opposed to

stock rights.' The introduction of Christianity into

native life must accelerate the growth of the family;
at the same time the bond of clan brotherhood
tends to weaken with the growing intelligence of

a nation.
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The ^reat difficulty confronting the Christian
missionary is this fact of clan-responsibility, clan-

religion, and the clan-conscience. Personal respon-
sibility is scarcely recognised. The rights of the

individual are seldom considered ; the rights of the

clan occupy the supreme place. A young man who
had been in my employ a considerable time went
home to visit his friends. He found a member of

his clan being pressed to pay compensation for a

fault ; he paid the fine for him. Before long another
man appealed for help of a similar character, and
a year's wages were expended in this way. When
I suggested to him that he had a perfect right to

the results of his own toil, and ought not to use
his wages in paying other people's debts, he
replied, ' But they are my kinsmen, and if I find

them in trouble I must help them.' Thus the rights

of the individual are lost in the rights of the clan.

Once when speaking with my boys on this ques-
tion of the clans, one of them suddenly enquired,
• Moruti, what clan do you belong to ? ' I confess
it was difficult to find an answer that would appear
satisfactory to my questioner. I began by explain-

ing that the written records of my nation went a
very long way back, but I had not found anything
in the books about our clans; we lived, not in clans,

but in families. I then proceeded to describe the

laws of blood relationship within the family, the

bond of loving interest that binds each to the other,

and gave such a glowing picture of the sacredness
of Christian family life that my enquirer forgot all

about the clans.

If I had to answer that same question again, I

should unhesitatingly reply, ' I belong to the clan

of the Christians.' All the laws relating to brother-

hood within the clan are applicable to the brother-

hood of Christian believers with one exception, viz.,

that of marriage. In the native idea of kinship,
marriage is not allowed within the clan, whereas
in the Christian, or spiritual idea of kinship, all
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are one in Christ, and marriage is allowed, except

within the prohibited degrees.

In the marriage customs of the natives, there is

sometimes a semblance of the old idea of marriage

by capture. When a woman is to be married she

runs away and hides herself. When pressed to go
with her husband, she feigns to resist, and must

be taken by force to her future abode. It is some-

times said that Africans buy their wives, but this

statement is scarcely correct; men buy slaves, but

not wives. The verb ku ula means to buy; to pay
the dowry to the father or guardian of the bride

IS not ku ula, but ku kiva. The marriage may take

place, but is not regarded as complete until the

whole of the dowry is paid. A man who came
to work at Nambala informed me that his wife had
been taken from him until such time as he could

complete the payment due to his father-in-law.

Some marriages are contracted that afterwards

prove distasteful, and are again dissolved. If a

man behaves badly to his wife she may return to

her people, and charge her husband with cruelty.

If the charge is proved, she may return to her

father's house, and part of the dowry is returned

to the husband. One of my boys, having married

a young wife, was anxious that she should live with

him at Nambala. She was brought to the Mission

by her mother-in-law, but ran away the following

day. The husband had paid a large dowry to

the parents of the bride, and was greatly dis-

appointed. He decided to return to his village;

the girl then ran away to her father's house. She
met with no sympathy there, and was ordered back

to her husband. She settled down after a while,

and became happy and contented in her new home.
Occasionally a man finds to his sorrow that his

new wife is incorrigibly lazy ; if she does not reform

he takes her back to her parents and demands the

return of the dowry. From thcse statements it

will be seen that the native idea of marriage is
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immeasurably below the Christian idea of marriage.
Indeed, one questions whether the word marriage
ought to be used in this connection at all. Unions
of this character are more in the nature of a con-
tract, or an agreement, that may, or may not, be
binding, whereas marriage, as we understand the

term, is of a sacred and permanent character.
' Moruti, how much have you to give for a wife

in your country ? ' asked a young man who had
come to work for me, so that he might be a position

to marry shortly. ' In my country,' I replied, * we
have not to pay anything; we just ask them, that

is all.' * Ma !
' he exclaimed, * yours is a good

country.' 'Yes,' I replied, 'it is a Christian

country. A man asks a woman to be his wife. If

she gives her consent, they go to church and get

married.' 'Ah, Moruti/ he exclaimed joyfully;
' that is a very good way indeed.' I replied, ' It

is very good because no woman in my country is

married against her will, and marriage in my
country means marriage. We are married once
and for all until parted by death. If a man's wife

is sick, and cannot work for him, he loves her just

as much, and even more, because she is sick. He
does not take her back to her people and say,

"This woman you gave me is sick." He works
for her, and as long as she lives she is his only
wife.' By the time I had finished my explanation

of marriage, the young man had lost most of his

enthusiasm for the strange ways of the Christian

people.

In native life a plurality of wives is the general

custom. The prevailing idea seems to be that a
man with one wife would seldom get enough to

eat. A chief once said to me, ' Moruti, to have
plenty of wives is good. See ! I have five, and I

go round at meal times and eat a little with first

one and then another, and by the time I get round
I am well filled. If I had only one wife, what
should I eat? ' I replied, ' In my country we only
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marry one wife, and we always get plenty to eat.*

' Yes,' said he, ' but that is because your wives are

always busy; our women are all so lazy.'

It is sometimes said that the women of Africa

have no objection to polygamy on the principle

that 'many hands make light work.' But my
experience leads me to believe that the African

woman does appreciate monogamy when she has
the opportunity of becoming a man's only wife. In

one case that came to my notice, a wife fancied

that her husband was paying, too much attention to

another w^oman ; she was very jealous of her posi-

tion both in the home and in the affection of her

husband, and strongly objected to her husband
taking a second wife. In another instance, the wife

threatened to leave her husband and return to her

people if he married another wife. In very many
cases in a monogamous household the man and his

wife live happily together. It is my candid opinion
that little or no objection will ever be offered to a
system of monogamy by the native women of

Africa when they have the right to accept as hus-
bands the men they love.

But the saddest feature in connection with this

subject is the betrothal and marriage of mere chil-

dren. It is both cruel and unnatural to tie a poor
helpless little child to a man old enough to be her
grandfather, and yet it is often done. Some of the
little girls in our schools are already betrothed,
and all we can do at present is to postpone the
marriage for a while. I trust that before many
years are past the Government will make any
marriage illegal that is entered into without the
woman's consent, and that it will also give a legal

status to marriages entered into with the free con-
sent of both the contracting parties.

One of the most important customs in native
society is that of 'initiation.' This is a ceremony
that takes place when the boys and girls are about
fourteen years of age, and marks their passing into
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adult life. The ceremony varies somewhat in

different localities, and it is difficult to ascertain

exactly what takes place, but the purpose appears
to be the same in every case, viz., to inure the

young people to hardship, to teach them to stoically

endure pain, to be obedient, and to be well

instructed in the duties of tribal life.

Among the Baila, all the young lads of about
the same age form a viusela, or guild. When
the time comes for their initiation, they go out into

the veldt where the cattle are grazing, accompanied
by some of the elders. All carry green rods. The
lads must run after a bull and beat it with the rod.

They then run away home, and are themselves
soundly beaten by the elders on the way thither.

If any lad cries out during this process of beating
he is not worthy of initiation, and must present
himself again the following year; but this is such
a disgrace that a lad seldom fails to bear it stoically.

Those who have ' endured hardness ' appear before

the elders ; each selects for himself a candidate, say-
ing, ' I will initiate you.' The lad so addressed
must follow this person to his house.
A most intimate and sacred relation is now set

up between them. The elder addresses him by
the same name as he uses when addressing his

own wife, and for a month the lad is instructed in

the duties and responsibilities that belong to the

male members of the tribe. It is well nigh impos-
sible to gain much detailed information on these

matters, but the following code of morals given to

me by a young man at Nambala is of great interest,

as it was taught to him during his initiation :
—

(i) Thou shalt not speak evil things of thine

elders.

(2) If they [thine elders] shall strike thee, they
have no fault.

(3) If they shall curse thee, thou shalt not curse
them in return, but thou shalt enquire, ' For what
reason do ye curse me? '
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(4) If thou shalt meet with a woman, thou shalt

not strike her even with the palm of thine hand.

(5) Thou shalt not ask her for tobacco.

(6) If a woman meet thee, thou shalt not cause

her to stand, or thy neighbour will ask of thee,
' For what reason dost thou cause this woman to

delay ?
'

(7) If she shall desire thee to eat ravenously any
affair, thou shalt not agree; nay, when thou seest

her thou shalt even beat her.

(8) If she shall enter thine house, then thou

shalt cry, ' There is here a woman.'

(9) Again, if there should come unto thee a

woman saying, ' Give me tobacco my man,' thou

shalt answer her and say, ' Tobacco ! where shall

I find it ? ' The woman will say, ' Here is a little

tobacco I will give you to smoke.' Then thou shalt

say, * I do not desire tobacco that has medicine
in it. ... I have no pipe with which to smoke.
Moreover, God refuses that I should smoke.' Then
follows a homily in which it is shown that evil

has a small beginning, but grows until it has no
ending. ' This thing will go on, and on, and never
end,' says the teacher. He then shows how small
matters lead to war, and bloodshed, and signifi-

cantly adds, * Whoever still brings to me evil, him-
self desires it '

; and again, ' If there is still any
one desiring evil we will forsake him and kill him.
Evil is here because they love it.' The teacher then
puts himself in the position of a man who is falsely

accused of wrong-doing, and says, ' And as for me,
if you lie against me who am innocent, even here
you will see it (the spear). I do not desire that

false witness should be brought against me, I who
am white (innocent) and have no fault.'

When this month of teaching and discipline is

ended, they all go together to the nearest water,
and there wash themselves, and leave their old
clothes behind. This act of purification accom-
plished, they race back to the village, where new
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garments await them. A feast is then provided;

in some cases a fowl is killed and all partake of it.

A new name is given to each lad, and it is a serious

breach of native etiquette to use again his former

name. A bond of mutual interest exists among the

initiates of the same year ; they address each other

as Musama (comrade), comfort each other in

bereavement, help each other when in trouble, and
are supposed to be close companions through life.

If a man does not keep up the customs of the guild

he is looked upon as a churl and a niggard, and
is despised by his fellows.

Each guild has great respect for those older than

themselves, and no person may address any mem-
ber of an older guild as Musama, unless he has

paid for the privilege. An old man will sometimes
venture to address me as Musama. He confers a

great honour on me by so doing. The young girls

are taken in hand by the elder women. Their cere-

mony also lasts a month, but I have no exact know-
ledge of the code of morals taught to them. They
are instructed in the duties of womanhood, in the

work of the village, and in the customs of the tribe.

Although it is now illegal either to buy or sell

a slave, yet domestic slavery still exists. Lewanika,
probably at the suggestion of the British South
Africa Co., issued a proclamation in 1907 enabling
a slave to secure his or her freedom on paying the

sum of £2 as compensation to the owner. Now
that this traffic in human beings is forbidden,

slavery will be a thing of the past in a few years.

But even a slave in native society is not abso-
lutely without rights. The laws of kinship within

the clan secure liberty for some, and should a slave

find himself too cruelly treated, he may flee from
his master and enslave himself to another. A case

of this kind occurred some time ago. A woman
name Namaingu came to the Nambala Mission with
a most pitiful story. Her father, a chief in the

neighbourhood, many years ago committed an
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offence against another man, who at once demanded
a female slave as compensation. She was handed
over to this man and became one of his wives.

But he also had a similar claim to meet, and twice

over this woman was paid away to liquidate his

debts. So cruelly did he treat her that eventually

she ran away, and took her two young children

with her.

Namaingu made her way to the house of Selema,
and taking up a handful of wood ash from the

hearth, threw it over him. This most significant

act (ku dttaya) means, * I will be your willing slave

henceforth.' Her former master and husband
tried to buy her back again, and vowed that he
would cut her ears off as a punishment for deserting

him. When he came to Selema to arrange for her

return, she fled to the Mission, and implored me
to protect her. In the circumstances I could not

refuse, so Mrs. Chapman took the poor creature
in hand, gave her something to do, and a hut to

live in. She w^as an industrious, hard-working
w^oman, and as soon as she had saved money
enough she went to Selema, over whom, in her
extremity, she had thrown the ashes, and redeemed
herself. She thus became a free woman once more.
A young man at Nambala afterwards married her,

and they are still associated w^ith the Mission.
The Baila have certain methods of decoration in

dress by which they honour the brave men of war.
A man who has slain an enemy in battle will wear
one feather on the side of his head. If he has
killed a w^oman he puts on some chikarnbu^i
feathers, as a woman lacks courage. He who has
killed two men puts a bunch of induba feathers
on the top of his head; if three have fallen by
his spear he is entitled to wear a band of feathers
round his head. A warrior sometimes took the fat

out of the leg of his victim, mixed it with burnt
wood, and anointed his forehead with it. The skull
was taken home and used as a drinking cup on
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great occasions. It is a meritorious tiling to liave

killed a man in battle, or a fierce animal in the

chase. A man's exploits were made the subject of

congratulation, and songs were composed in his

honour.
The effect of these old customs is still noticeable

in native life. I have known one man murder
another, or even attack an unsuspecting, helpless

lad for no other apparent reason than a mad desire

to spill somebody's blood. Such acts are now
regarded as serious crimes, and the law steps in

and promptly punishes such offenders. The British

South Africa Co. have exercised a beneficent

influence over the whole of North-West Rhodesia,
and a great deal has been done to put down many
inhuman customs and practices. Natives are some-
times inclined to chafe under the restraints imposed
by law, and it is the business of the Christian mis-
sionary to so enlighten and instruct these ignorant
people that new motives, new ideas, and new stan-

dards of morality may permeate every section of

native society. ' Wherefore if any man is in Christ

he is a new creature; the old things are passed
away, behold they are become new.'



CHAPTER XXV.

Industrial Activities.

' My brightest, most consistent, strongest Chris-

tians are to be found in my workshop . Would you

dispense with the workshop because it is a secular

concern, and because, as a missionary, I must have

nothing to do with it.
*' What God hath cleansed,

that call thou not common. ''
'

Mr. Dauncey, of the L.M.S.





Industrial Activities.

Industrial Training Important—Dr. Stewart Quoted

—

Native Industries Decay—Native Labour a Valuable
Asset—Influence of Industry on Character—Religion
must not be Divorced From Life—Overtoun Institute

—

Lovedale—House Building at Nambala—Nambala
Church.

IN pioneer missionary work the Gospel comes to

the heathen in their darkness and ignorance,
hence their conception of it is necessarily con-

ditioned by the capacity they have for receiving it.

It is well for us to remember this. Our first efforts

to evangelise them should be supplemented by
teaching them to read and write their own language,
and especially by training in industrial work. It is

impossible for the religion of Jesus to find full

expression apart from civilisation. 'The gradual
elevation and refinement of human needs in the

growth of civilisation,' says Dr. Menzies, ' is the
motive power of the development of religion. . . .

Religion in fact is the inner side of civilisation, and
expresses the essential spirit of human life in

various ages and nations.' Christianity and civili-

sation must advance hand in hand.
We must use every method that commends itself

to our judgment for the deliverance of the African
from the bondage in which his own customs and
religion have enslaved him. His reformation must
proceed from within. A new heart, a new spirit,

and a new birth are essential. Religion is still the
most powerful dynamic, and to attempt to civilise

by what we term ' secular education ' only is sure
to bring disappointment. But all our attention need
not be concentrated on the * inner side ' ; we must
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endeavour to stimulate and ennoble every faculty

of the mind and heart, and as we present to the

native new ideals, new aspirations, new purposes
in life, opportunities of translating these new
thoughts and purposes into action must be given

him.
The industrial aspect of missionary work is

receiving more attention than formerly. Just as in

England the Churches are seeking to apply the

teachings of Jesus to the social problems of our
time, in caring for the bodies as well as the souls

of men, so in the mission field greater prominence
is being given to the uplifting and ennobling
influences of a civilised environment.

In the initial stages of missionary enterprise in

Africa industrial work of some sort ought to be
invariably carried on. If it is productive of great

good where the natives are civilised, as in the Cape
Colony, it will be of inestimable benefit where they
are just emerging from barbarism. In the regions
beyond the Zambesi work of this character is

imperatively needed. Dr. Stewart was one of the
greatest missionaries in Africa, and he has said,
' Africans at first, and indeed at all stages, learn

>

as we do, by what they see, as well as by what they
hear. Abstract truth, however comprehensive, does
not tell upon them. At first it is little better than
the higher mathematics to a child. But the life and
activity of the missionary agents tell wonderfully
without much formal speech. And the mission
stations should be to them an object lesson in order,

progress, cleanliness, and industry, as well as
religious teaching; and be also a place where they
may be always sure of kind treatment.' These are
wise words and merit the consideration of all who
are seeking in any way the welfare of the native
races.

There are many weighty and powerful reasons
why industrial work should be carried on in con^
nection with a Christian Mission. Its general
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Utility becomes apparent from whatever standpoint

the subject is viewed. As a question of economics
a diligent and capable artizan is worth infinitely

more to the community than an indolent savage.

He becomes a more valuable asset year by year.

As he grows in character and intelligence, new
needs arise ; the introduction of civilisation gives

him a wider outlook, and life for him begins to wear
a new aspect. Trade and commerce supply him
with what his life on the higher plane demands,
providing he has the money to purchase what he
needs.

What then are the reasons why industrial work
should be taught to natives? First, because while

civilisation in its initial stages brings to his door
all the things he needs in his daily life and work,
yet on the other hand it tends to cripple, if not to

destroy, the few native industries that exist. In

native life the various kinds of weapons, imple-
ments, clothingj and utensils are all of their own
manufacture. Earthen pots with which they fetch

water, cook food, or store their sour milk are abun-
dant in every village, and some are of good quality.

Basket making is an occupation for the women.
They are made by sewing ribs of grass together
with strips of palm leaf. Corn bins made of clay

and grass are also found in most villages. The
men are workers in wood and iron, but they are

unable to join two or more pieces of wood together.

If they wish to make a low stool with several legs

they set to work and patiently carve the stool out
of a solid block of wood. A native canoe is not
so many pieces of wood joined together, but is

carved out of a single tree. Bowls, spoons, pillows

—indeed everything that is made of wood—is

carved out of the solid.

Native iron smelters and iron workers obtain with
considerable difficulty iron ore for the making of

axes, hoes, spears, knives, tongs, snuff spoons,
needles, ferrules for spears, arrow-heads, bullets for
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their ^uns, and ' steels ' on which to strike their

flints for the production of fire. But as soon as the

trader introduces ^oods of European manufacture,
these useful native arts begin to decay. It is so
much easier for them to go to the store and buy
what they need than it is to spend weeks in making
similar articles. Therefore if we take away from
the native, by our trading with him, the necessity

for making these things for himself, then we ought
to teach him other methods of labour by which he
may procure for himself an equipment of manu-
factured articles such as his growing needs require.

Again, the ability and the willingness of the

natives to labour under civilised conditions are the

most valuable assets in the future development of

the resources of the country. Some people look

upon the natives as incorrigibly lazy, and ignor-

antly assume that they never do any work. But
this is far from the truth. In native life a great

deal of work has to be done in the fields. The
climate is inhospitable, the soil soon loses its

vitality, the uncultivated food products of the

country are not only small, but they are very uncer-
tain. Everything the natives do is done in the

most primitive way ; a maximum amount of labour
is expended in order to secure a minimum result.

They have as yet no ploughs, wagons, carts, or

agricultural machinery of any sort. A small axe
and a hoe, with a short handle, is about all that

is used in their fields; even the flail is unknown.
As soon as European civilisation is introduced

there is more work to be done by somebody, and
it is usually the native that does it, under European
overseers. The natives do most of the loading
and unloading of ships in South African ports.

The railways have to be made, and largely main-
tained, by native labour. The natives, in fact, are

ubiquitous. No project of any importance either

in mining or agriculture can be carried forward
without them. A native worker should never be
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regarded as a mere chattel, but as a free man with

fair opportunities for making the best of his powers

for service. He should be taught useful trades,

and should receive a fair remuneration for his

services.

By this I do not mean that he should receive

wages equivalent to that of the European working

man, because he is not able to perform the same

service, nor has he the same material needs. The
scale of remuneration should be consistent with

justice. The price of native labour in a new country-

is an important factor in the development of its

resources, both mineral and agricultural. If the

farmer has to pay high wages for work done, it will

not pay him to do it; the industry is at once

crippled, work becomes scarce, and the natives

suffer in the end from want of employment.

And further, a Christian Mission should lead in

industrial training because of the reflex influence

which habits of industry exercise on the develop-

ment of character. The regenerative and reform-

ing influences of the Gospel must be brought to

bear on the whole of life. Heart, mind, and hand

must all be taught to perform their duty, and to

answer the highest purpose in life of which they

are capable. Industrial training under Christian

auspices brings out the latent talent in a young

man, enables him to do work such as he never

dreamed he would ever be capable of doing. It

develops self-respect, lawful ambition, it makes his

labour of greater value to the community, and it

improves his position among his fellows. Others

looking up to him desire to follow his example.

Industrial training is thus a stepping-stone to

higher things. But industrial work must always

be an adjunct to the spiritual converting work, and

never a substitute for it.

Nevertheless it is a necessary adjunct, and more

imperatively necessary than those who have never

lived in a heathen country can realise. But should
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not the Christian missionary concentrate all his

attention to the spiritual aspects of his work ? If a
home missionary went into the slum district of a

large city, selected half-a-dozen young lads,

brought them entirely under his influence, and set

himself to attend only to their spiritual needs, what
kind of men would he produce ? If he preached to

them, taught them to read the Scriptures, to attend

Church services, to sing Christian hymns, and to

pray very devoutly every day, to meet in Christian

fellowship and to gather round the table of the Lord
—if they were instructed in these spiritual things

only would they be fitted for the work of life?

What type of Christian character would such

training produce? They would be monstrosities,

but not men. Such religious teaching is not

enough; Christianity must not be divorced from
life, but must pervade the whole of a man's
activities.

Dr. Wardlaw Thompson has well said :
' If the

work of the Christian Church among the heathen

is to result in helping the backward races and the

degraded classes in the non-Christian populations

of the world to rise into a new position of permanent
strength and intelligence of Christian life, the

importance of industrial work as a necessary element

in foreign missions will have to be increasingly

recognised by all Missionary Societies.'

No better examples of successful missionary

enterprise among the Africans are likely to be
found than the Overtoun Institution on the Living-

stonia Mission and the Lovedale Institution in the

Cape Colony. Sir Alfred vSharpe, Governor of

Nyasaland, in writing to the Secretary of State in

1906 after a visit to the Overtoun Institution, said :

* The object of the Institution is the industrial

education of the natives, the best form of mission

work, and I cannot too highly praise the under-
taking which is being carried on. It is good,
sensible work, which is useful to the country now,
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and will be still more so in the years to come.
The whole place is Avorked on business principles,

not on sentimental lines. I have not seen the Love-
dale Institution in South Africa, which is larger

than the Overtoun Institution, but with that excep-

tion I do not think there is any missionary institu-

tion in Central Africa of so useful and entirely satis-

factory description as that carried on by Dr. Law.'
Such hi^h praise coming from such a source indi-

cates that a remarkable work is being done.
A visitor to Lovedale thus described his experi-

ence :
* After welcoming me to Lovedale, Dr.

Stewart invited me to have a look over the place,

and here it was that all the arguments I had pre-

pared vanished as chaff before the wind. For one
of the first observations the doctor made was this

:

'' Our object is to teach the natives to work; work
he must a certain portion of the day, or go. We
cannot afford to keep idlers here ; lazy fellows must
leave us. We endeavour to civilise and teach them
to fear God at the same time, and hope that some
at least will turn out useful men and women." '

(See * Stewart of Lovedale,' p. 349).
I have not yet been able to initiate industrial

work on a large scale, but a very excellent begin-
ning was made in the building of the Mission
House at Nambala. Hitherto our buildings had
been constructed either of sun-dried brick, or of

poles plastered over with mud. Believing it would
be possible to make bricks somewhere in the neigh-
bourhood of Nambala, I made a few brickmoulds,
and after reading up on the subject began to make
experiments with different kinds of clay. These
experiments encouraged us to go forward in brick
making.
The preparation and manufacture of suitable

materials for building involves more time and
labour than the actual rearing of the structures.

The resources of nature are at our disposal w^hen
we have discovered them. Dr. Livingstone once
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wrote :
' You want bricks to build a house, and

must forthwith proceed to the field, cut down a
tree, and saw it into planks to make brick moulds,
the materials for doors and windows, too, are stand-

ing in the forest, and if you want to be respected

by the natives, a house of decent dimensions, cost-

ing an immense amount of labour, must be built/

The Nambala house was a source of constant
interest to the people; many travelled far to see it.

That a brick wall would stand alone without having
poles inside to hold it up was wonderful. That
wood from the African forest could be squared and
planed, and made to look so smooth was very
remarkable, but that I should ever have thought of

building a chimney was the most wonderful of all.

Native huts have fireplaces, but no chimney. When
a party of chiefs came from a distance to see the

Mission, they were shown round the house. On
seeing the chimney they smote their hands together
in astonishment, saying, ' There is even a path
for the smoke to travel in. How great is the

wisdom of the white man !

'

The house consisted of bedroom, sitting-room,

dining-room, pantry, and study—all on the ground
floor. The walls are i4in. thick and 12ft. 6in. high.
The roof is well thatched, and the whole house
from beginning to end is a very creditable piece of

work. It is an example of what can be done by
diligent labour and by patient teaching of natives.

I had with me two reliable native helpers from
South Africa to assist. J. K. Liphuku superin-

tended the brick making, and taught the Baila to

mould bricks. He was also the chief bricklayer.

Robert Moalosi was my assistant in the carpentry
department.

I had intended building a brick church as well,

but this was impossible owing to unforseen circum-
stances, so we buifi one with poles for walls and
plastered it inside and out with clay. The Nambala
Church is 48 feet long by 20 feet wide. A congre-
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gation of two hundred and fifty gathered on the
opening day. It was the first church to be built

north of the Kafue, and was of great interest to

the natives of the district. I found an outcrop of

limestone about twenty miles away, so one day
Liphuku took a number of boys and brought some
home. We burned it and whitewashed the Church
inside. The seats were made from African
mahogany, and according to native ideas were very
fine. All who gather for worship have a seat; not
chiefs only, but slaves also—an illustration of the
truth that we must forget our social distinctions
and differences when we gather for worship in the
house of God.





CHAPTER XXVI.

The Power of the Gospel.

' We trust the Gospel, for we have realised its

power. It knows no distinction of colour, accepts

no defeat, will not give up any man as lost, noi

even the most debased.*

Prof. A. S. Peake, M.A., D.D.





The Power of the Gospel.
' Suffer the Little Children '—The Growing Power of Love

—First Enquirers—A Great Work—A First Prayer

Meeting—Evangelism and Education—Value of Mission

Schools—A First Reading Lesson.

WHILE the industrial work outlined in the

previous chapter was being carried on,

other departments of Christian service were

not neglected. Our religious work was well sus-

tained on the Sabbath, and on other days I was
busy attending the sick, helping those in distress,

settling native quarrels, giving advice to the per-

plexed, or in some other wav bringing Christian

influences to bear upon the lives of the people until

they began to realise that the missionary always
sympathised with those who were in trouble.

I was once called to a village to see two women
who had been bitten by a mad hyaena. I found one
poor woman—the mother of a little child a few-

days old—already dead, and another elderly woman
very badly mauled. Having dressed her wounds,
I enquired of the chief, ' What are you going to

do with the child ?

He replied, ' We can but follow our custom and
bury it along with the dead mother.'

' But have you no woman in the village who
could nurse it?' I enquired.

* We have no one ; we have no cattle, nor have
we food for so young a child.'

' Will you allow me to take him to the
Mishishi? (Mrs. Chapman). Perhaps she could
find it some food.' They consented, and I took
the chifd home. As soon as my wife knew the
facts her heart went out in sympathy to the helpless
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babe ; she became a mother to it, and for some
months it made wonderful progress. The people
were greatly interested in her attempt to bring up
the child by hand, and often came to see it. They
named it * Mushala,' the one who remained. Then
it fell sick, and although we nursed it back to

health once, yet it had a relapse and eventually

died. We hoped he would become a preacher of

righteousness to his own people, but that was not

to be. However, the act of kindness was not lost,

and Mrs. Chapman's name among those people to-

day signifies, ' the friend of the children.* This
was not the only instance where she was able to

show^ to the people an example of Christian love

and pity by caring for their helpless children.

Another case was that of a babe whose mother
died soon after it was born. We gave the people

a little milk for it every morning. One day my
wife heard they were going to bury it, as it was
so very ill. She went oft" to the village at once,

and found there was no one to look after it except
an old grandmother, who was so crippled with
rheumatism that she could not look after herself.

The poor little creature was swarming with vermin,
and so emaciated that some of its bones protruded
through its skin. Mrs. Chapm.an brought it along
to the Mission, fearing it would expire before she
reached home.
We administered stimulants, and in a few hours

it revived. The next day its condition was slightly

improved. It was a little girl about six months
old, and weighed under four pounds. It gained a

little strength, and when we thought it out of

danger, it developed a chest affection and died.

Nevertheless, we had the satisfaction of doing all

that was possible for it. The father appreciated

our efforts to save his child, and the natives wit-

nessed another example of disinterested love and
care.

But love is not a very powerful force as yet
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among the Baila. Fear has a greater power in

animistic heathendom than love. They had never

heard of the love of God before. The unselfish love

of the messengers of the Cross as exhibited in the

lives of their missionaries was the first exhibition

of Christian love they had ever seen. Such acts of

disinterested love and pity help us to interpret to

them the Divine love and pity of Jesus Christ. This
is an idea that grows very slowly; they are not

greatly influenced by it at first, but as their con-
ception of it deepens and their grasp of it becomeb
more clear, then love becomes the most powerful
factor in their spiritual development. Moreover, it

is the only weapon against which the native has
no defence. If you preach against his sinful habits

he will reply, ' I have no sin. I have done no
wrong. The things against which you speak are

our customs. You have your customs, we have
ours.' But when we preach, both by precept and
example, the love of God to men, they have no
answer to give ; their cold hearts are melted, and
they become anxious to know more about God as

revealed in Jesus Christ.

The first enquirer at Nambala was a young man
who, like Nicodemus of old, came by night to tell

me he wanted to leave the habits and customs of

his fathers and enter the new way of the Christians.

Before long another 3'oung fellow confided to me
the same welcome news. When I enquired, ' How
long have you been thinking about this matter?

*

he replied slowly, ' It must be more than a year
since the word of God first entered my heart.'

Gradually a Catechumen Class was formed, and a
number of young men were brought under special

religious instruction.

Who can estimate the greatness and importance
of this work of winning the heathen to Jesus Christ,

and of instructing them in the things pertaining
to the kingdom of God ? Even the missionary him-
self can get but a glimpse of it. The teacher and

u
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his pupils approach the subject of religion from
totally different standpoints. I take, for example,

such truths as faith, trust, sin, guilt, forgiveness,

holiness, love, and try to explain them. These
beautiful Christian truths, like stained glass

windows, can only be seen to advantage from the

inside. I have been trained in the Christian

religion and look upon those truths from within,

but their religious outlook is entirely different to

mine ; they can only see them from without, and
how dull and meaningless it must all seem at first.

An eminent missionary has said on this subject

that ' the new religion speaks of blessings for which
they have no desire, and depreciates those which
they deem precious. The new preaching turns all

their religious thinking upside down. Absolute
unintelligence stares from the eyes of his hearers

on the evangelist. Then also the message is

directed to the individual, to the poor as well as

to the rich, to slaves as well as to their masters;
it says the same thing to all, calling upon them to

make a personal decision. All this works together

to make the proffered Gospel strange and uncon-
genial.'

Again, the religion of the African being largely

ancestor worship, he regards a change of religion

as being practically equal to a change of nation-

ality. He never dreams of converting any one else

to his religion, and no doubt often regards the zeal

of the missionary as very strange. My Catechu-
men members were at first afraid of having their

names placed on the Church roll. Their elders

assured them that they would eventually be
enslaved, that great trouble would come to them if

they left the customs of the tribe. Religion to them
is an observance of all the customs, and the ances-
tral spirits are the guardians of custom ; to omit
any part of their observance is to bring on them-
selves the wrath of the gods.
But as God graciously reveals Himself to the
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souls who devoutly seek Him, their confidence in the

new way gradually increases. As they approach
God in prayer, through Jesus Christ, their faith

is strengthened, and the prophet's words are again
fulfilled :

' Upon them that sat in darkness hath
the light shined.'

The first meetings for prayer among the Cate-
chumens at Nambala were held in 1908, and the

place was the new church, which had recently been
opened for Christian worship. We addressed them
on the nature of prayer, and its place in the

Christian experience ; then having enquired very
closely into the inner life and experience of those

assembled, we knelt together in prayer. The sin-

cere petitions of one of the young men present I

shall ever remember. He prayed thus :
—

* O God,
Thou art our Father, and we are Thy children

;

we know not how to pray to Thee, but Thou canst
teach us. Help me to keep all Thy command-
ments, and make my heart as white as the heart of

Jesus Christ. Amen.' Other followed in a similar
strain, and we gave thanks to God that day for

His goodness in thus revealing Himself to the
heathen

.

Our efforts to evangelise must be accompanied
by educational work; enlightenment without
religion is not an unmixed blessing. The import-
ance of properly directed educational work cannot
be overrated. Both in China and Japan the desire
for education and enlightenment has opened the
door for Christianity, and yet, a noted Japanese has
said that his countrymen ' will not be converted to

Christianity through the understanding.' Religion
is not necessarily promoted by instruction of a
secular character; education is one of the fruits of
the Gospel tree, rather than its root.

If education in itself were sufficient, as some
vainly imagine, then our watchword might well be
the education, and not the evangelisation of the
heathen. Salvation is for them as well as for us,
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the gift of God through Jesus Christ. They need
to be educated in religion, but secular education
alone, as Bishop Colenso proved, will not produce
it. Sir Macworth Young, for many years the ruler

of Bengal, has said that if the higher education of

the Hindoos had been kept in the hands of the

missionaries, we should have had a different out-

look in the case of the cultured classes to-day. ' I

can say,' he declares, ' that there is no influence

which is comparable to the influence of the mission
schools and colleges upon the rising youth of the

present generation.'

A missionary believing in education will adapt
himself to the needs of his pupils. A number of

young men wishing to learn to read, I formed an
evening class. These were my first scholars at

Nambala, and varied in age from sixteen to thirty

years of age. They did not know a single letter

of the alphabet, nor had they ever seen a book.
I began by telling them of ten * people ' whose
names they already knew but whose faces they
had never seen, viz., Mr. One, Mr. Two, etc. 1

made a 1 on the blackboard, saying, 'This is Mr.
One ; and see, he is like a walking stick !

' They
were greatly surprised at seeing him, and exclaimed
excitedly, ' Yes, look, he is just like a walking-
stick !

'

Then putting down the rest of the numerals one
by one I noted some peculiarity in each. Mr. Two
sits on his tail ; Mr. Five wears a hat, etc. Having
taught them the numerals, I said, ' Now there are
twenty-six other " people " whom you must know,
and whose names you have not even heard.'

Beginning with A, we went slowly through the
alphabet. I then explained that these people were
all married, but, like Europeans, each had only one
wife. Then putting Mrs. A by the side of her
husband, thus Aa, we went slowly on until we
reached Mrs. Z.

But I had yet to explain how by the aid of these
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letters we could read and write, and began by a
reference to their own village life. In a village

there are different classes of people—chiefs, who
do no work, and servants who do their bidding

—

and it is the same with these people. When I

brought the chiefs (vowels) out from among the

rest, and placed them along the top of the black-

board, my pupils were wonderfully interested.
* Now,' said I, ' these are the great chiefs who
never do any work. When they wish to speak they
call up one of their servants to do it for them.'
Here is the chief A ; which of his servants shall we
call to help him to speak ?

One boy suggested P ; then we read Pa. Another
suggested S, then the chief said Sa. It was very
amusing to see how eagerly they drank in the

instruction thus given. Having explained that they
must not now call these ' people ' by their names,
but must tell me what they said, we began to build

up words out of syllables. One of the first words
so built up was Sha-za-mbwi, the name of the most
intelligent of the young men. For a time they
did not recognise it, but when it dawned upon them
Shazambwi's face was a study. The discovery was
followed by an outburst of hilarity. They jumped
to their feet and shook Shazambwi by the hand;
they slapped him on the back. They congratulated
each other on the attainment of such wisdom, and
again concentrated their attention on the black-
board to be sure that the name they had read was
really there. And so ended our first lessons in

reading.

We opened a regular school of about thirty

young men and lads at Nambala ten days before
I left. This work was in the hands of Robert
Moalosi. Many of the young men had been in my
service for a considerable time, and were very
promising. That the Baila have a capacity for

reading and writing is evident from the following
letter which was written by a young man in the
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Nanzela School to a friend in the employ of the
Rev. J. R. Fell at Mudodolis, on the Zambesi.
It was put into the hands of my cook to be delivered

to Shankumo. The cook asked me to keep it safely

for him until we arrived at Mudodolis. Being
curious to know what one lad might be writing

to another, I ventured to unwrap the precious docu-
ment. I was so pleased with it that I copied k
into my note book. The following is a literal

translation :
—
March 20th, 1908.

Nanzela Mission Station,

N. W. Rhodesia.
Mr. My Dear Shankumo.

My friend, I remind you that to-day is a
new year. We do not see each other because we
are far apart, and although it is so, as for me I

do not know how you are living there at Mudodolis.
It is said you have gone there to live. Are you
still at Sijobas, or where ? How shall we know
as no one now comes to Nanzela from you. Long
ago I heard, in the letter you wrote me, that you
were going to Mudodolis. My friend, I was very
glad to receive the news. I heard that you w^ere

in good health at Sijoba's. I also am still doing
the work of the kitchen for the missionary. There
are two of us here. I am glad that you are also
in the kitchen at Sijobas. Again, this person
Shibomba, who is doing the work for this mis-
sionary (Muchahani) I have told him he must do
his work well as his master is a very good man,
and treats people well. When he arrives at your
place you must also receive him with kindness.
And now I wish you to know that I am living well

here at Nanzela. God still grants me life. I have
now finished my news. I salute you. Salute for

me the ' company * of Sunday. And may God bless

you and give you blessing. Salute for me the
native teacher. I hope he is living well and may
God still enable him to keep in health.
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Such a letter, written by a young man to his

friend, proves that these people possess intelligence

and brotherly sympathy; that they are capable of

being raised from a life of ignorance and super-
stition to a life of industry and Christian service.

It also shows that new conceptions of God are tak-

ing hold of the native mind. Already the Gospel
is winning its widening way among the youths
who come under the influence of our Missions.
They are as yet but children needing to be taught
and guided along the Christian way, but they are
destined to grow—slowly it may be—in numbers
and influence until the principles of the Christian
religion permeate native society and transform it

into *a sacrifice acceptable, well pleasing to God.'





CHAPTER XXVII.

Retrospect and Prospect.

' The great future of the missionary enterprise

may be left to take care of itself. It is safe in the

hands of its Founder.*

Stewart, of Lovedale.

* / must, God sparing me, see this work through.*

Chalmers, of New Guinea.





Retrospect and Prospect.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Smith Leave for England—Rev. and
Mrs. J. R. Fell Arrive in Cape Town—Ila Hymn Book
Published—Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Kerswell Arrive at

Nambala—I visit Nanzela—The Batonga Mission—The
Work at Kasenga—Incentives to Missionary Zeal.

I
SPENT three very strenuous but happy years

at Nambala—in preaching the Gospel, in

building the house and church, and in per-

forming the multifarious duties associated with the

founding of a successful Mission. It now remains
for me to sketch briefly some of the important
events of these years, and to note the position and
prospects of our Baila-Batonga Mission in this year
of grace 1910.

In February, 1907, my health was very seriously

impaired, but a journey down to the Cape enabled
me to complete my term of six years. We found
the change from tinned provisions to fresh food
very beneficial, and to be in civilisation once again
was delightful. We met the Rev. and Mrs. E.
W. Smith at Kalomo; they were on their w^ay to

England, having spent nearly five years of very
successful service at Nanzela. Mr. Smith is a very
hard-working, capable, and successful missionary.
To know him and his work is to admire him.
His handbook to the Ila language is second to none
among books of that class, and will be found indis-

pensable to Europeans entering the country either

as Government officials, traders, farmers, miners,
or missionaries who wish to learn the Ila language.
He has also rendered great service in the prepara-
tion of school books, and Scripture translations.

I was able to give my time to the industrial work
connected with the founding of Nambala without
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anxiety, knowing that the work of providing the

necessary Ila literature w^as being ably attended to

by Mr. Smith.
During our stay in Cape Town my health rapidly

improved, but mv wife was less fortunate and spent

eight weeks in the hospital under Dr. Moffat.

When about to leave Cape Town a friend w rote from
England saying that the Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Fell

were appointed to the Batonga Mission, and were
sailing the following week. We therefore waited

for them, went down to the mail steamer when they

arrived, and heartily welcomed them to Africa. We
travelled to Bulawayo together, and there met the

Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Price, who had taken up the

work at Nanzela. Mr. Price had brought his wife

dow^n to Bulawayo to see a doctor there. She had
been under treatment for some weeks, and was then

becoming convalescent. My native porters being
already on their way to Broken Hill, we hurried

forward.
On arriving at Nambala we at once began to push

forward our building operations. On July 2nd I

received the following letter from the Acting Magis-
trate of the Mumbwa District :

—
' Sir, I regret to

inform you that the natives are at present very
restless, and I fear something serious may happen
at any moment. Under these circumstances I deem
it advisable that you take measures to place Mrs.
Chapman in a place of safety, and suggest your
proceeding with her to Broken Hill without delay.*

I had no personal knowledge of any definite unrest,

but there were several things which, taken together,

certainly were not very reassuring.
I therefore acted on the advice given. The

Government sent native troops into the district to

quell any disturbance that might arise. On August
1st at 4 a.m. the Mission store was fired, and all

our provisions, together with a quantity of mission
goods, were destroyed. As a consequence of this,

Mrs. Chapman left for England. But no further
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developments took place, and I was able to return

to Nambala and continue my work. After taking

a journey round the district we commenced to build

the Nambala Church, and opened it for worship in

the spring of 1908.

I was also busy editing a Hymn Book for use

in our services. The following extract from the

Preface will give some idea of its character and
scope :

—
' This is the first collection of Christian

Hymns written in the language of the Baila. . . .

It will be found to contain hymns embodying the

most important elements of the Christian religion,

viz., the character of God and the homage due to

Him ; the Incarnation of Jesus and His atoning
death; and the work of the Holy Spirit, etc. . . .

To diffuse the light of the Gospel among the people
in this part of Rhodesia is the sole aim of the

contributors to this Hymnal.' It was published
early the following year; Mr. Smith kindly under-
took to see it through the press. It is now in use
not only on our own Missions, but also on those
of the ' American Brethren in Christ,' who are

labouring on the eastern border of the Ila country.
In February, 1908, I made a Journey to Broken

Hill to meet the Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Kerswell,
who during the last two years have been in charge
of Nambala. They have laboured very successfully.

The school has increased from thirty to sixty, and
a number of Catechumens are being prepared for

baptism. Religious services have been held in the
surrounding villages, and a considerable amount
of medical work has been done among the natives.

Educational work is proceeding, and the founda-
tions of a prosperous Mission are * well and trulv
laid.'

I left Nambala the following March, and jour-
neyed down to Nkala and Nanzela. At the former
place a new church was almost completed, and at

the latter place Mr. Price was exercising a benefi-

cent ministry. The work has gone forw^ard since
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then, and many young people have become
Christians. The Nanzela School is also prosper-
ing; fifty-four children and young people are con-
nected with it. There is an ' open air school ' at

Nalolo, a few miles away, taught by a young native

named Mufaladi, ' the ablest among the students at

Nanzela.' The native teacher, Mahiritona, is

opening a new out-station at Shaloba's, a large

village a day's journey in the direction of Kasenga,
and the prospects there are also very encouraging.
Quite recently six more Catechumens have been
baptised and received into the Church.
From Nanzela I proceeded to Kalomo, and from

there to Sijoba's. After spending a few hours
there, during which time I visited Mr. Hogg's
grave, interviewed Sijoba, and inspected the church
built by Mr. Hogg, I started for Mudodoli's, where
Mr. and Mrs. Fell had been labouring but a few
months. They had already selected a site, built

their first huts, and explored the country along both
banks of the Zambesi where the Batonga reside.

They were busy learning the language of the

people, and were very hopeful respecting the

future.

During the two years that have intervened our
friends there have rendered splendid service. In

spite of much sickness from repeated attacks of

fever, and stolid indifference on the part of the

people, who as yet fail to realise the blessings a

Christian Mission will bestow upon them, a great

work has been done. Famine, stark and grim, has
been stalking through the land, and has repeatedly

laid its arresting hand on all our plans. For a

long time the Mission boys were fed on half rations,

and Mr. Fell had even to procure food for them
from Wankies. No wonder that he wrote, ' It has
been a ceaseless worry and a time of difficulty and
despondency.'
And yet, even under those trying conditions, the

work progressed, and a substantial seven-roomed
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house of burnt brick was erected, with a surround-
ing verandah six feet wide. When Mr. Fell was
leaving for Africa he was asked by the Missionary
Committee if he could build a house. He replied,
' I don't know, but I shall try.' 'Now,' says he,
* I think I can say '* yes " to the question.' What
this work must have cost in physical strain can be
but faintly realised by those who dwell in our
temperate Eng^lish climate. Mr. Fell worked at the

bricklaying in a temperature of 140 degs. F, and,
says he, ' in spite of this great heat, sore fingers

through handling the rough bricks, scorched neck
and weary body, we joy now in a building nearing
completion.'

But that is by no means all. A new church w^as

opened for w^orship in November, 1909, and school
work begun among a promising band of young
men, some of whom are also attending a Catechu-
men Class. A young Mutonga who became a
member of the W^esleyan Church in Bulawayo has
now returned home, and is likely to prove of service

to Mr. Fell in his work. The following extract is

so highly gratifying that I give it in Mr. Fell's

own words. After outlining what has been done
in other directions, he says, * We have fetched the

seats from Sijoba Church and repaired them for

use here, made reading desk for the Church,
finished building the mission boat, painted and
launched it, cut a set of stencils out of the sides of

old biscuit tins, prepared initial reading-sheets . . .

and printed a collection of twenty-four hymns in

the Tonga language. The publishing of this marks
another stage in the history of this Mission. It is

as far as I know the only literature in the language
of the Batonga. The hymns are translations from
the Chila collection, but are now intelligible to the

people in the Zambesi valley.'

The boat referred to was sent out from England.
Fifty boys carried it through dense bush, over

rocky country, and across bridgeless rivers—one
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Stream, the Lukosi, they crossed thirteen times. In

spite of these difficulties Mr. Fell and his braves

arrived at Mudodoli's after being absent fifteen

days. During this time Mrs. Fell was left alone

and superintended the Mission during her hus-

band's absence. Thanks to a merciful Providence
she was preserved in health. This famous boat

has been christened ' Faith,' and will be a valu-

able acquisition for the evangelisation of the

Batonga.
Another branch of our work which is full of

promise is the Kasenga Mission. This project was
somewhat delayed owing to lack of funds, but
through the generous help of Sir W. P. Hartley
and a gift from the ' Arthington Trust,' Mr. Smith
has been able to commence, and the work is now
well in hand. His experience, his ability, his

enthusiasm, and his intimate knowledge of the

Baila especially qualify him for this admittedly
difficult task. That he has a splendid helpmeet in

Mrs. Smith all who have read her ' Sunshine and
Shade ' will readily admit. They arrived on the

new site at the end of May, 1909^ and the success

already achieved has more than justified the

appointment.
The people were very difficult to work among

at first. They asked exhorbitant prices for every-

thing. One man wanted a blanket for quarter of

a stone of maize. Food was very scarce owing
to the exceptionally dry season. The little grain
Mr. Smith was able to purchase had to be supple-
mented by what game he could shoot. In spite

of these little vexations, the people were glad at

heart to have a missionary in their midst. When
asked by the Assistant District Commissioner if

they had any objection to Mr. Smith building there,

the chief replied, * For years we have been expect-

ing the missionary coming, and now there is

nothing to be said. Let him build where he is

—

we are s^lad.'
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A beneficent Christian influence is being exerted

over these Kasen^a people, who as yet but faintly

realise the unmeasurable blessings, both material

and spiritual, which the Gospel is now placing

within their reach. From the foregoing pages it

will be readily seen that in North West Rhodesia

our Church has a great opportunity. God has

opened for us there ' a great and effectual door
'

of usefulness and service, and shall we not gladly

enter and claim these dark sons of Africa for Christ

and His Church ?

I expect to return to Nambala in July, 1910,

and Mr. Kerswell is opening another station among
the Batonga. In this w^ork of extension we are

being divinely led; God will undoubtedly crown
the labours of His servants with a great success.

Motives for missionary service crowd in upon us

from whatever direction we turn our eyes. If we
look abroad, very powerful incentives urge us for-

ward. The moral and spiritual degradation of the

heathen, their debasing habits and customs, their

deep spiritual need, their great possibilities, and
the very success the Gospel has achieved among
them call for increased zeal. Christian missions

almost invariably develop trade and commerce, and
make the task of government more easy. Sir

Andrew Fraser, formerly Lieutenant Governor of

Bengal, has recently said :
' The vast majority of

the missionaries have not only the interests of the

people at heart, but are seeking to advance those

interests in a manner and by methods which demand
the sympathy, encouragement, and co-operation of

those mainly responsible for the government of the

country.'

Lord vSelborne, late High Commissioner for

South Africa, frankly says :
' I wish to give my

testimony to the general value of mission work.
I have no difficulty in stating the impression left

upon my mind, and that is the profound contempt
which I have no desire to disguise for those who

V
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sneer at missions.* If we look at home we find

motives that are even more impelHng. Foreign
Missions bless the Churches that promote them
by providing new outlets for service, by giving to

them fresh examples of the power of the Gospel,

by increasing their own spiritual life, by enthusing
them with a new passion for humanity and a new
devotion to the Christ who said, * Go ye therefore

and make disciples of all the nations . . . and lo

I am with you alway.*

That His Presence has been vouchsafed to His
servants on the Baila-Batonga Mission is manifest

from the remarkable progress that has been made
during the years covered by this narrative. These
wild naked savages were vicious, cruel, and
treacherous at first. Their land was full of blood.

Trials by ordeal, infanticide, slave trading, murders
and other unjiameable cruelties were prevalent.

They had no conception of civilisation or of

Christianity. Darkness covered the earth, and
gross darkness the people. The change which is

now coming over them dates from the arrival of

the first missionaries. They and their brethren

who followed them have, by the exercise of courtesy

and tact, gained the confidence of these people,

learned their language, and reduced it to writing.

By their teaching and example they have brought
into this land the light of the Christian Gospel.

At every Mission Station school work is proceeding
among the young. Catechumen Classes are estab-

lished and a number of candidates are being pre-

pared for baptism. Ignorant savages are being
converted into intelligent Christians. Heathen
songs are giving place to * the songs of Zion.'

Villages are being evangelised, out-stations are

being opened, and a network of agencies are work-

ing for the benefit and uplifting of these people.

Medical work also aids the missionary in winning
the people to Christianity. We badly need a

medical missionary, and trust one will soon be
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appointed. Industrial work must be done on a
larger scale than hitherto, and one or more training
institutions will shortly be necessary. A native
agency must be trained and sent forth as teachers,
and as preachers of Christ to their own people. God
has honoured us in giving to us this great oppor-
tunity. The field is white unto harvest. Shall we
not enter it, and gather these precious souls for

Him?

THE END.
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